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HOLLAND,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

News.
SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

The annual picnic of

1886.

17,

WHOLE

NO. 725.

the Sunday school

Life Saving Station.
tickets for the Macatawa, under the
Church was held
The U. S. Revenue Cutter, A. Johnson, arrangement made by Mr. Carpenter,
at Macatawa Park last Thursday. Ther
ipt. Harrington, however, did more
last Thursday
were
were anout
about two Hundred
hundred and fifty in " called
^onyu at
ai this
luls port
pornasi
inursuay morning
than this. He chartered the fine barge
tendance and a very pleasanttime was and discljar«eda large quantity of stores
enjoyed by
and apparatus for the Life Saving Station, Vestey, of Muskegon, at .considerable
of the Third Reformed

W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

Mr. E. Hull, of Missouri, is

Terms

of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

visiliog

freinds in this city.

in

all.

Misses Mary and Anna Van Pullen are
Chicago.

visiting friends in

^

and then departed for Milwaukee. Supt. expense, and made arrangementswith the
All young ladles who take an N.......
... uuu
».,o tame
ner Steamer Savldge to assist the Macatawa
Robbins
and wife
came id
in who
with her
THR cIty hflS been fuIl of smoke from interest in Y. M. C. A. work are kindly from Grand Haven, and after “taking in” whenever desired.
--narcu, auu oner IHKulg IQ
reniipsfpd tn moot
« ___ ____
.
This was the situationwhen the
requested to meet at the Y. M. C. A. Macatawa took dinner with mine host
IlSpJwnVm C“T DlreCt0r7' ,‘0t 0,'r lhree f0rC8t flreS 8eVCr“‘ d^8tbi8Weeliroom* fin W pHnnarfavr —
a t* _
Mr. Frank Marty, who deals in room9 00 WedDe8^flV evening next, for Ryder, and then departedfor their home “Queen” arrived, and the railway offlponies” at Allegan, is stopping at Maca- lbe PurP°fie°r organizing a “Young on the noon boat. Capt. Morion, who is dais coolly asked the Macatawa Park
Ladies Auxllliary.”
Association to disregard their contract and
to have charge of the station, has been at
O
permit the “Queen” to come in and ruin
the Park for several days. He informs us
morning cigmeoacnes
eight coaches
Mrs. R. A. Hunt and daughter started .Last
.....Wednesday
.vu^ounj uiuimug
the whole buiineas. No offer was made
In sums to suit 00 productive Real Estate.
that the crew will be selected immediatefor a visit to Rochester,N. Y. on last con,aiDin* about six hundred people of
by this new boat to pay a dollar toward
ly
and will go into service before the 1st
L. S. PROVIN,
the First and Second Reformed Churchts,
keeping
up the park, or the dock* at
Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Afrent.
- _
n f TC
am a rvrvrv
^1
. • • of August. The order of drill is to he as
of Kalamazoo, arrived here and took the
Holland, but the owner, a man of
R. Kanters & Sons have been re- 10 o’clock boat for Macatawa Park, follows : Monday and Thursday the crew
0ffl“KS%DTM9i7rHot8'wealth, simply wished to take all he
ceiving an immence quantity of tile the where the day was spent enjoyably. The will practice the short line; Tuesday boat
could get.
past week.
drill; Wednesday flag drill; Friday
train left on the return trip about 7.30
gusincs-i gitfetoqj.
On Saturday the “Queen” made her
“resuscitateday” or a practice for revivp. m.
It does not always follow that a man
first trip. The story had been told that
ing drowned persons; Saturday, a day for
Ccaalnlcaksrehut.
dislikesbis bed because he turns his back
Lost:— Last Saturday a lady’s purse cleaning apparatus and station. For the she was unusuallyfast and would beat
"OEACn, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and upon it.
containinga few dollars In money and first six or eight weeks the crew will the Macatawa at least a mile on the run.
JJ dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat, office in Brick
some valuable papers. The papers have practice almost constantly until they be- down. The two boats left Holland yerjJ. W. Bosman ha8*built two tenement
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
been returned through the post-office,but come thoroughly conversant with their close together.The Macatawa, however,
houses near the creamery during the
Drasi tad kfdlelasi.
if the purse and money is not returned
work ; after that time the drill will be oc- held the lead all the way down, and
past two months.
forthwith suit will be at once commenced casionallygone through with. In a made the dock first. The same result
D0cS.,ft.0.n^i?7,LD.K: T.
Mr. John Pyle, of Kalnmazoo, was in for the recovery of the property, as the future issue we will try and give our followed Saturdayevening.
slcians prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth St.
The two boats continuedto make daily
the city this week looking up old friends parties holding the same are known.
readers an insight into the work of the
yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi- and acquaintances.
trips, with the railroad tickets good on
service and the duties performed by the
/ D n’ 1 a “'E.'0I18, etc- Proprietor of Dr. W.
The weather for several days past has men.
V an den Berge s Family Medicines.River Street.
—
either boat, until Tuesday. Contrary to
Rev. Mr. Jordan and family expect to been very cloudy and it seems as though
expectation,the new boat, unlike a new
TyALSH, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a
go to the state camp meeting at Bay View, we might have rain every day If everybroom, did not sweep clean. Not only
ine«s f *l°Ck °f K°0d8 aPPertaIn,DK t0 the bnsThe Steamboat War.
our own citizens,
citlzeng, but the majority of thV
tho
near Petoskey,next week.
thing proved satisfactoryto the elements.
by
the
t
ruraltun.
All crops are sufferingand the fires in the
The most popular watering place at woods threatensthe whole country and
\[ELE!' BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
aU kinds of Fnrnltnro, Curtains, Wall Paper, present is at the creamery. The butter- has in many instances proved disastrous it soon became known that this boat ha/ »neM\ Tueaday evening Capt. Gavett apCarpets, Coffins, Picture frames,etc.; River tit.
milk, however, is excellent.
brought
.„CJMared ®nd demanded that the new boat
to the farmers fences and growing crops. been
tan br^bt here by Ihe Chlcago
pe^Ue".! To
—
Onera Culm.
A
shower
is needed very much.
Weal
Mich.
R’y
officials
to
run
between
grfkon
evV^rTp.andThlt
Ed. Westveer, of Chicago, an old HolVAN; PATTEN, 0. 4 SONS, GeneralDealers in
Holland
and
the
parks,
in
opposition
to
the
/ogton
should
consent
to a reduction in
V Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and land boy was shaking bands with his A special business men’s train will
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
Macatawa
The
“Queen”
is
a
sidc-whee’/
hf
pr,?w
10
be
pald
Mm
for excursioplits,
friends in this city this week.
leave this city every Monday morning via.
steamer of about the size of the Macatawa. ’ ilse6 to sdl tickSli^hv ,Ch°flm£*ny wou'd re*
Esteli,
Barnum’s Shows exhibitedin Grand the Chicago and West Mich. R’y. for On Saturday the
______ n upon
lbe new boat, beario*
r*V^riK BGTEL, Geo. N. Williams,Proprietor.
Grand Rapids at 7:15 o’clock. The boat
Rapids
last
Wednesday.
Several
of
our
\J The only first-class hotel in the city. Is lo* Gavett
- ..... and j" K.V-.
- " or
chilliness
the new boat lo
to ^umi
crowd
its deck Capt. W. A.
---------------will leave the Parks at 0:30, a. m. and
cated in the business center of the town and has citizenswent to see the animals.
AgnewoftheC. & W. M. R’y Co., th/ Qto a business
for which Mr. Harrington
77 ----nurnngion
one oi the largest and best sample rooms in the
d paid more than $600.; and notofler
state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.
typayacent toward keeping either the
Editor M. T. Ryan of the Allegan 8Mtra“m
<^'‘Dd
M"-1
o.iX) a. m.'Th'Ti
This train“ will
be very
~
puCEN IX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Democrat was in the city last Thursday
‘focks or park in order. Beyond this, the
Located near the C. & W. Si. R’y depot, has
good facilities lor the travelingpublic, and its and made the News office a pleasant call.
wish to spend the day in Grand Rapids
table Is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo-
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•

Katee of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers have the nrivlW* nf fhrp«
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dation of guests.
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and return early

Those merchants who encourage your
Liveryaid Sale Stablei.

local

you go

priced and wi" be

Xacufactoriei, Xllli, Shrps, Stc.

yAN

KAALTE, B., dealear in Farm

V menu and
Ninth Streets.

A Chicago mad dog recently rushed
areintendln
into a saloon for congenial company. are intending

imple-

machinery. Cor. River and

-

•

a

coin^Sentet'

shop-

V

dU^

m

I^REMERS, a..,

—

With

Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and ---and the
tlcventh streets, formeny occupied by the late Dr

A

O.

£..

will also manifest the usual

the

smoke from the

J. A., Physicianand Surgeon. Office

a

“^„0>-d

passer,

park, and that any arrangement

them with Mr. Harringtonwould he

Co«^

announced

&

ience lo the public,we desire to submit to you the

this

and without con
Harrington, it was at

To have

once

in all the

1886.

following proposition In settlement of the “Htenm.
boat War.”

the party left,

suiting .Mr.

V

15,

3ih :— In order to prevent trouble and Inconven-

satis-

factory to the Association. With
warning

T’m

at the

made by

the

Steamers“Queen

of tin- Lakes” and'

•Geo. r.
P. oaviuge
Savldge”run irom
from Holland to Ottawa

Grand Rapids papers! BeRCh aDd

a landing
landing.

To understand the matter it may

8co11'8 Ending,

making no Hops

at

Mftcata'vaPark; t0 hav® 1,10 Stoanui Macatawa
run (linctly from Holland to MacatawaPark,

he

making no stops at Ottawa Bcacli or Scott’s.
The railroadtickets to bo good on nil the boats,
the coming of the new boat. The trouble i. e. the three boats. No interference to ho made
which began last winter and culminated with passengersor excursion*by your railroad

enthusiasm.

well to state the position of affairs prior to

forest fires

ab
f

full this
this
lull

—
Action

that the boat had been refused

smoke iium
from me
the stramooat
steamboat battle,
battle
It is not often that the publisher of a
our citizens
citizenshave •
•
our
had- their
eyes and bands local newspaper is called upon to present

Ledeboer.

AT ABBS,

.

day shaking hands with his numerous form quite an additional attraction and
friends here.
we hope that our people in this matter

Physicianand Surgeon. KesIdence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St
Office at the drug store ot Kremers <fc Bangs.. Office hours from a a. m. to 12 m.,audfrom5 to 6 p.m

AV

yATEs,

lhat

,

President

•ytoixiND,Mich., July

CoX.nl
;:;6::::.?.::!:
to offer special
premiums on

v
iio»

.

there.
lh.ere al 4 and '
there. Mr.
Mr. Walsh.
Walsh, Presided df^vjockp. l“ken_
m^each.fro.m
dly^hi^uR
Tibi
u,e Park
rflrK Association,
association, met the party, and
and a/ramhle for the landing there, could only
the
informed ih»*m ii.o* tho D«wo
be a series of terrible
the
icuiuio accidents.
acciucnis. To
lo the
.bat the Park
proposal
the
following
has
been
submitted:
bad made a contract with Capt. Harriet,

Everybody there was of course afraid of some particular exhibit, or for superior
skill, or any other purpose, are requested
DER YEN, J. M„ Manufactures tho beet water.
5 cent cigar made. Havanua tilled.Smoke
to ----------immediately inform the
Secretaryso
—
me oecremry
them, tor sale by all dealers. • 2-ly.
L’R genial friend, Ed. Montieth, of
may
appear in the JJIUIIJIUIIJ
premium
---- .r -t'K'-”*
Phyileltai.
uskeirnn wno
«i#«. j...
.
Muskegon,
was In
in ti.o
the city
last Wednes list. At other fairs these special
premiums

yAN

01

lar trips
Jar trips

«:r

reader

.

J

,^

in the afternoon.

Tnr Pran,;.,™t

paper with advertising should also

have the preferencewhen
ping.

IBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1* Niutn street, near Market.
|V

I-

week.
hu

week.

the
tho name
name of
of n
a

homp
aw
home mprpin>n»
merchant as

in direct at
,•«

officials,but

the spring election, was followed by

they bo permitted to select their des-

own wishes. Each,
“The Queen for
Ottawa Bench and Scott’s;” “The Macatawa for
club in this citv Bn* mp*Hn7 ".7*
,c0‘
!,er'™‘y
Jnst'lled
in
stating
lnS
"i'11
<•'.?>
Harrington
to
transport
!f«rj0.t|nea,n ....in,
Macatawa Park.'’ We have never Interferedwith
Another ,
,
8UCCe9S- firm of Pe,er S,el[clee & Co. have
>» .k. P«rk. For tbe rights
Watches acd Jewelry.
your ferry boats and In case this proposition is actonerf,. g“ herll,g ',as k.id last evening a stock of erjekery and are selling as 'iTcn under this contract, Mr. Harrington
cepted we shall not do so.1
pREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
CC 16
cheap as
as any
anv dealer
dealer in
in fho»
iiBo in
in the
*!,« a8rced to pay the Association$400. He
cheap
that line
JJ dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market

1VA at t\ alsh’s Drug Store. Residence,Ninth
Street,three doors east of corner of Ninth and
Fish streets.

Titp

nffnr.a

**

?

I

competition with outside firms.

But we
that
.bat tbe
tbe

tination accordingto their

the Macatawa Park Associationcontract

boat to bear a conspicuous sign,

aslarge

orfiacization.

and Eighth

If this

streets.

There

will

be an Ice Cream

city of

Social

Grand Rapids, and

will continue to

also leased two

docks at Holland, paying

at

proposal is accepted by you, telegraph me

once. In case yon

wish any additional details

so. They have just received a large $200 therefor. 'The Macatawa was upon the basis of the above propositions,submit
? V
them at once. Yours, etc.,
assortment of the latest patterns in thoroughlyoverhauledand fitted out at a
dar streets.
Mrs. E. E. Annis’ home for the benefit
H. WALSH, Pros. M. P. A.”
large expense for
railcrockery besides a full line of
,U4 the season. The
iue ranof the M. E. Church. All are invited.
No reply lo this has been received.
and imported glassware. See advertise- rond offlt‘ial8,n R>e meantime, had fre- Notwithstandingthe foregoing action of
£ocictiqs.
flucollyvisited Mr. Harrington, been giv- the railway officials;and tbe fact that
The meat market run by D. Coppock ment in another
— ten several rides to “Ottawa Beach,” and new tickets were Issued for “Ottawn
next to the News office has been disconf. & a. a.
Last Thursday noon Mrs. John Pes- Otherwise handsomely treated by him. Beach” instead of Macatawa the next day
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge tinued. Lack of business through not
without waiting for a reply to their proNo. 191. F. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall advertising is undoubtedlythe cause.
sink, wife of one of the proprietors of the . fter the contract was made with tbe
posal, the Macatawa Is doing very much
Holland. Mich., at 7 o'clock,on Wednesday
-City Bakery, died after a comparatively I ark Association,, tbe railroadofficials more
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
than the
-- business
-------•mu“Queen.”
V£UCCIi.
May 12, June 16, July 14. Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 13.
IU la CHW
MR. (7. v--an Sohelven, VI
of this
cit\ short illness at the home of her parents in * ere anxious to make arrangements with
On Wednesday an excursion came to
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. St. Joho.a days June 24, and
IS reached Ihe 17/tn] nf
^
•
has
reached the goal of bis ambition. Hrt Zeeland. Mrs. Pessink
Dec. 27.
some three weeks I ic Macatawa. A contract was presented Holland from Kalamazoo. Effortswere
made by the railroad officials to secure
.
„
L. Boyd. W. M.
is now managing editor of De IIojk. We ago started for a few days visit with her
by Mr. J. H. Carpenterof the railway to this party for “Ottawa Beach” and the
O. Brrtman, Stc v.
predict * prosperous future for the paper. folks and was taken sick with lung fever
Mr. Harrington. On examination he ob- new boat and all the Grand Rapids dailies
Knights of Labor.
and died as above stated. She was 27 jected to some parts of it, and a new con- stated that they were going there. Tbfr
Y
We cannot understand why the resiHarmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
was a mistake, however, as the whole
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hall every week. All com- dents ot the south side of Eleventh street years of age and leaves her husband with tract was drawn by his attorney. This he
crowd went to Macatawa by the old line.
municationsshould be addressed to
three little children to mourn her lossJ presented to Mr. Carpenter, who made
In tbe afternoon of Wednesday another
Harmony Lock Box.
do not petitionthe Common Council for a
Mrs. Pessink was an (estimable lady, { some slight changes, filled in the blanks, attempt to secure passengers was made by
Holland, Mich.
sidewalk. It is certainly a great necessity.
kind and affecUonat&Wife, and a warm- and stated that it- was sstisfsctoi'y.He means of one of tbe officers of the
“Queen” going through the streets and
©ttt IHatfechs.
^-AHong the many visitors to this city hearted friend. Her dkth is a sad blow then said that he would take it to Grand announcing “a free excursion.” A handfrom Kalamazoo last Wednesday, we to her large circle of f^lebds in this city. Rspids, have a type-writer copy mtde, ful of people were secured, while the
The funeral will occur to-dVy In Zeeland and return one to Mr. Harrington on the Macatawa leaving al the same time had
noticed our old friend and schoolmateRev.
Produce, Eto.
TI7YKHUYSEN, H., dealer in

Watches.Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

do

-

Klc TtA

column,

v

----

,

t.

-

‘u*

domestic

1-

.

t

_
^

(whouwau.) JlAme
Ame Vennema,

aHSSsFSs
ew80c-

Egg*
new

60c.

BIT AIL.

Grain, Fssd, Eto.
(WHOLBSALB.)
(Corrected everv Friday bu W. E M*ec\A

_

1001bi.,70c;Bariev
V cwv.$l. 10, Clover seed, * hu.$5.40; Corn Meal
f CWt,* 85c'; w.«,
_ ,4W,
B. _______
shelled, ____
new 85;
Flour,
• ““
•^20i.?lneC®.™ Meal, E®
9 100 l>s., ^$1.40; Feed,
V
ton, $18.00;
• 100 Ms., 90c: Hav. fttt.00,
| Middling
Pearl Barley
othy
IT Uc»t, wun«,w ;
LancasterBed, 79. Corn, ear, 82c.

1AA
_

Seed,

BBT AIL.

’pin®

r?:f

^

at 2 p.

j

m.

\

next Saturday. This was never done.
The season opened, and from June

-

Apples. 40, 50c; Beans. $1.25: Batter, 18c; Bess
12c; floney, 18c; Onions,60c;Potatoee, new 70c.

Im)

pastor of 1the Second Re-

Henry Vennema,

of

is visiting bis parents

Menominee, Mich.,
In this city, Mr.

Vennema was

formerly a student of Hope
now engaged In the drug
his Northern Michigan home.

College but Is
business at

-

That large
that
— yolumn of smoke
-•mmmmwas
mm
seen in the sky north of the city last
Wednesd$y afternoon was caused by the
burning of a thirty acre field of wheat betonglng to Mr, P.

Van Tongeren,of

Olive.

office -infant”has

been playing

un-

„

=S3S“ gsagg&s
a

whereabouts of tbe stolen property and

Thi

lit

For some time past • man going by the til July 4tb the Macatawa has made her
name of Calvin W. Gastello hu been regular trips between Holland and the
hanging around tbe various “gin shops” parks, without paying her running exof this city giving as his profession that
penses, but expectingthat July and Augof pianq tuner. On Tuesday last he enust would bring the passengers.
gaged /a team of horses of Mr. J. H.
The railroad officials seemed especially
Nlbbellnk, who keeps the Ninth street
pleasant, and made frequenttripi on the
livery stable, to go to Grasfschap to do
boat. The new hotel, The Ottawa, was
some work. Wednesday morning having
opened, and the official! were very
arrived
------- and
—
no man or
VI uv
no team
icam putting
pulling
anxious leat the Macatawa should stop at
Macaknca Park, before landing at Ottam
__ __
1

_

__

..

and relieve their anxiety, contented to

man. He found both in the neighbor- stop at tbe West' Michigan Park first.
baseballof late and has lost about fifteen
hood of South Haven and took them in Then all seemed happy. Mine host
pounds of flesh. If he keeps on he win
charge. On arraignmentthe man waived Spires of the Ottawa tacked down bis velbecome $ skeleton in earnest The busiexaminationand in default of ball wu
vet carpet, arranged hla two hundred
ness of tbe office hu suffered in consecommitted to the county Jail to await
rocking chain in order, and awaited the
Sfif-001 B,e'Me: Tlnoa» quence.
tnal at the next term of tho Circuit Court.
crowd. The nilw$y compiny issued its

SMSd

the

over one hundred and fifty paying passen-

gers.

Another fact

mav be

mentioned to
action. The park
hotel at Macatawa had every room and all
J® cottages connected with the hotel
filled with people on Thursday evening,
having more than eighty regular gueata.
1
The
“war” has nnf
not v*#
yet amsIah
ended; k««a
but jjjg
the fact
show the

result of this

Dll

the steamer Macatawa, and thereby help
keep up the Improvement!which are
being made at our beautiful resorts. The

to

membenof

the Macatawa Psrk Associaour citizena,and in addition to
having expended much money of their
own lo beautifying tbe park, they are tung every dollar of revenue derived from
it in adding to in attractions. “Frae excursions,” “railroad drammen” and other
reprehensible methods, will neither help
our citv or the resorts, sod as the Mseatawa and tbe other boan which have been
cbartfre(1bf Mr. Harrington, are capable
of doing all the business, we advise our
readers to stick to the Macatawa.
tion, are

mm

•

S.1I¥

# |

white woman. ...Austin (Texas) special:
“The people of Wise County, Texas, petitioned Governor Ireland to call an extra
session of the legislatureto provide relief
for the people in the drought- stricken
sections of the State. Thousands
of acres of school lands have been

CUI5.

o

y

v -*^vr

.

Miguel Chacon, a Cuban
hanged

in

New York

A

negro, was

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

CONGRESSIONAL.

for killing his para-

mour while trying to murder her husband.
Sam Archer was also executedat Shoals.

Mrs. Caroline Benedict, aged sixty
years, died at Mottville, N. Y., after living

The Worts of the Senate and

Boom

fifty-throeconsecutive days without food
Ind., thus ending the career of the fifth of
HOLLAND CITT. MICHIGAN.
of Repreaenuttraa
a gang of desperadoes who had been guilty save a part of a cup of weak tea and a few
sold to soldiersin the drought district. The of many crimes.,.. Fifty-five railroads teaipooufuls of wliisky daily ____ Rear Admiral Reed Worden died at Newport, R. I.,
settlers have come here from Northernand earned during June $19,908,863, an inIn consideringthe river and harbor bill, on
Inst week. He was born in Pennsylvania the 7th inst. the Senate adopted an Item approEastern States. They have made first pay- crease over the same month in 1885 of
in 1818, and was appointed to the navy priating1150,000 to make the Sturgeon Bay
ments on their farms and must make sec- $2,133,998.
ond payments during August or lose their
The Union Pacificis about to put an ex- from Ohio in 18'I4. He commanded a Lanai free of toll to commoroe. A Presidential
party of seamen nt the capture of Tuspan, veto was sent to the Senate of the bill authorizing the constructionof railroads tnrough tho
Mexico, aud served valiantly in the war of
'’"i'1 °n t“run fr0m 0mnb'1 t0
Indian reservationin Northern Montana. Tho
The use of natural gas in the factories have not raised even enough for next year’s ! iriinc,8C0
8'xty hour8 or less
The 1861, assistingat the capture of Roanoke Speaker laid before tho House of RepresentaIsland aud Newberu. In 1861 aud '65 he tives twenty-one pension veto messages from
at Pittsburgh has thrown out of work about seeding. Many of the heads of families commission appointed to examine the
have just left for the East in search of work claims of settlers on account of losses inwas Fleet Captain of the East Gulf block- the 1 resident.Mr. Jackson, of Pennsylvania,
five thousand coal miners in that district.
.
the veto policy of the Executo earn enough money to make the August curred through the Northwestrebellionwill
ading squadron, and blockaded the rebel attacked
tive, who, he said, was not actuatedby regard
Ex-Alderman Waite, of New York, re- payment on their homes.”
ram Stonewall Jackson in the port of lor the worth and merit of private pension bills.
award about $670,000.
quested a commitment to the house of deHavana, West Indus, until she sur- Mr. Bragg (Wis.lsaid that there seemed to be
tention as a witness against the indicted alrendered to tho Spanish Government. an idea in the House that it was the duty of
INDUSTRIAL
NOTES.
tbo 1 residentto abdicate his office in favdr of
dermen. Ho had been so annoved by the
Ho was commissioned a Captain July 25, a majorityof tho Committee on Invalid Penpublic that he preferred to be locked up.
Lieut. Greely’s friends, says a WashThere are at present 310 blast furnaces, 1866; served in the Mure Island Navy Yard
Whenever, in the exercise of bis
He was accommodated ____ In the trial of ington special, were disappointedby the
with a capacity of 121,650 tons of pig-iron, from 1858 to 1871; commissioned n Com- constitutional prerogatives, ho examined
the seventeen Bohemian boycottersof Mrs.
legislation
to soo whether er not It was
modore April 27, 1871; comminded tho
Landgraf, the . New York baker, the jury President’snomination of Capt. Theodore W. in operation, and 335, with a capacity of uayal station at New Loudon from 1872 to provident and wise, it was charged that
Schwan of the Eleventh Infantry to be an
bo hod perpetrated an outrage on tbe
brought in a verdictof guilty against six of
68,015 tons, out of blast. While the de1874; was commissioneda Rear Admiral in „ ‘H°.r*c^nP®°Pj®* He (Mr. Bragg) was glad to
them. Four of the prisoners were sen- assistant adjutant general in the army, vice mand is restricted, and stocks at the furFebruary, 1875, commanding in tho South find that at last there was » man in tbo execuBenjamin. This was the place that Greely’s
tenced to ten days' imprisonment and two
naces have been increasing since March, Pacific station until 1876, and retiredfrom tive choir who had the nerve and courage to
friends had been trying to get for him.
place his hand upon legislationwhen ho
of the most violent ones to thirty days.
serviceMarch 27, 1877.
Schwan is a very meritorious officer,who the weekly productionof pig-iron is rethought it improper, whether it were pensionor
„ The report that Jay Gould has been a entered the service in 1857 from Germany as ported greater than ever before.
railroadlegislation. Congress had gone altoProf. Dodge, the Statisticianof the gether
too for In the way of pension legislaThe employes of all the blast furnaces
loser to the tune of some $0,000,000in a private soldier. He was a sergeantwhen the
tion. Before tho House went further in
1 Agricultural Departmentat Washington,
war
broke
out,
and
was
gradually
proin the Pittsburgh district have decided to
pensioningtho dead-wood of tho army
“Wabash” will possiblybe far from exciting
says, concerning the various estimates made
it should make some provision for the
profound sympathy in the breast of the moted for gallant conduct until, at the close demand an advance in wages of twenty per
from
his
last
rejxirt
on
the
wheat
crop
that,
men who went to tho front in 18CI. Mr. Browne
great public. A few of those who regard of the war he was a brevet Major. He has
cent
InternationalBimetallist though the average conditionof spring (Indiana) criticisedthe action of the President,
themselves as his victims may even mani- been in active service on the plains ever
aud invoked God’s mercy on a man who had tho
League,
at
a
meeting
hold in Cinrinuati, wheat on July 1, 1885, was 96, it fell to heart
to veto a bill for tho relief of tho widow
fest an unchristian joy at the thought that since the war. He had no social or politipassed
resolutions
asking
that
the
coinage
86
at
the
time
of
harvest,
which
of a man who died In tho lino of duty
their loss is not his eternalgain ____ Charles cal influenceand was selectedby the Presiof silver dollarsbe suspendeduntil concurthree points higher to his country. His Excellency belonged
Marsh, the Boston dry-goods merchant, died dent purely on merit. Schwan is probably
rent action can be taken by the great comlimn the present condition, and repre- to that class of men who. during the
from a stroke of paralysis, in his fifty- the only man, except Adjutant General
war, woro afraid of nothing but danger.
mercial nations, as the Bland law has sents a loss of less than 6,U0U,IM)0 busuels Mr. Cannon (111.) road In the vetoes the storv
seventh year. His estate is estimated "at Drum himself, who has risen from the proved a failure.
as compared with the result of last year’s that while Clevelandwas President' there would
$10,000,000, including life insurance for ranks to a place in this corps of the regular
army.
Returns to the Department of Agricul- harvest. The damage occurred last year in be no further pension legislation. There were
$250,000.
great questions in this country calling for the
Duncan C. Ross, the ex-wrestler and ture for July show the corn crop of the the last two weeks of July aud later. There attentionof tho executive,vet the President
A forest firo near Lancaster, N. H.,
is great risk of further damage during July
brushed them all aside, ami appeared anxious
destroyed property to the value of $75,000. athlete, and Sergeant Walsh fought a tour- West in medium to high condition, the
and August, but that already reported to cater to nobody except that little solid
knot
came from the solid South.
Henry Kirko Brown, the sculptor, nament at Washington,with cavalrvsabers, prospect growing better from Ohio to Kan- means only a loss of 6,000, (HK)' bushels in Therethat
he stood, looking through a gimleton horseback. Up to the end of the eighth sas ---- The clearing-house returns show an
spring wheat and 5,0011,000 in winter wheat,
holo with a magnifying glass, bunting for exdied last week at his homo in Newburg, bout the Sergeant had the best of it, he
increase, and business through the coun- or a total loss ot 11,(100,000 in wheat during
cuses and heaping derision upon the heads of
N. Y., aged seventy-two ..... Carlisle I). having made five points to three for Ross.
tho poor men who lost their health in ‘the
the mouth of June.
try seems well sustained. There has been
Graham, of Buffalo,went through the whirl- That his opponent had received all the apservice of tho country. Ho assuredthe gentlea falling off in the number of failures as
The New York Commercial Bullet in es- men on tho Democratic side t. at they would
pool at Niagara in an oak barrel seven feet
plause appeared to anger Ross, and in the compared with last year, and the record of
timates
the
loss
by
lire
in
the
United
States
have to defend tho President’sactions before
long, ballasted with cast-iron and a sandninth, bout, while Walsh's horse, which was the past six months has been the best that
and Canada, between Jan. 1 and Juno 30, November. Mr. Matson showed that nearly all
bag. Ho made the trip from the Canta- growing restive and unmanageable, was
pension
legislationof Importance had both enhas been shown since 1882. Railroad at $53,900,000,or $ 1,090,000 in excess of
lever bridge to Lewiston,seven miles, in
backing away, the Captain struck Walsh earnings give evidence of the general the losses during the same period of last acted by Democrats, and that nearlv all of
these bills bad been vetoed by a Republican
half an hour. On reaching the whirlpool a terrible blow across the shoulders, prosperity of the country.
Commissioner of Pensions years ago.
ye ir. There were 999 tires whose reported
he opened the manhole and put out his which made him reel in his saddle,
losses were between $10,000 and $1,000,The Hennepin Canal amendment to tho river
hand, but concluded to be swept along and, as he whirled half around, Ross struck
000, aud 82 fires whose aggregate loss exand harbor bill was taken up in tho Senate on
until picked up by a lo.it.
him in the back. Walsh’s horse, which
The British and Colonial Chamber of ceeded $21,500,000, or 40 per cent, of tho 6th inst. SenatorsLogan and Cullom both
was still b licking, reared and fell, carrying
the entire waste of the half year ____
mado speeches in its favor. A bill was introhis rider with him. Ross, heedless of the Commerce passed, by a vote of 28 to 15,
Tue visible supply of wheat and ‘corn is, duced authorizing tho Secretary of War to have
signal of recall which had been given, rode
Henry Young, a man of respectable
amid great excitement, a resolution declar- respectively, 28,o67,84iaud 9,180,788 bush- published additional volumes of “The War of
tho Rebellion " sulficlont to supply all Grand
down upon Walsh as if to strike again,
els. Since last report wheat increased 372,standing, shot Mary Discher dead at New
when an excited bystander drew a pistol ing that the remonetization of silver would 466 bushels,while com decreased 8,069 Army posts. Tho resolution lor open executive sessions was mado tho special
Bichland, Minn., and then blew out his and threatenedto shoot him. A police- relievo the depression uu^er which trade is
now staggering.The meeting is regarded bushels. . .Colonel Gilder, a representative order for Wednesday, December 8, thus
own brains. Miss Discher was eighteen man ran forward through the crowd and
practically
disposingof it at tho present sesof the New York Jlcrald, Us left on his
as highly important, and its influence upon
sion. Thu Senate passed the bill to establish a
vears old, and Young thirty-four. The dragged Ross from his horse and arrested
expedition
to
the
North
Pole.
the coming silver demonstrationin Lanforest reservationon the headwaters of tho
latter had long sought the girl’s hand, and him ---- William H. Cole, Representative in
MissouriRiver and on tne headwatersof Clark’s
cashire must necessarily be very strong.
Congress
from
the
Third
Maryland
District,
had been repeatedly refused. The dead
A hill authorizingtho constructionof a Fork of tho Columbia River. Resolutionsin4
Parliament
will
meet
quiring into tho authority under which a
girl’s mother and sister were eye-witnesses died last week in Washington.
Aug. 5,” says a Loudon dispatch. “The bridge across tho St. Lords River, b 'tween tho
State Legislature had been organof the tragedy.
The Postmaster General has amended Wesleyan ministers throughout the country States of Minn 'sola and Wisconsin,was favor- so-called
ized in the Territoryof Dakota were indefiMrs. Theresa Turpin, who lived near the postal laws so as to permit the trans- are signing an address expressingsvm- ably reported in tho Senate on the 12th inst. nitely postponed. The Commerce Committee of
Thu Senate passed the Hons ' bill grantingpen- tho Henato reported unfavorablyupon tho nomPrinceton,Indiana, cut the throat of her mission through the mails of non-explo- pathy with Mr. Gladstone and the hope sions to the Koldims and sailorsof tho Mexican ination of Captain H. F. Beecher, son of the
7-year-old daughter, hanged her baby sive and non-inflammableliquids, soft soap, that he will be spared to give such self- war. In consideringthe river and harbor hill Rov. Henry Ward Beecher, to bo Collector of
government to Ireland as will satisfy the tho Senate adopted an item of' sdOO.'KX) Port Townsend, W. T. It is charged that ho
daughter, and then went to the barn and pastes or confections, ointments, salves,
hill was appropriatedto his own use funds intrusted to
claims of justiceand hasten the reign of for tho Henu 'pin Canal.
and
articles
of
similar
“bonsistency,
under
introduced in tho Senate and r. furred to
hanged herself. The youngest child is still
him for others. The House met, but immedipeace and good-will.”. . .Fresh complicastop
all
payments
ot
public
money
to
ately adjourned, on account of the death of
living. The woman left a note stating that certain conditions insuring safety to other
tions are reported over the Afghan frontier James B. Eads, his associates, or assigns, for
Representative
Colo, of Maryland.
the devil had been after her, and she mail matter in transmission.
past, present, or future work at tho mouth of tho
question, the Russians now claiming KhaMu.
Hoar
offered
a resolution in the Senate
couldn’t get away from him. .
River until further ordered by Conmiab, which is alleged to have been an Mississippi
gress. The railroad attorney bill was rojiortcd on tho 9th inst., calling on tho President for in!
The safe in the postoffice at Minneapolis
Afghan possession for thirty-live years ____ to tho Senate materiallyamended. No Conformation as to the seizure or detentionin any
was drilled by burglars,who took $100 in
The Connecticut State Prohibition Con- Rioting broke out during the polling gressman, accordingto its provisions, shall act foreign ports of any American vessels, the preas tho legal representative
of any corporation
currency and $18,000 worth of stamps. vention will be held in Hartford July 28 to in Cardiff, Wales. The police charged the whoso interests are or may become the Bubje.t texts or alleged causes therefor, and what
crowd and wounded over one hundred per- of Congressionallegislation. A bill to reim- cllorts have been made to provide redress
The mail- carrier’s horse and a mercantile nominate a Governor and other State ofsons, twenty of them seriously ____ The burso Jean Louis Leguro for services rendered for such seizures and to prevent their
deliverywagon were seized by the thieves to
Tho resolution went over.
ficers
The Sixth IllinoisDistrict Re- 1 urkish Minister of Marine gave a giand and money expendedin bringing to tho United recurrence.
Mr Call offered a resolution calling on tho
f carry their booty to St. Paul .... A terrific
States
and
procuring
the
surrender
of
Sitpublicans renominated Congressman Hitt dinner, at Constantinople, to Minister Cox
electric and wind storm, with torrents of
Bull and a number of his followerswas I residentto direct the American representaFreeport without opposition.... and the officers and men of the Ke irsarge. ting
tive in Mexico to investigate the truth of statelaid before thu House. Tho claim is for #13,412,
rain and hail, swept across McLean County,
meats made in the newspapers that citizens of
John A. Donnell, of Sigourney,Iowa, was
. Prince Luitpold, regent of Bavaria, las
and
is indorsedby Muj. Brothertou, tho United
111. It was a genuine cyclone, the funnelUnited States are confined in Mexican dunnominated for Congress at Newton on the written a letter to Emperor William ex- Status officer who receivedtho surrender. A tho
geons without trial for alleged offenses against
shaped, gyrating cloud, and the green sky
112th ballot by the Republicans of the pressing his loyaltyto the German Empire. bill appropriatingiiu.OOO for tho erection of a tho laws of Mexico, and that their final trial
monument to mark the birthplaceof Abraham
peculiar to twisters being present. .. .The
Sixth Iowa District ____ The result of
The annual report of the Suez Canal Lincoln, near HoJgesviUo, Ky., was introduced has been posti>onod w ithout cause, and requirpopulace were thoroughlyfrightened,and
the primary election held in Georgia inthe House by Mr. Robertson,a Democratic ing tho United Status Government (if such
many rushed out into the street in the sures the nomination of Gen. Gordon for Company, which was presented at the re- in
statements are found to bo true) to
Representativefrom that State. The Senate
demand tho trial
such persons
rain. Hundreds of trees were wrecked and
cent
meeting,
contains
the
following
footamendment
to the legislativeappropriation bill,
Governor. The Democratic convention
and their humane treatment. The
increasing
from
S4,ix»
to
#.i,uu
tho
salaries
blown into the street and across the street
ings; Receipts for the year, $13,009,989;
Senate, in executive session, rejected th*»
meets on July 28 in Atlanta.
of tho Commissionersof Pensions and Pacar tracks. Tin roofs were stripped from
expenses, $6,204,235; and 0,335.753 tons tents, was concurred in by tho House. nomination of John Goode, of Virginia to
The
President
has
approved
the
act
to
buildings and small buildings demolished.
transported.The profit of $6,805,754,or Mr. Levering, of Massachusetts,introducedu bo SolicitorGeneralof tho United States. ’ In
a motion to refer
A peculiar turtle,with neck and tail eight forfeit the lands granted the Atlantic A considerably more than 50 per cent, of the bill in the House to abolish tho importationof tho Hou^o of Representatives
to the Committee on Invalid Pensions the mesinches long, and the head of a snapper, fell Pacific Railroad Company, and to restore total receipts, is a veiy good thing for the Italian or other slaves or laborers under consage of tho Presidentvetoingtho bill granting
tract and held to involuntary servitudeinto tho
into the street from a cloud.
a pensionto Sarah Ann Bradley gave rise to
the same to settlement. . .‘.The Republican shareholders. .. .The Board of Guardians United States. Mr. Voorhees (W. T.) reportad to
animated debate, in tho course of which
During the progress of a game of base- State Central Committee of Missouri ac- nt Mitchellstown,Ireland, has petitioned tho House from thu Committee on Public Lands an
tho Executivewas arraigned bv Messrs. Grosvoa
bill permitting all persons who have lost
cepted
the
resignation
of
Chnuncey
I.
Filthe
Lord
Lieutenant
to
stay
evictions
until
nor, Barrows, McConms, and Boutello,and
ball at Cincinnati,on Sunday last, between
homestead rights to make now entries.It was defended by Mr. Springer. Tho message was
ley as Chairman and elected General D. P. November, on account of the prospects of a
referred to tho committeeof tho whole. referred— 130 to 118. The President sent to tho
the home team and the Brooklyn club, Grier to the vacancy ____ The Prohibition- splendid harvest.
Thu House agreed to the recommendation of the House a message vetoing tho bill for a public
some decisions of Umpire Bradley anger- ists of Minnesota, in conventional St. Paul,
A cable dispatch from Loudon says Committee on Appropriationsthat the evidence building at Dayton, Ohio, on tho ground that
ed the crowd and it went wild. Some one nominated J. E. Childs for Governor and
in thu Fitz John Porter trial aud tho roiiort tho Federal ollicinlbat that point are well acthat the near friends of Gladstoneare betheroon by Judeo Holt to President Lincoln bo
hurled a beer glass at the umpire and J. Finkham for Lieutenant Governor.
commodated at a rental of Sil.K'.O per annum.
lieving that be intends to resign on the as- printed in tho Rebellion Record. Mr. Wheeler,
a dozen more followed, one of which
A House hill authorizingthe Chicago, BurOhio Republicaneditors, at a meeting
of Alabama, introducedin tho House a resolustruck Bradley on the foot.
fight
sembling of Parliament, in which event tion to tho effect that Congress should not ad- lington aud NorthernRailway to bridge the Misin Columbus, adopted an address reviewbroke out in the west pavilion and Bob
a
Salisbury's friends think he will be sent journ until it had enacteda law appropriating
sissipi River at Dubuque, Iowa, passed the
portion of the Treasury surplus to assist tho
Clark, one of the Brooklyn players, seeing ing the electionof Henry B. Payne to the for by the Queen and asked to form a
Henato on tho 10th inst. A resolutionwas
States in tin work of education.
some of his friends in the fight, seized a United State Senate and asking that body Cabinet. Trevelyan,who resignedfrom
adopted by the Btnato calling on the President
bat and climbed into the stand to take part to reconsider its action in refusing to inves- tho Cabinet with Chamberlainto opfor informationas to tho si Lure or detention of
American vesselsin foreign jiorta. The Senate
in the affray. He was soon put back in the tigate the same.... The Republicans of pose Gladstones Irish policy, was
THE MARKETS.
discussedthe Hennepin Canal project at
field, and the fight stopped. Meanwhile Kansas, in convention at Topeka, renomi- defeated for re-election. Timothy Healey,
length, but did not roach a vote on it. After
two or three thousand people poured into nated Governor Martin, Lieutenant Gover- the Parnell candidate, was beaten in South
NEW YORK.
ft warm debate tho House adopted a
Beeves ..........................54 25 0 5.75
the field from the stand*, threatening the nor A. P. Reddle and Secretary of State Londonderry. Captain Ker (Tory) was
resolutionsetting apart July 13 for
Hoos .............................5 co & 5.75
the consideration of such business as may bo
umpire and the Brooklyn players,and the E. B. Allen. D. M. Valentine was nomi- elected from East Down, and Sannderson Wiikat-No.1 White .............)9
t«4 .91
presentedby the Ways and Means Committee,
private policeman had all ho could do to nated for Judge of the Eleventh District. from Armagh, both over Pamellites.Lord
No. 2 Red ............... 88 $ .89
not to include any bill raising revenue, the
protect them from fhe howling mob. Brad- The platform indorses a protective tariff Hartington was re-elected,and the total reCorn— No. 2 ....................... 47
main object being to allow the House to reach
.49
Oats—
White
......................
.ig
_
tho joint rosolution reported from tho Ways
(4
.44
ley escaped by fleeing to the directors’ and prohibition, and expresses sympathy turns up to the 12th iust. showed the folPork-Now Mesa ................11.25 <<J1U5
aud Means Committee looking to tly> paying out
room, where he remained for fifteen min- with the Irish home-rule movement.
lowing results: Conservatives,289; UnionCHICAGO.
of some of the surplus money in the 'ironsury.
utes. After the disturbance in the pavilion
Tho House passed the general deficiency approSenator Hoar denies the published ists, 63; Glndstonians,149; aud Pnr- BEEVES-Choiceto Prime Steers 5.00 & 5.50
had been quelled the crowd slowly left the
Good Shipping ......... 4.50 <<41 5.00
priation bin. Mr. Morrisonreported the Randall
nellitqs, 72. Another cablegram states
statement
that
Senator
Logan
requested
Common ............... 3.50 (fij 4.00
tariff bill adversely from tho Wavs and Means
field, and play was resumed without further
that “Lord Salisburyhas made overtures
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 4.50 5.00
Committee.
incident.In the crush in the grand- stand that the votes of the members of the Elec- to Lord Hartington ‘for the formation of a Fi.oua— Extra Spring ............ 4.25 (g 5.00
a number of benches were broken and the tions Committees on the question of in- coalition ministry, whose programme shall
VV HEAT— No. 2 Spring ............. 78 c«v .79
Is (lie Earth llryluj: Upl
Corn— No. 2 .......................
37
reporters’stand was demolished, but no- vestigatingthe Payne election should be include a local-governmentbill for IreOats
No. 2 ....................... 29 (jil .30
body was hurt.
Physicistsand scientists say that the
kept secret ..... The Democratic Congres- land, Scotland, and England; a laborers’ Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .15 (£ .10
amount of water on the surface of the
Over thirty thousand people attended sional convention of the Seventh district of allotmentbill, empowering rural laborers
Fine Dairy ............. 10 (tf .11
Texas unanimously renominatedHon. Wil- to acquire small holdings;reform and
Cheese— Full Cream, Cheddar.. .OO^id'.07*1 globe is steadilydecreasing,and that
the three base-ball contests in Chicago last
Full Cream, new ....... 08
.081..
liam H. Crain for Congress. President extensionof tho artisans’dwellingsact,
the land gains on the sea year by year.
Laos—
Irosh ...................... 12
.13 *
week, between the present champions and Cleveland's policy was indorsed.
including dwellingsof farm laborers; a Potatoes— Now, per brl ......... 1.25 & 1.75
It is quite true that in gome portions
the famous Detroit team. All three games
measure for the chaaper transfer of lands, Pork— Mess ......................9.50 #10.00
of the globe the sea is eating up, as it
were won by the Chicago club by the reMILWAUKEE.
and the appointmentof a select committee
were, the land. This is true of the
Wheat—
Cash
....................
78
@1
.78'.,
spectivescores of 9 to 4, 8 to 2, and 3 to 1.
to inquire Into the administration of tl.o
Atlanticcoast, which gives evidence of
Business
failures
for
the
week
number
In the three games the Chicngos made 20
government of India, with the view of giva steady encroachment of the ocean
base-hits,with a total of 47; the Detroits 179, against 157 the previous week. In its ing the natives increased local control. Jf
Rye— No. l ......................
.01
upon its shores. New York will some
19 hits, with a total of 22; the Chicles weekly summary of the business outlook, Lord Hartington consents to the formation 1 OBX— Men .....................9.25 # 9.75
TOLEDO.
clay be a city under the sea, and its
made 11 errors, the Detroits 15; the Chiof
a coalitionministry the cabinet will inBradaireel’a remarks;
Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 80 @ .81
cago pitchers struck out 19 men, the Degreat bridge and ruins can be examined
clude Mr. Gcschen, Sir Henry James, and Corn— No. 2 ....................... 38 w .1.9
There Is a conirpicuouBabsonoo of labor
troit pitchers 11.
Oats-No. 2 ....................... 28 & .30
and disinterredonly by means of divtroublesthroughout tho country, and leaning the Duke of Argyll, but not Mr. ChamberST. LOUIS.
textile and metal industriesare busily em- lain.”
ing
bells. Geography tells us that
Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............78 @ .79
ployed. Mercantile collectionshave notably
The ravages of cholera in Rome is grow- Corn— Mixed .....................
two-thirdsof the earth’s surface is com<$ ‘33
improved at nearly all the distributing
Mixed. ..................... 31 $ isi
posed of water, so we can afford t j lose .
Tho demand for funds is ing worse daily. New cases by the hun- Oats—
The people of Shackelford County, centers.
Pouk-Now Mess ................10.25 #10.75
active
Now Orleans and Boston,
a good deal of that element without
CINCINNATI.
Texas, are said to be in a starvingcondi- where money has been tight and interest dred are being reported. .. .Tho Pope has
W heat— No. 2 Red ...............
77 (ft 771/. suffering. If the nebular hypothesis is
rates
higher,
and
is
increasing
at
Philadelordered
the
examination
of
the
whole
Irish
tion from the almost total failure of crops,
CoUHt-No. 2 ....................
i .38 ii
phia and St. Louis.* The supply exceeds tho
correct, and the earth was once a vast
Oats— No. 2 .......................
(ft .82
and cattle are rapidly perishing.No rain demand at Chicago and Kansas City. But the question, in order to determine tho course
sea of fire, water was then non-existent,
Pohk-Moss
.....................
10.25
#10.75
has fallen for fourteen months. The set- risible signs of tho reported improvement are to be pursued by the Irish clergy in cerLive Hoos ...................... ; 4.50 # 5.oo
found in the hardening tendency in grain, pork,
aid when it first appeared, must have
tain contingencies.... A letter from Hocerad,
tlers in that region were mainly from the
DETROIT.
lard, wool, cotton, brown and bleached cottons,
come
in the form of steam. Life was
Beep
Cattle
........
...........
4.00
$5:50
Northern States. .. .Paul H. Hayne, the and pr nt cloths. Iron add steel are firm, and, Bohemia, gives details of the catastrophe
4.00 $ 5.00
not possible until the fluid cooled, jmd
while not higher, are not likely to go lower. In which recently happened at that place, "0G8 ..............
poet, died last week at Augusta, Georgia.
sheep ............................3 50 45 4 50
fact, there is some gain to tho tone of the marit must have been myriads of "years beIn the County Court at Palestine,Texas, ket. Higher prices for wheat were based large- and which resulted in tho drowning Wheat-No. 1 White ............ 82
B2'4
of nearly fifty people. The correspondfore the great salt seas formed. If the
six of the late railroadstrikers were acquit- ly on reported damage to the spring w heat crop
earth should gradually lose its moisby drought. Chicago operators magnified ent Bays that seventy boys and $irls of
INDIANAPOLIS.-,
ted of unlawfully assembling aad rioting, the damage, and, with others, auduly ad- the neighborhood,while on their way to lie
ture, great changes will be effected.
quotations.Heavy reductions lu stocks confirmed by the Bishop of the district, Beep Cattle ....................3.53 @ 5 2 i
and the County Attorney nolle pressed vanced
There will be more land and a denser
“°08 ..............
4.50 #6.00
of wheat here aud abroad and loss favorable
twenty other cases. The parties acquitted, crop prospectsabroad bellied tho advance.Corn had embarked in a small ferryboat to reach
population,fewer marine animals, and
Wheat-No.
2
Rod
............
.75
#
and some of the others, have charges pend- sympathized. Oats wertr higher on poor crop the oppositeshore. The river had been
more room fpr the races which now inCorn— No. 2 ......................
33 #
ing against them in the District Court for pros)>ects. Fork and lard have lost some of swollen by heavy rains, and when the midOats— No. 2 ................. .28 # .30
habit the land. Certain districts will
their advance on speculativesales under cover dle was reached the boat began to rock.
killing an engineer and obctructing traffic.
EAST LIBERTY,
of thq advance in grain. Raw cotton is % cent
become arid, swamps will dry up, vast
CATTLE-Best ..........
5.25 @ 5,75
Boveral
of
the
occupants,
including
the
Eighty Arkansas convicts at work in a higher on better demand and unfavorablecrop
waterways will be converted into dry
f>lr ..............
4.60 #5.00
reports in the South Atlantic State*. Wool boatmen, jumped into the river to lighten
brickyard,near Pine Bluff, made a dash for remains firm at previous advances:and manuit and the jolt eaueed the oraft to upset,
land, what a pity it is .we cannot go
£0,....
liberty, and three of them were killed by facturers arc biding more freely. Higher prices throwing every soul into the water. About
to sleep for a thousand years, so as to
for new makes of brown and bleached shirtings
........ '-BOTFALd:the gnards.... Sidney Davis, colored, was and sheetings and for print cloths characterize twe%-five managed to save themselves by
see what kind of a world this will be in
Wheat — No. 1 Hard.
87U(ft rau
the year H000. There will, we apprelynched at Morgan, Texas, for outraging a {he firm tone aud mufidenoein the dry-goods swimming, but the remaining forty-five Corn— No. 2 Yellow .........
were drowned.
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Dr. Taylor's Fatal Fancy
“

—Kalamazooconsumes 130,000,000

C. D. Graham, in a

The Oan Wobbled,"but the Bullet

[New York special.]

Starts on His Long Journey to the

“Guilty of manslaughterin the second
degree, with a recommendationto the mercy of the court,” was the verdict against
I)r. Theus Taylor, cf Merrick, Long
Island, in the County Court at Long Island
[New York B]>ecla
City this afternoon. “Doc” Taylor is a
Colonel W. H. Gilder, a TIerald
Tierah repre- solid young Southerner of about 2(5 years.
sentative,has started on an exploring ex- He graduated a few years ago at the New
pedition of the unknown regions to the north York College of Physicians and Surgeons,
of the American Continent. He first goes l.ut about a year ago he inherited$200,000
to New London, Conn., and there will take
from his mother, and since then he has
passage on the northern whaler Era, Cap- been
gentleman farmer, fond of
tain Spicer. which will land him at a point pleasure and dissipation,and proud of
on Cumberland Inlet, whence he hopes by his skill with the pistol. April 15 Thada bold dash to reach the most northern lati- deus Griffin,his companion rather than
tude that has been touched, and if possible his servant, fell a victim to confidence in
plant the American standard on the point his master’smarksmanship. That day
geographically known as the north pole.
Taylor and Griffin met two sistersnamed
Colonel Gilder'sjourney with Lieutenant Chapman at Sayville. The men had been
Schwutka in search of the relics of the Sir drinking, and they ifll filed into the ‘docJohn Franklin expedition is a matter of tor’s" two-seated carriage to make a day of
history. He was also on hoard the Lodgers it. Off they went into the sparsely setwhen she was destroyed by fire on the north tled Country near Hempstead, and Griffin
coast of Siberia. After that disaster ho began to boast what Taylor could do with
made his celebrated journey of 2,000 miles the pistol. The girls urged him on by
down the Liver Lena to Irkutsk, the Capi- feigning to doubt the big stories, and fintal of Siberia.
ally the men dismounted. Tailor took out
“I am pretty nearly fixed for the voyage,”
his big revolver and at ten paces broke a
he said to a reporter, “and there is Mr. Will- bottle in Griffin's hand. This was
iaw Griffiths, the only white man who is to repeated at intervals
the journey,
accompany me. We shall have a Sharp's varied with the shooting of coins
lifie, four Winchesters,two breech-load- from Griffin’s fingers. Finally a tomato
ing shotguns, and several muzzle-loaders, can was placed on Griffin’shead. “Doc”
and provisions for one year. The schooner hit it twice, and then refused to shoot any
Era after leaving New London will more. Griffin urged him, finally lev light
touch at three places, the last one of which him a cartridge,and then faced him. “Are
will be Kiltertonon the north side of Cum:
you ready?” asked “Doc.” “Let her go,”
berlnnd Inlet, There I expect to remain was the reply. Just then, the girls say,
about a your to get a party of natives to ac- the can began to wobble, and Griffinraised
company me1. But if I am able to make up his hand to steady it, The fatal bullet was
my party in time the same vessel will take already on its course, and it crashed in the
mo across Baffin’s Lay to some point on the frontal hone and lodged in the rear of GrifSouthern coast of Greenland, where I shall fin’s skull. In twelve'hours he was dead.
he picked up by some Scotch whaler next The Coroner’s jury exonerated Taylor from
year from St. Johns, N. F., amt carried to blame, hut the grand jury brought in a hill
Melville Lay or to the Carey Islands, near charging him with manslaughterin the
Smith s Sound; or they may place me on second degree, and on this he was tried and
the M estern coast as high up as they can convictid.
get, which is about 7n degrees 50 minutes.
“If I am landed there I can work my
way to l ort Conger, in Lady, Franklin Lay,
and from there make my dash to the pole
on the route laid down by Lieut. LookSlays One of
wood of the Greely expedition,who reached An Insane
latitude 82 degrees 9 minutes, or about 390
Her Children, Wounds Another,
miles from the pole. If I could get anyand Hangs Herself.
where near Cano Sabine by vessel I could

a

on

TERRIBLE TRAGEDY.
Woman

cross overland to Cape Lockwood, up
[Princeton(Ind.) special.]
Greely Ford, and then I would be able to
add to the maps the land to the immediate
A horrible murder and suicide was comnoithward, which is believed to exist hut mitted on a farm about five miles northeast
has never been seen.
“Me propose to live principallyon fish
and game we meet with on the journey.
Lnt in case of necessity there are many
points below the mouth of Smith’s Sound

where

provisions have been left by
previous expeditions.I shall take two
sleds— one large and one small one— for
myself and Mr. Griffith. When we can get
no further with the larger one we shall go
on with the smaller. When we are compelled to do so wo shall abandon that—
even to the extent of being without .food for
several days if necessary.

DEADLY EXPLOSION.
Fatal Accident in

an Ohio Coal

Pit-Several Persons
Killed.

Boiler ExplosionsKill and

Maim

Several

Persons at Parsons, Kan.,
and Alton,

111.

Minn Explosion.
[Pittsburgh telegram.]

A

terrific

mine explosion occurred at

Buchtcll, Ohio, a village three miles east of
Nelsonville,_whieh resulted in the instant
death of one man and the fatal injury of
several others. Johnson Brothers <fc Patterson, of the new Pittsburgh mine, were
preparing to start up. The coal in this mine
has to be gotten out by machinery. A leak
was discoveredin the fresh-air receiver,
which furnishes the motive power, and

Charles H. .Johnson and Tom Williams
went into the mine about 25U yards
to repair it. They neglected to * turn
off the pressure, and upon attempt-,
ing to stop up the lake the end of the

of this place. Asa Turpin, with his wife,
Theresa Turpin, and four cTiilllreii, two of
them by a former wife, lived in a small
frame house near what is known as Severn’s Bridge. Mr. Turpin is a young
farmer in moderatecircumstances, and has
always provided well for his ftunily, and to
all outward appearancesthe family was a
contented one. This morning, after the
family had eaten breakfast and Mr. Turpin
had gone to his work about a quarter
of a mile away and the oldest stepdaughter
had been sent hlackherrying. Mrs. Turpin
told the youngest stepdaughterto carry
some food to the hogs. Mrs. Turpin then
took a razor and almost severed her sevenyear-old daughter’s head from her body,
and placed the body on a bed. She then
took her one-year-old child and hanged it
until she thought it was dead, and placed
the body on the bed with the other. She then
went to the barn and, climbing into the hayloft, hanged herselffrom one of the raft-

eis.

The

little

stepdaughtercame hack

bodies.

CORA PEARL DEAD.
Tlie Famous Courtesan'sLife Ended In
Paris— A Checkered Career Closed.

A Paris dispatch announces the death of
receiver burst into fragments, knocking the
machineryabout and tearing up things gen- Com Pearl, the famous courtesan, and says
erally. Following is a list of the killed that she died poor, her recent “memoirs”
and wounded: Thomas Williams, instantly
having a poor sale.
killed; Charles H. Johnson, fatally inShe was an English woman, horn in one
jured; John Hallam, fatallyinjured; L.
of the outlying districts of Loudon about
White, sericMisly injured.
fifty years ago. Her real name was Emmeline Crouch. In the heyday times of the
Boiler ExploHions.
Second Empire she went to Paris. From
[Parsons (Kan!) special.]
then until Sedan she was— excepting scarce
One of the immense boilers used by the the Empress— about the best-knownwoman
Nationalise Us and Elevator Company ex- in France. Cora led a score of nobles of
ploded with terrific force, killing the en- the Empire a pretty dance, ns well as some
gineer, David Crumrin, and the fireman, princes of royal blood. She had a
Anderion Storey, colored. Nothing is splendid villa, caHed Beausejour, on
known as4o what caused the explosien, nor the hanks of the Loire, one of the lovewas there any warning of the catastrophe. liest spots in France. To enumerate the
The mills are situatedabout one-quarter of guests she used to entertainthere would
a mile from the city, but so great was the
sound like a chapter from the “Almnnach
concussion that people up-town were thrown de Gotha.” There is good hunting in the
off their balance. W. H. Brown, manager
country around there, and Cora used to
for the company, had just left the join her guests in that sport. She underengine-room, wheie he had been giving stood horses and dogs and was a capital
some orders, and was standing inside of shot. She paid personalattentionto the
the wall when -the crash came. He was breeding of hunting- dogs, and one of the
precipitatedheadlong, so sudden was the
favorite strains now in vogue in Fiance
break as not to allow him to guard himself
originatedin her kennels. The last adagainst tno fall. The mill employed about mirer who occupied this villa with her was
twenty men, who are all more or less at a very wealthy young man, son of a Paris
different times passing through the enginemoney-king. He spent more than $3,000,house, and the wonder is that there were 000 on her. Finding himself ruined, he
not more victims. The debris immediate- appealed to her to restore hi nr a small porly took fire, but by prompt and efficient tion of this wealth, enough to give him a
work by the fire company the dames were decent start in life. .She refused, wheresubdued,when the bodies of both victims upon he tried to blow his brains out. The
were discovered, and by diligent and hard shootingwas done in Corn’s bondoir, and
work we:e soon recoveredfrom tW) mins. the poor fool fell at her feet seriously
Crumrin breathed a few times after he was wounded. “Beast!” she cried, “do you
discovered, but soon expired without retake this for the abattoir?See how you
gaining consciousness.'
have spoiled my pretty carpet with your
[Alton (111.)dispatch.]
nasty blood!”
A portable engine on the form of J. B.

•

Job, at Alton Junction, blew up while en-

gaged in running a thrashing-machine.
The result was terriblydisastrous. Five

men

were badly wounded— three of them
fatally. The engine was torn to atoms, the
thrashing-machineand all the wheat adjacent burned up, and three or four horses
were killed.

ship— Chicago Gives Detroit u

gal-

n day.

—Carrolltonhas a fire department with

Serious Set-Back.

thirty-eight members.

— D. J. Sprague, 84 years old, of Bron-

He

Is Released at a Point Thirty-thr-e Ihousanl People Attend the
Five Miles Below the StartThree Ganna in Chicago— Detroit

Uninjured

ing Place.

Very few of the thousands of persons

to-day had any
another adventurous man would

visited Niagara Falls

idea that

attempt to

swim the

Grand Army of the Republic organization

Badly Trounced

[Buffalo dispatch.]

who

son, is said to be the oldest member of the

whirlpooHk.ipids, in

which Captain Webb lost his life. For
some time past C. D. Graham has been
making preparations for the attempt, hut
few persons really believed that bis courage
would hold out long enough for him to
make it. Such, however, was not the ease,
and at about four o’clock this afternoon
Graham started on his perilousvoyage,
which lie successfullyaccomplished.
Graham had told Mr. Porter all about
his plans, and related that he would carry
them out at the time hi* did, hut requested

—The

(CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]

elors at present.

—Jason
nnma, has

Yorks slightly further behind for third

riiiliulelpliia ..... ..........

the falls and about 300 rods above the cantilever bridge. A policemanarrestedhim
on suspicion of being a Touawanda horsethief, hut his Buffalo friends secured his
release on hail. When everythingwas
ready Graham got into the barrel and closed
the manhole at the top. At this point of
the river the current is very slight.
A small boat towed the cask out into theL
river to a point where the current would
catch it, and where Graham was startedon
what might have turned out to he his trip
to eternity.The towing process took only a
few minutes, and then the stream caught
the cask and startedit toward the whirlpool.
At first it moved slowly down, then faster
and faster, until the mad current dashed it
on with its full force. The cask hounded
up and down over the great waves and
severaltimes turned a complete somersault,
but the wider portion remaineduppermost,
although it turned around like a top/ The
cask kept pretty well in the center of the
river until it reached the whirlpool, when
it struck a strong side current and was carried swiftly through, r< a -hing the waters

KnnaaH Ci*v ...... .......... 13
WuHhington ......
THK AMKH1CANASSOCIATION.

picked up at Lewiston, about five miles below the starring point, and Graham crawled
out of the barrel with only a slight bruise
on his arm. He remarked:*“When I struck
the eddies it was one continuedround of
jerks, hut I am not hurt a hit.”
Graham is a native of Philadelphia,
thirty-three years old, and a cooper by
trade. He is a poor man, and did this
thing for glory.
The cask is 7 feet long, 33 inches in dimmer at the widest portion.23 inches at the
top, and 18 inches at the bottom. It is
hound around with iron hoops which weigh
250 pounds. The ballast which was attached to the ca«k to keep it hi position,
w eighs 240 pounds. Graham will probably
repeat the trip. He says he will yet go
over Horse Shoe Falls.

EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES.

land lake district, were awakened by terrific lightning Hasnes, which continued for
two horns, when a tr< im udous earthquake
occurred. People fled from their houses
in their night-clothes. The earthquakes
continued to follow in quick succession up
to 7 a. m., when a leaden -coloredcloud was
observed advancingfrom the south, spreading out until it coveted the sky. While
still moving it hurst with thj sound of
thunder, and shortly after showers of fine
dust having a sulphurous smell began falling.

Accounts from other points state that
Mount Tarewera was the wst to break out,
followed shortlyby the entire Paerou range,
hurling flame, burning lava, and stones
over the surrounding country. For the first
time in tradition the extinct volcano of Ruapehu was awakened into activity. The
en'irc country, over an extent of 120 miles
long by 20 in breadth, was nothing but a
mass of flame, and hot. crumbling soil.
Numerous small native villages were totally destrof-ed. ’’ Wairoa was covered to a
depth of ten feet with dust and ashes. Lahtomahana was completely ingulfed. Twenty persons, among them several English
residents, are known to have lost (heir lives.
One old Maori chief, at Lotoura, was dug
out alive after having been buried in ashes
104 hours.
At the date of the departure of the steamer the volcanoes were still very active, and
the temperature of the hot lakes was in-

_ _____

A MISER’S HARD LUCK.
He Is Bobbed of Seven Thou Maud Five
Hundred Dollarx.
[Penns! oro (W. Vo.) special.]

For years past Frank Moore, who lives
on Stewart's Run, this county, has been
known as a miser, keeping largd sums of
money secreted about the old log hut in
which he lived, and in nooks and crannies in the rocks ontside. Fully $20,000
in cash, mostly specie, was popularly supposed to be thus concealed, by the
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Stowell, of

Ann Arbor, has gone

10

to Petoskey to escape the heat, and those
bloody shirts found iu a stump on the
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Bay County has

fifteen and one-half

miles of stone road, costing $800,000.The

114
*28

Committee on Roads of

the East Saginaw

*2.1

down

Business Men’s Association has been

The following schedule of the three
games played between Chicago and Detroit
in Chicago last week shows the relative
strength of the two dubs better than columns of written matter:

there to look over these roads, and pro-

nounces them an unqualifiedsuccess.
Saginaw County will soon move toward the
permanent improvement of her main thoroughfares.

—During the removal of the remains of
Francis Richard from the old 8t. Anne’s
Church, in Detroit,to the new church recently erected by the French residents,
relic-seekerscrowded forward and robbed
the coffin of several mementos. One of

CHICAGO.
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rascals.

—Elmer Holloway taught school for a
days iu Ogdon, Lenawee
County, a year and a half ago, but as he
gave the children a vacation on three holidays during the term the .School Board
term of eighty

17

Bushong and Latham, of the St. Louis
Browns, have made au apology, in writing,
to the American Associationfor the r recent
unpleasantness, and eveiyfhiugis again
serene between hem.
Denny, the big third-baseman of the Ht.
Louis Maroons, has been fined $150, and
suspended indefini ely, for indulgingh.o
freely in the flowing howl.
Over 50, 000 people passed through the
turnstile, last week, at the Chicago hall
grounds, and yet t iere are those who claim
the game of base-hallis on the decline.
Brouthers, the big first- baseman of
Detroit, is unable to play, and is confined
to his bed with a sharp attack of malaria.
Kelly, ^ the “b *k hull player in the
League,” wa* prevented by an injured right
hand from playing in either of the three
gam -s with Detroit,last week.

paid him for only seventy-seven days’ ses-

sion. He sued for the balance, and the

l

Supreme Court has

order he belonged.
The investigationby the American Association into the charges against Tony
Mullane, of the Cincinnati Club, that he
threw certain games in the interest of
gamblers, has resulted in a complete vindication of Mr. Mullane. The association
recommendedthat steps he taken at once
by the Cincinnati Club to proceed against
the Cincinnati Enquirer, which formulated
and published the charges, for criminal
libel.

Clarkson pitched for Chicago in the
first and third games of the series with
Detroit last week, while Flint (Old Silver)
caught in all thiee of them.
Sunday’s running catch of Bennett’s

game
was one of the wonderful plays of the
high

fly

in the third. Chicago- Detroit

season.

The

play of Chicago last Saturday, both
the hat, caused one of
the Detroit visitors to remark: “Chicago
has nine hall players,while Detroit has hut
in the field and at

ho

just decided that

is

entitled to his salary for the full term of
eighty days.

—Police Justice Miner refused

to accept

the excuse of a “masher” that he was drunk

when he insulteda woman on the street.
Ho also fined the “masher” $5 and gave
him a wholesale talking to. It was well
deserved, and Justice Miner should have

the community for pulling

I

the thanks of

;

his foot heavily upon one of the wretches
that

George Creamer, the once famous
second baseman, died of consumption,in
his 31st year, Sunday, June 27. His correct name was George W. Triehel.Ho was
buried by the Knights of Pythias, to which

far as

to steal a finger-joint. The indignation
over the sacrilege is so intense that it is
thought steps will be taken to punish the

3 11

M MlM

34: *2 0 O' 170|

31

Total .......

I

went so

the thieves, a lawyer, even

18 2H2; 5 3 *2 0 3
4 *2 0 *2 3
la/ *21*21 ‘2 *2 1 1 5

4‘2 9 11
.!

make

it

unsafe for respectable women

to walk the streets.—Free

—The High
1

Press.

School liaflector i* the latest

Jackson. It is published annually by

at

the graduating

class. “Wo are young and

inexperienced, and do not attempt

sup-

‘to

ply a long-feltwant iu the commnnity,’but
our object is to have some souvenir of our
youthful productions, a reflector, as

happy school days

of our

it

wore,

together,”runs

the introduction. As a reflector it reflectsno

little

may

credit

on the publishers. They

well be proud of their efforts.

—Irvin Miles met with a horrible death
Edwin Blnckraore’s farm, near Rives
Junction. Miles was boring a well and
on

had reached the depth of twenty-five feet
when the hanks caved in, burying him.
Strenuous efforts were made to effect his
rescue; a long iron pipe to give air was
forced down
clear off the

around the

him, but be was unable to
dirt. Ho talked with those

to

living grave for an hour or

more,

feebly imploring aid, but without avail.

five.”

The Inter Ocean characterizesthe Chicago nine as the Marshall Field A Co. of
the has.*-hall aiena, and concludes, “there
is no higher summit to be reached.”
The attendance at the Chicago Bull Park
during the past week, as reported by President Spalding, is as follows: Monday,
13,000; Tuesday, 2,000; Wednesday, 3,000;
Thursday, 12,000; Friday (stormy),5,000;
Saturday, 10,000. Total, 51,000 people in
one week.
From 5,000 to 10,000 people witnessed
the games at the Chicago Bull Park the
past week from neighboringhouse tops.
Every roof and window was crow ded.
Joe Horning, of the Bostons,has not
yet fully recovered from his injuries. He
is still at Boston and will not join the club

for several weeks. Sutton has been playat third during liis
absence.
When pitchers' arms go lame in the
Eastern League they are laid off without
neighbors.
irregular intervals pay.
Phillips,of Harvard College, leads the
Moore would examine
connt
his hoard, and at such times his College League with a batting average of
friends say gold and silver would lie in .4.14.
Captain Anson made a wonderful
great piles ahont the table in Moore’s sleeping room. Two weeks ago he made an ex- catch of Big Thompson's high liner in Satamination of three lots of specie,and last urday's Chicago-Detroit game.
Colonel Fred Grant has presented night he concludedto look at it again. An
Jeff. Dolan, a well-known player, has
to George W. Childs a fine Kentucky mare
overhauling of the bags and old stockings been declared insane. Some years ago he
and colt-s The mare was a great favorite in which the cash was kept showed that was struck in the head with a ball.
with General Grant. *
In all the 16,000 people at the Chicago$5,500 in ^pld, and $2,000 in bills had
Detroit game on Saturday, there was not a
It is remarked that amangthe older Sen- been stolen by some one who had watched
disorderlyperson, and nothing occurred to
ators Mr. Morrill is conspicnons for & previousexamination, and noted where
mar the pleasure of one of the finest gaines
never having had a “Presidential bee in the money was concealed. There is not
of ball ever played. There were about
the slightest clew to the thief.
his bonnet.”
3,000 ladies present.

At

Jillett,

place. This was the result of the games pay and a pension of $72 a month by the
Government.He is totally blind.
of July 8, 9, and 10, lietween Dctro.t and
the champions at Chicago, all three of
—Michigan fifty years ago, when it was
which were won by Chicago with the foladmitted
into the Union, had a population
lowing scores: July 8, 9 to 4; July 9, 8 to
2; July 10, 3 to 1. On Wednesday, July 7,
of only '200,000; it then stood twenty-third
Chicago heat New York at ( hieago in n 4n rank of States as to the number of its
postponed game by a score of 21 to 9.
The excitementover the Chicago- Detroit people; now it holds the ninth place in the
games was immense, and drew out the groat sisterhood,its population having inlargest attendanceof the season, tl.e last creased ten-fold.
game being witness. d by 15,00(1 people.
—Mr. Horr. of Lansing, has completed
No material change has taken place in the
boring a well for the County Poor Farm
position of the association clubs, and St.
Lords seems to have a firm hold on the
that promises to he one of the finest in
penaut. The following s hcdule shows the
Ingham County. The well, which is lined

and unload d the cask at a point on
the American side of the river below

beyond in safety. From here the journey
was comparativelyquiet. The cask was

marriage fever has broken out

proving particularlyfatal with the bach-

is

No material change of position has taken
place among the Lt ague clubs during the
past week, although Chicago has crept up
closer to the leaders— Detroit— leaving the

New

'

with considerable severity at Manistee. It

that the time he not given in publishing the
article, for fear that the authoritieswould
prevent him in his purpose. Accordingly
very few were among the spectators. Graham kept the cask in which he intended to standing of the clubs up to this writing;
make his trip in a saloon in this city.
NATIOSAJ. l.KACiCK.
Games till.UOH LostAbout 11 o’clock last night he loaded it
CIiiBb—
won.
lost.
p me 1.
in a wagon, and, accompanied by several
Detroit ...........
.......... to
13
1
friends, started for the falls. They arChicago ...........
.......... 38
14
r>
rived there about 4 o’clock this morning, New York ..................r.
18
i

creasing.

State.

in the

from her errand, and, finding the bodies of Twenty IVraoiiN Killed mid Numerous Vilthe children in the bed, gave the alarm. The
lages Ingulfed in New Zealand.
youngest child when found yet showed
[Hum Francisco telowraiu.]
signs of life, and is still alive. Mrs. TurThe steamer Alameda, which has arrived
pin left a letter in which she said that no
one was to blame for the deed hut herself; from Australia,brings particularsof fearthat her husband had always treated her
ful volcanic eruptions in New Zealand hist
well and provided well for the family; that month. Natives of Taranga, in the Auck-

the devil had been after her for two
months, and that she was unable to get
away from him; that for the last two weeks
she had been planning the deed, and had
finally worked herself up to committingit.
She closed by asking her husband to forgive her, and place trust in Jesus. She
also gave directions for the burial of the

4 Hot Fight for the League Champion- lons of water

Through Mag*
arn’s Whirling Waters,

North Pole, Accompaniedby
Only One Man.

f

Barrel ‘Shaped

Vessel, Floats

Went Straight

by Ooi. Gilder.

He

Marksmanship—

ing at left and Nash

—In

the conflictbetween Umpire Gaff-

ney and the Chicago Base- Ball Club, the
umpire is unfortunately handicapped by
the gift of flowers from some indiscreet
admirers in this city.

An

umpire is a

judge, and a gift to a judge or his accept-

ance of it always complicates and embarrasses, no matter how innocent the affair
may be. The removal of

the

umpire to

St.

Louis was the probable consequenceof the
flowers and applause. Such signs of ap-

proval are absolutely certain to provoke
suspicion, and those who like on umpire
most should, for his sake, desist most rigidly

from showing it.— Free Pre**.

—The
of the

Ithaca (New York) correspondent
Chicago Inter Ocean has a pleasant

word to say of President Adams, of Cornell University. He declares that he is
popular among faculty,students and towns
people. He was

the choice of ex-Preeident

White, which is pronounced a “happy one.”

He makes an “excellent executive officer,”
“keeps the trusteesin their place,” “holds
the reins of authority with a strong and
steady hand,” “mingles with the students”
socially, goes to their balls, and is already

pronounced “a model President of a great
American University.”This will be pleasAnn Arbor and the

ant to his friends in

graduates of the University. •.

.

-

w

*

Saugatuck to Macatawa bay where we

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

•topped that evening— • part of the editors putting up at the Ottawa houae,
Joseph H. Spires superintendent, on the
north aide of Macatawa Park, and the
rest at the hotel of the Macatawa Part
Association.The Ottawa house is a moat
elegant structure and haa no superior out '
aide of Long Branch or Coney Island, and

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, July 17, 1886.
Echoes from the Press Gang's Visit.
Echoes continuedfrom last week’s issue:

HARBOR SPRINGS INDEPENDENT.

was opened to the public for the

' Wedding Sells.

“Weller— Jordan.—

THE STAR

Married,at the M.

E. church io this village, on Tuesday
evening, June 29, 1888, by Rev. H. D.
Jordan of Holland, Mich., (father of the
bride), assistedby Rev. G. Donaldson,
J. A. Weller and Miss Jennie Jordan.

No wedding

A v*"*2*P*r supportingthe Principles
of » Democratic Administration,
PublWwd

and

at last

and a

*77

reo-

“rode out of

glve, l

P0511100 the educational orders.

town on a rail,” with a host of good
eXge’ numheied
24-lt.
pie waving us adieu at the depot!
Thus closed the annual outing of the 151 students of whom eight were theologeditors of Western Michigan. Not a ical and 31 academic. Holland has 'a
thing occurred to mar the occasion from good union school It is in charge of
Prof. Hummer.
first to last. The Chicago and West MichHolland has five newspapers with an
igan officials put their whole road at our
disposal, aud Capt. Gavett, genial,accom- figereeatecirculationof 9.000 copies.
We visitedthe fair grounds of the South
modating, ever-ready, accompanied us on
the trip and personallylooked after our Ottawa and West Allegan Agricultural
Society and found they had fine grounds
welfare.

and an excellenttrack. The grounds

consistof 40 acres. This year the West
Michigan Pomological society will hold
MACATAWA PARK.
its meeting in connectionwith the district
Consists of a tract of 250 acres of land fair, when a big time is anticipated.
situated in Allegan and Ottawa counties
The city of Holland has nice and shady
upon Lake Michigan.200 acres of this streets and numerous new residences are
covered with magnificentforests, remain- in course of erection,several of them being 50 acres include the peninsula between ing of artiatic design, showing great taste
Lake Michigan and Macatawa Bay, On on the part of the architects and owners.
the latter are located a hotel containing 32 Ninth and Tenth streets are noted for
rooms for guests, 20 summer cottages,a their elegant residences,aud Eighth and
pavlllion for dancing, etc., 800 feet In cir- River streets for their business blocks.
cumference, bathing houses and other Cappon & Bertsch, leather manufacturers,
buildings. Also Government buildings have two large tanneries,one in the corlife saving station and light house. Mac- poration and the other just outside. They
atawa Park is owned by stockholders, ten have a large trade in New York, St. Louis
In nnmber, of whom nine reside in Hol- and Chicago. The city has seven churches
land, one in Chicago. Officers, Presi- —three Dutch Reform, two Christian Redent, Heber Walsh; Secretary, H. D. Post; form, one Methodistand one Episcopalian.
Treasurer, President Chas. Scott, of Hope
Van Raalte Avenue is a fine street for
College; C. A. Dutton, Superintendentof residences, the houses of I. Cappon and
Park. It was established for purpose of Prof. G. J. Koilen being particularlv
Tarnishinga summer home for the people noticeable.

of Western Michigan. Cottage sites
leased at the nominal rent of $5 per year.
-No intoxicating liquors are kept or sold
•on the Park grounds. The hotel at the

•

.a l~-.ini;ai« to

Park is under the managementof James
Ryder, a most genial landlord, while the
excellent dinners for which it Is famous,
are prepared under the superintendence
of
Mrs. Ryder. Rates $2 per day, $8 per
week.

The West Michigan Park

Association

iAAiLV Star contains nil the news of tho day
t:vc form. Its specialcorrespondence
by rtM.e from London. 1’nris, Berlin,Vienna and
!' . > :i ? .1 ruiuineudable feature.
: U xtliiiii'toii,
Albany, and other news centers,
:'.e i''!.-t correppondepts, specially retained by tho
'i : '.'au, furnish the latest news bv telegraph.
1 - " vrury featuresare unsurpassed.
• r n iiicialand Market Reviews are unuaually
:,il f mpleti*.
*“' • ini terms nml i-xtraordlnaryinduce'
in

r.i. .•ittrm

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
was founded. It was the pioneer of low-priced journalism

to Scbr?KE or postaue in the United States
outside tho limits of

New

"

in the

York City :

OF THE DAILY STAR

TO Sun-

Mortgage Sale.

and Alvln A- A Iverson . as The
'Ve0'ejan Church of Ventura.
ir.K Ci»aeiJ' C aj,i!er’ ancl recorded in the office
of Decd,JL
County of Ottawa,

S

r8t

for

nh«rSc5 fian: on the
hii^. 32 f ,fl,0rt»ze*-

0Q

in

24,h d*y of May- 1836.
62, and whereas
there is now claimed to be due on the said mortgage the sum of three hundred and sixty-nine dollars and eight cents for principal and interest,
and no proceedings at law or In equity hav!
ing been institutedfor the recovery of tho
eame, notice is hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale in said mortgage contained, and
in pursuance of the statutein such case made and
provided, the said mortgagewill bo foreclosed by
a sale of the premises thereindescribed, to pay
said mortgagedebt with interest thereonat legal
aad the cost and charges of vendue and sale,
4?Ot.torney fee in *ncfl ca9e Provided by law.
at public vendue to the highest bidder on

Tuesday, the twenty-eighthday of
September,1886,
one o’clock in tho afternoon of that day at the
front door of the Court House in the City of Grand
Haven, Ottawa County,Michigan,that being the
place of holdingthe Circuit Court of said Ottawa
at

County,Michigan. The land aud premises to bo
. ar®dMCr*bed in said mortgageas follows, town: All t hat certain piece or parcel of land situated in the Township of Holland, in the County
of Ottawa and State of .Michigan,and described as
follows,to-wlt: One-half acre of land bounded as
follows to-wit: Commencing on the quarter
line, 4:. rods east of the northwestcorner of tho
northwest quarter of southeast quarter of section
In Township Five, north of range sixteen
west, thence south ten rods, then east eight rods,
then north ten rods, then west eight rods to the
place of beginning;the same being lor a church
site of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Ventura, in the Township of Holland,County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and the same being
the site upon which the church edifice has been
erected.
Dated, Holland, Mich., Jnlv 1, 1886.
four,

was formed January 2d, 1886, by the folwhich they sell either by the
lowing named gentlemen: A. B. Watson,
J.B. Mulliken, Don Leathers,J. K. V
single article or the comAgnew. J. h. Carpenter, Geo. N.. Davis,
M. W. Rose, Wm, A. Smith, U. B. Rogplete set.
era and Wm. A. Gavett. Subsequent!1
the membership was Increased to one the Phoenix.
Attorney for
32-13t.
hundred, principally of Grand Rapids, There has been some trouble in the Hoiand comprises some of the best and most land churches over the matter of memberwealthy of her citizens. A tract of eighty ship in secret societies. The vexatious
acre* of land was purchasedand the Asso- and perplexing agitation finally led to the
elation incorporatedwith the following withdrawalof the First (Dutch) Reform
offleera:PresidentJ. K. V. Agnew; Sec- church from the general synod because
retary Wm. A. Smith; Treasurer M. W. the litter declined to adopt denunciatory
Manufacturesand sells the
Rose; Manager Wm. A. Gavett.
resolutionsagainst secret societies. This
May 24 work was begun on the new church was established by Rev. Dr. Van
hotel, “The Ottawa," by John Rowson Raalte and in his day was the chief synaBro»., contractors,and completed in thlr- gogue of the Reformed church In the Coldaya. It is an imposing structure °.ny- All who opposed the secession of
185 feet fronting on Macatawa Bay and the First Church from the synod were
160 feet on Lake Michigan,and U in the forced out of that place of worship. The
form of a Greek Cross. The wings will •nti-seceders are now erecting a new
be extended 200 feet as necessity requires. church edifice where they propose to coThe building is two stories high with an operate with the general synod without
observatoryon top 48 feet In diameter reference to the secret society issue which
fail
call
I have recentlycommenced the manufactureof
from which there is a fine view of lake has been quite a bone of contention
and bay and aurrounding country. The among the Hollanders.* * *
Ottawa besides its spacious reception
Platform,
room, ladles parlor, dining room, etc.,
Thomas Hefferon, of Eastmanville,
has 42 rooms for guests. A veranda 14
has taken $9,000 of the Ottawa County
Express
feet wide extends the entire length of two
Poor
House
Loan
Bonds.
sides and on the front of the hotel with a
To which I invite the attention of all who desire
balcony over veranda in front. The house
a light and durable wagon.
We
understand
that
parties
in
Fennville
PETER
STEKETEE
&
CO.,
has been furnishedthroughoutin an elePoat's New Block.
gant manner and is complete in all its ap- will commence to ship peaches next week.
pointments. The expenditurethis season The crop in that locality promises to be
Holland, Mich., July 15, 1886. 24-2t.
I have on hand a lagre assortment of
ii about $20,000 ou building and grounds.
larger than ever.
Each member haa one building lot for cotNotice to Teachers.
The Ottawa County Board of School Examlnera Which I will dispose of at tho lowest possible
tages. Contracts for fourteen cottages
Applicationwill be made to Corin- will meet at the following named times and places
have already been let. The hotel will be
figures.
during the summer and lall of 1886, for the pur-under charge of Joseph Spires, for many thian Chapter, No. 84, of Grand Haven, pose of examiningapplicants for teacher’s certiflyear* proprietorof the Cutler House, by the Companions of Holland City, for calss.
Grand Haven, a popular landlord and consent to organize a new Chapter at the
Special, Aug. 18th, at Zeeland.
I am making
.genialgentleman.
Special,
Aug.
25. at Grand Haven.
village of sand and foreigners.— Gra/uf
w. j. scott’s.
Special, Sept. 2i at Ooopersville.
Ifopids Telegram-Hvr aid.
They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin tho
Regular,
Oct. 29, at Grand Haven.
The hotel aod landing is on the south

Mortgagee.

FLIEMAN

BEST WAGONS

AND

first

complete, its editorial discussion as able, and its general

North William St, New York.

7v»oVe°rSr

west. From the

the controlling conviction of
its managers has been that ^
“cheap- paper" should be
cheap only in price; that its
news should be as fresh and

fur

1

tone and character as pure
and healthful as its best and
highest-priced contemporary.
This has been
well

it

its

How

ideal

has succeeded in the

actual attainment of so high

a standard is best evidenced
in the fact that
larly prints

it

and

now

regu-

sells over

150,000 papers a day,— a

lar-

ger circulation than that of all
other Chicago dailies com^

bined.
The CHICAGO DAILY

NEWS is an INDEPENDENT newspaper. It is not
partisan. Neither is it a neutral. It is a paper of positive
opinion, expressed without fear

favor. It seeks the patronage of people who love country more than party.
or

The

.

CHICAGO DAILY

NEWS

is

Press.

prints all

the only 2 cent
paper in the west that is a
member of the Associated
It

the news.

Sora oy an news dealers at two cents per copy.
Mailed to any addreas, postage prepaid, for six
dollars per year, or for a shorter terra at rate of
fifty cents per month. AddressVictor F. Lawson,
PubUsher The DAILY NEWS, ui Fifth Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The

CHICAGO

NEWS —

WEEKLY

8 pages, 64

—

is

in

America.

columns

the largest dollar weekly

BUGGIES.

and

to

Combination &

examine Goods.

Wagons,

Dissolution Notice.
Notice is hereby given that the copartnership
lately existing between Tyler Van Landegend
and John Kerkbof under tho firm name of van
Landegend & Kerkhof, was on the 16tb day of
Juno, A. D. 1886, dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts owing the said partnershipare to be
received by the said Tyler Van Landegend.aud all
demands ou the said partnership are to be presented to him for payment, as he is anthorlzedto
settle all debts dne to and by the said firm.
^Dated at Holland City this 16th day of June, A.

BTiaO-IES

TYLER VAN LANDEGEND,
JAN KERKHOF.

ALL KINDS OF OARS
hardwood line.

side of the bay and opposite the West
Each session will open promptlyat 9 a. m. The
List of lettersremaining in the post- Board
request that all applicants be provided with
Michigan Park. The location is a beautiof good moral character. All grades
office at Holland, Mich., July 15th, 1886: certificates
ful one. The grounds are finely shaded,
are requested to be prepared for examination in Carriage
Painting
the lawns green and attractive.The Vllson Devore, Mrs. May Foote, H. school law. For second grade. In additionto
hotel haa an inviting appearance,especi- Husklnsons,Robt. Powers, Jas. Tunthle. other branches, bookkeeping and philosophywill
Call and See Me before Purchasbe required.
ally from the bay. The proprietor,W. J.
For first grade, Algebra and English Literature.
Wm. Vebbrkk, P. M.
ing Elsewhere,
Scott, has contributed largely towards
Only third grads (certificates will be granted at
J. FLIEMAN.
•pedal sessions of the Board.
making the several Parks popular as a
When you hear a man sneering at the By order of the Coanty Board of School Ex- Holland. Mich. March 18, 1886.
summer resort. A number of flue cotaminers.
tages have been erected near the hotel ocal papers, observes the Warsaw Na- 94-8m. MRS. A. V- Wiathibwax, Sec’y.
grounda. * * *
tional Union, because they are not as big,

and Wagon

cheap, and newer as the other papers, you

ALLEGAN JOURNAL
* # #
'Sundown

We

left Saugatuck harbor at
for Holland on the good steamer
A. B. Taylor, commanded by that gallant
seaman, Capt. Randolph Rogers and with
Henry Allett, an Alleganlan,for pilot.
Thills a stanch and substantial vessal.
Everything is clean and neat on board
aivui the
tuo jbuico
uunu to
iu thestesm
me
from
ladies’ touiu
cabin down

can safely bet that

be does not squander

his wesllh to assist in

and

that generally

more

for

msking them better,

the papers hare done

him than he has for them.

m h9UT to go fro»

sense of “u
an vjomji
oyster,
, and
uuu is
w about
ouuufc as
as
Y»lue (0
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town w

a

Mioquem

tax

is

m Camp”

The

man who cannot tee the benefit arialng to
a town from a newspaper has not the

BlCBm

’GflKUM. It VU’J iWk

“Army

muvu THEM
C.

BL0M, JR’S.

much

Uit,

*

feMOKE

on

December 26th, 1875, The
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Don’t

TEN YEARS AGO,

to agents and canvassers.
for circulars.

•!

nr

Glassware.

-

Ik-

f
••
••

J.

....

and toning up uj
organs. Sold everywhere-.

•

Genuine Amberine

case,byrog!iia:in>‘

American and

vi. THE STAR,

Granite

•
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THE DAILY STAR
n‘

•1.1

White

:

BITTERS, will cuij

end.

'•• L'u .ii st’Ties by distinguished
fi<ri'.gnuriteriof Action.

Default having been made in the payment of a
bearing date the twenty-firstday
of Uaj. ft<%. made add executed by John Schro-

Holland is not only a leather manufacturing emporium, turning out $1,000,000
worth of leather a year, but has two good
flouring-mills,one of which turns out one
hundred and fifty barrels of flour a day.
There is besides a large stave and cooperage factory, having a large trade with Milwaukee and Chicago. B. Van Raalte is
an extensive dealer in agricultural Implements, and his brother, our old friend
Hon. D. B. K. Van Raalte, who has represented Ottawa county in the legislature,
is a lumber operatorin the northern part
of the state. They are sons of the late
Doctor Van Raalte and highly respecte(
citizens. There are two extensiveplaning-millsIn the city — the Keystone ant

r

pppartment?,nil under tlio directionof trained
Journalist* f'f the highest ability. Its eixteen
I1**-1'8 will be found crowded with good things

one year (includingSunday)....g7 00
•• bunt Sunday, one year ..............
6 00
six months ........................
3 50
» -tbout Sunday, six months ............
3 00

•AND

id-eating Aresri
Alcohol and to one??
Dyspepsia; also. bcr. : \

Editorial

••

English Decorated

\\i

.

far to the high-livin'-,

Political,

•

line of

Hi’

‘

Financial and Commercial,
Poetical,Humorous and

......

full

_

!

1

*

;

...................................
«1 25
• ••/••• .........................
1000
r :n-cn (aud one extra to organizer).. 15 00

have just received a

f

: .y-.I

.

mouth, lew spi:;;;,
prostration, h:;.;.::!
constipation.Thcr-l:
of disease ncr opr:
Dyspepsia, andT nr::
the

Household.

,

CO.

-rzs

•

Agricultural,
Market,
Fashion,

A. Seif,
Proprietor Holland City Brewery.

STEKETEE &

—

with unsatisfied err;’
food; heartburn, ;
weight and wind In
ach, bad fcrsatV^: ' ;

FAMILY PAPER.

Attractive
P.

ci

*

THE WEEKLY STAR,

Jtra JdKrtBMtnts.

In conclusion we will quote a short description of Macatawa resorts:

or

many

rlable appetite; faxt.g'.rvi::
feeling at pit cf tlu s. ^ -4 j

dltor and Proprlator.
out a crowd, and long before the church
time upon the occasionof the ylait of the
Daily, Sunday, and Weekly Editions.
Western Michigan editors and their lady doors were opened the number of people
companions,who whiled away the even-, that had gathered was far greater than
ing in dancing.
could be seated or even given standing
On Friday the press were eiven a steamroom
in the church. No personal invitaA Sixteen-page Newspaper,Issued
boat ride from their various hotels in the
every Wednesday.
bay to the good city of Holland where tions had been given out, but word had
A clean, pare, bright and interesting
they partook of a good and bountiful din- gone forth that all friends were invited;
ner at the City Hotel in the very best style
and as the gioom was born and has
of the Messrs. Williams. After which the
always
lived in St. Louis, while the bride
aldermen of the city -gave carriage rides
It contains the lateitnewe, down to tho hour of
going to press :
to all their visiting friends and showed lived here for two or three years and has

A Card-

city,

the

Of Dyspepsia
the most prominent rr:

City of New York.

WILLIAM DORSHEIMER,

bells were necessary to call

fpctol

little

Io the

Among

first

# * # We embarked on the stauch little
propeller A. B. Taylor at half past six and
•teamed down the river past the sandy
waste where once the thriving villageof
Singapore stood and then out upon the
lake and op the shore to the north. After
• pleasant ride of an hour we reached
Macatawa Lake just as darknesswas setting down over the hills. The new hotel
on the north side of the channel was brilthem the beautiful residences, manufac- been a frequent visitor here since. It is
liantly illuminated; this being the opening
tories, stores, streets,Hope College,
safe to say that no young couple ever
night and the light and fireworks reflected
schools, and churches of this west Michiin the dark waters of the lake made a
gan city, which in thirty years has risen married In St. Louis had more or warmer
striking picture. After all were located
from a wilderness to be a great and flour- friends than they."— Sf. Louis Leader.
at one or the other of the hotels, those
ishing municipality. This was our first The long list of valuable presents received
who desired united with a select party ot
exploration of this progressivevillage’s
by the couple demonstrated the popularGrand Rapids people in the opening ball
position and condition. We are charmed
at the Ottawa. In the morning President
ity of the contracting parties.
with Holland’s pleasant surroundings, its
Walsh, of the Macatawa Park Association,
fine harbor, commercial,railroad,educatook the party for a stroll about tho rotional and manufacturingadvantages.
mantic and beautiful grounds. The closDoticr-s.
Hope College was founded in I860 by
ing business meeting was held in the picRev. Dr. A. C. Van Raalte, who Was also
nic grove, and Rev. Dr. Scott, president
the founder of the Holland Colony of
of Hope College, welcomed the visitors to
Michigan, a people which has done so
The Holland City Brewery now has a
Holland and the resorts. Crossing to the
West Michigan Resort the party inspected much to fructify and improve this section telephone and a large stock of beer and
of the state, and whose continued prosper- will attend to all orders sent by “phone”
the new “Ottawa” and pronounced it the
model resort hotel of Michigan. It is of ity adds wealth and importauce to five or with all possible promptness.I also desire
unique design, mostly shaded verandas, six counties in ^est Michigan. ReVi Dr# to state to parties ordering beer for the
and is elegantly furnished, the best of all Charles Scott was chosen presidentof Fourth of July and not having their
being two hundred and fifty rocking Hope College in 1885 and his electioncon- orders promptly attendedto, that the orfirmed by the general synod of the Re- ders exceeded anything I had anticipated
chairs of all styles and sizes.
From here we steamed up the lake six formed Church the same year. He was and consequentlytfas unable to supply
miles to Holland, under charge of the cit- inaugurated in 1880. He is a scholarly all. Hereafter I shall have an ample
izens reception committee,and were dined and accomplished gentleman whose ad- supply and hope my customers will parministration
of this college promises
and toasted and driven about the neat
-••7“
nwimoca to
»u don me for the apparent disregard of their
•snug

WHIT KDVSPEFsA?

3 ’WggJsl.s
police GAZETTE

The
will be mallcdd
securely wrapped, to any addretiIn the Unite*
States for three months on receipt of

THE LEONARD
Clkanabli, with Jf orable Fluea, Solid Ash,
Carved and Ornament-

ed, Triplb Walled.
ChabcoalFillsdend
Metal Lined, making
Five Walls In all. Solla
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For families, grocers
and bntela Prices low.

ONE DOLLAR.

to

Liberal discount allowed to poetmasteri, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orcera
*

RICHARD

K.

FOX

jfiuakUn Square, N, Y.

For

R.

Ms
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Kanters & Sons

A Charming Excursion.

We

from Th»
Washburn,WIs. :

quote the following

; tor, published at

“The

Qraafschap
Item*

Wheat cutting has commenced,and the
Yates & Kane, Holurfiu, __
Advice to Consumptives.
crop is fair; but in general everything Krolf, Zeeland, can alw$ya be relied upon
- — noaranco of the first symptoms—
suffers from drought, and rain is still the to carry in atock the pureit and best
Mover or-ii-—'»w»t.ite.
pallor,
goods, and sustain the reputation of being
desire of the farmer. . .Mr. Wenkle, the
active, pushing and reliable, by recomsclssor-grinder,who visitedour neighbormending artlclec with well established
hood last .year is again at his old post and merit and such as are ffopular.Having
does bis work as good as ever; Prof. the agency for the celebratedDr. King’*
New Discovery for consumption, colds
Clark has not yet darkened the horizon.
and coughs will sell it on a positive
....Rev. R. T. Kuiper has purchased a guarantee. . It will surely cure any and
new buggy hone we hear. . .District No. ever? affection of throat, lungs, or chest
<lat“titJr of fo**1 sonimor wood which
2 closed its long spring term last Friday and in order to prove our claim, we ask
M«|lMl";tVoCfbJ*PKai"rd"imW be "" “ ,hc
you
to
call
and
get
a
trial
bottle
free.
and its pupils enjoy the long-looked for
vacation days.... Messrs. Henry and John
A
Have secured
btrabbing will soon run their steam
$ail goads.
thresher again. . .A healthy young farmer
I. ALCOTT.
Holland, Mich., May 13,
15.3m.
made his appearance at the home of Mr
Reimlnk on Monday last. . .Mr. and Mrs.
Ten Hope of Grand Rapids are visiting lilwii, Hiclriuc & Haplto Railroai,
their parents and friends.
“Maokinaw Short Line”
“Mister” E.
_

steamer Barker
on the Fourth was one of unalloyed enjoyment to those who were fortunate to
be aboard. The beautiful craft arrived
here from Ashland promptly on time, and
taking on a few Washburhites and a representative of The Itmtor steamed rapidly away for Bayfield, the Ashland City
Band, in their new and magnificentuniforms discoursingsweet strains which
floated melodiously oyer the unruffled
surface of the water. A swift run brought
us to Bayfield where a stop of a little over
an hour was made for dinner, and to give
an opportunity for a stroll through the
pretty little village of fountains,after
which the happy party embarked and the
vessel’s prow was headed for the mazy
intricacies of the far-famed Apostle Islands. Passing between Madeline and
Bass Islands through the North Channel,
and swinging around Wilson’s Island we
Anecdote of Garfield.
got a fleeting view of Michigan Island and
its light-house, then running between
When Gen. Garfield was on his way
Presque Isle and Oak Island, Devil’s Is- to Washingtonto be inaugurated Presland, with its accompanying satellite Little ident of the United States, John B
Devil, was soon reached. At the latter a a well known public man from Ashtastop was made to allow an opportunity for bula, boarded the train. He had been
a look at its singular formation, and there
one of Garfield’s pupils when the latter
also we met the steamer Boutin, of Baytaught in a little log schoolhouse in
field, on a fish collecting trip. A merry
the backwoods. As the teacher boardparty of ladies and gentlemen were on her
ed with Mr. B -- 's mother, they had
decks and many were the cherry greetings
passed. Courteouslysaluting with their been more intimate than is usual with
whistles the boats separated, the Boutin master and ‘scholar.
Many significantstories were told
for home, and the Barker on her trip.
Otter, Hemlock, Willey’s,Ironwood, when they met which illustrated tho
Rice’s,Bear, York and Raspberry Island hard struggles of the future President
were all spread out before us like a swiftly in his youth. One wa*, that on somo
shiftingpanorama, while iu the distance occasion lie was invited to a country
Sand Island to the west and Outer Island party, but on the very day that it wi?<
to the east were seen rising plainly to view
take place he split at the knee one
through the transparent atmosphere.
of his trousers. He had but one
Returning we passed Red Cliff and of very coarse jeans, and no moi
trip of the reliable

A QUESTION ABOUT

Browns Iron

.

t

GIVE ME

TRIAL

.

1896.

__

The only Direct Route between the East and the
bpper Peninsula of Michigan.

abreast of Buffalo Bay wo met the
buy another. Garfield had set
monster excursion steamer Peerless packed
heart on going to the merry-making,
with a perspiringcrowd among whom
and was bitterly disappointed.
even standing room seemed scarcely avail‘‘\ou go to bed,” said the hostess,
able. Our band saluted with a lively tune,
“and
let mo see what I can do. ”
but as there was no band to respond, the
The teacher obeyed, and in an hour
answer was given by cheers and wavings
received his trousers so neatly darned
of cambric.
A few minutes more and we ran into that it was impossible to find where
the slip at Bayfield, where most of the they had been broken. He thanked
passengers took advantage of the half her so earnestly that the good woman
hour’s stay for another stroll. One of the cried on’
pleasant things that sometimes happen in
“Xevcr mind, Mr. Garfield, when you

when

now transpired.The band, wishing
show their appreciationof Cuptain

to

man

in tin*

Herbert as a skillful officer and a courteous gentleman,marched to his residence
here in the Reserve!”
and saluted his parents with some of the
This little incident recalls a story
choicest pieces in their collection. It was
of our other martyred President. In
a delicatecompliment, and a well-merited
1830, a traveling ‘ peddler came one
one.
evening
to a cabin in Illinois, and asked
We found a large number of citizensin
Bayfield indignant at the action of the the farmer’s wife if he could stay at
Peerless in running past that port without the house all right.
“Wo can feed your beast,” was the
touching as had been advertised, and
many and deep were the anethemas be- answer, “but we caflnot lodge you, unstowed on the owners by disappointed less you are willing to sleep with the
ones. Presently the Peerless was seen hired man.”
heading south along Madaline Island
“Let’s have a look at him first,” said
having made an extensive run, (all around the peddler.
Bass Island), and the whistle of the Barker
The woman pointed to the side of the
rang out earning “all aboard,” but by the
house, where a lank, six-foot man, in
time the stragglerscould be collected the
ragged but clean dot lies, was stretchet
Peerless bad about a mile and aquarterlthe
on the grass, reading a book. “He’ll
lead, an advantagehard to be overcome,
do,” said the stranger.
yet by skillfull handling the Barker
The “hired man” was Abraham Lintouched the Washburn dock first, and
while the Peerless was hauling in the coln.
When this poor teacher and farmformer dashed away for Ashland, the
band merrily playing “The Girl I Left hand died, the whole civilized world
Behind Me.”
acknowledged their intellectual force
All iu ali, it was one of the most delight- and the noble service they had renderful trips we ever had, although the mercury ed mankind. We all know that in no
was way. up among the nineties,and theie country but this could such meu have
were no clouds to obscure the sun, nor reached a height suilicieut’.yloitv to
wind to temper its heat, the capacious command the not ce of the world. ’But
awning served the purpose of the former,
it is a fact not so o.'ten recognized,that
and the swift motion of the vessel the latthe leading men iu this country and tho
ter. The Islands fully justify the praises
most influentialof her rulers haw been,
lavished on them, and a betetr exponent
of their traditions,their scenery, and their like Garfield and Lincoln, “country
boys.”

cannot be found than Capt.
Original force is sometimes diminished
William Herbert. Under his care, and
that of Mr. John Doesburg, the popular by the friction of city life, which, in
clerk, a trip through the Islands cannot other respects, is an advantage to the
growing

mind.—IW/t’s Companion.

..
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SPECIAL HATES TO CLOBS. CLASSES, ETC.
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2.50 •• • • Au Train
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10.00 “
3.25 “ "^iunlslug..
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iitiiKLb
and have them copied and
8.15 “ .. St.Igna^ ..
7.45 »
7.00 “
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enlarged.
Call and examine my Work
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via M-C. or G.
wlielber you wish ,Dy done or not
«• «fc I. Roads
Remember the name and number

We

ary colors to give them the desired that
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the seller is authorized to return the
tbeIf

money to

Copying and
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Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, fin-

Farmers and

ished and completed.

Woodsmen.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the yepr
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Aeh Stave Bolts, 30 inches lou<>
Elm

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Nl’t
towns.
Mai Exp Exp Mix

.

Bangor ____

Benton Harbor
New Buffalo....
Chicago .....

a.m p.m ptm a.m
10 20
12 0(1
11 37 2 18 1 IS 8 05
11 51 27 3 13 2 35 12 00
2 35
5 45

m. p.m. ptm

a.

HI.

Office

Grand Rapid*

.......

Zeeland .........
Holland- ...........*

Exp. Exp.

A.

900 12
1

season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman

—

I

nvlte all

of—

Livery and Sale Stable,

MARKET

InterestedIn horses to call and look them over. It
pay you.
Holland, Mich.,

April

1

STREET.

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.

ropr,etjJi,

Dissolution Notice.
&«nhD!,k

D.

W5

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FURERALS.

m.

8 20
9 00

Proprlelor

will

30 11 50 5 35

Grand Raven ....... 11 05 3 43 630 6 25
Fermburg ..........11 10 3 47 6 40 6 30
Muskegon . 3rd »treet It 45 4 15 7 15 7 10

HUNTLEY.

1883.

two years and ten months old. This is their first

50 11 00 4 45

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON
a m. p.m. a. m. pm. p.

27,

Van Raalte

C.

black, aa were their ances-

stallionsIn this part of the country and!

45
5 55
6 35
5

jet

18S(it

m. p.m. ptm. p.m.

9 52
10 05

Riuer street,

JA8.
Holland, May

tors; they have a fine pedigree and are as yet but

m. p.m. a.m. a. m. p. m.

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND
a.

and Shop on

3NTE,

Season of

the

Thope boraes are

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND FMPIDH

Holland ............. 3 05 8 15 14 45
10 05
Zeeland ..........
Grand Rapid*....
4 00 8 55 5 45 11 00

B00

During

m

Mall. Exp Exp

made and

furnished.

Will be at the Bale Stable of

.......

p.

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

Marcus and Dick

buffalo .....

Benton Harbor

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

m.

J DO
11 35 5 35
12 3< 6 27 1 5( 10 15
Bangor ........
1 45
Grand Junction ..... 2 00 7 23 3 17
2 55
Holland ........
8 05
p m. p.m. a. m. p.

New

Stairs,

near the corner of Tenth street,

p.m. p.m. a.m p.m

a.

done on short notice.

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

FROM CHICAGO TO HOT.T.AVn
Chicago .........

Planing and Re-sawing

Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further information apply to Filter’s Stave Factory
ED. YEP SCHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

Taking Effect Sunday, May 30, 1880.

Holland....
Grand Junction..

HUNTLEY,

GRAND RAPIDS.

ATTENTION

fit

9
9

JAS.

801,8

JACKSON’S GALLERY
103

00am
•
15 “
*•
8 00pm
Quebec “ 2 30 “
New York •* 6 00 “
Boston
3 00 “
,l

the purchaser.

.

•hip are to be received by the said Dirk De Vries,
and all demands on the said partnership are to be
presented to him for payment, as he Is authorized

903
9 30
have seen that the objects which
%
a.
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
the sun-dew can act upon are precisely
DIRK DE VRIES.
Common Council.
P- m. p.m. p.m. a.m.
the things which an animal could use
PETER DE VRIES.
p.tm.
Muskegon, 3rd street
12 05 7 10 850 10 10
for food, and that those matters — such Ferry*bur8;.......... 21 40
Holland, Mich., Julj 13, 1886.
05 12 27
10 45
Presont: Mayor McBride. Aid. Ter Vree, Bangs, as hair, stones, the hard skin of insects, Grand Haven ....... 2 10 12 32 7 35
9 22 10 50
Holland .......
Do Roo, Bertrcb, Kulte and the Clerk.
300
etc.— which the animal cannot use are
11 35
p.m.
Readingof the mlnntesand the regular order of
just those which the sun-dew also reis going on in the stock of
business were suspended.
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
On motion of Aid. De Roo, the bids for the im- jects. When an animal has put food
P.m,
a.m
proving, grading and graveling, of Weet Twelfth into his stomach the food is acted npon
Holland ............. S 05
10 10 .....
Mreet. Special Street Assessment District were chemically,or what is called digested,
at the store of
......
Fillmore ............ 3 20
10 25
opened and read.
Hamilton
..........
3
30
by the gastric juice, which consiste of a
10 33
The following proposals were received, viz:
Allegan .........
4 05
11 05
P. <& J. Kontng, for excavatingand filling, per ferment, called pepsin, and an acid,
cubic yard 12 centa; for grafeling,per cable yard neither of which alone by itself has the
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
74 centa. the gravel to be taken from the De Vriea
Mix
gravel-pit;for all other work except bridge at tan- power of digestion. But we have proved
a.m. m. a.m.
nery creek, $5 00; for bridge at tannery creek, by our experimentwith litmus paper
............. 9 05 4 30 11 25
*300.00; Paul Berghnia, for excavating and filling,
......
that the secretion of the tentacles of Hamilton ......... 9 87 5 05 12 15
Diess Goods, Table Linens,
per cable yard 14 centa; for graveling, per cubic
g11!™”? .............. 9 47 5 18 2 30
yard 85 cents, the gravel to be taken flrom the the sun-dew contains an acid when it is
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Boone gravel-pit, for all other work except bridge acting; and if we compare the action of Holland .............10 05 580 1 00
m.
at tannery creek, $5.00; for bridge at tannery
Etc., in endless variety.
animal gastric juice on bits of meat with
creek. $275.00; Klaas Van Haaften, for excavating
and filling,per cnbic yard 15 centa; for graveling, the action of the secretion of the sunper cubic yard 87 cents, the gravel to be taken
A full and complete line of
dew, it seems clear thac some ferment
from the De Vries or Boone gravel-pits: for ail
other work except bridge at tannery creek, $5.00; similar to, if not identicalwith, the
v n Pa^lnS^NTKR.Gen.PMB.Agt.
for bridge at tannery creek, $275.00; P. & J. Honferment pepsin, must be present in the
F. G. CHURCHILL Station Aflent.
ing being the lowest bidders the job was awarded
sun-dew
secretion.
It
has,
moreover,
to them at their bid.
always on band.
The City Attorney was instructed to draw up been found that the secretion of the
the necessary contract and bonds.
sun-dew gives out, under certain cirPrerttefitMte.
I have the agency in this city
cumstances, a strong smell of pepsin.
for the celebrated
But the reader who desires to learn
intend the work.
more about this will do well to consult
Council adjourned.
Mr. Darwin’s “InsectivorousPlants,"
Gio. H. Stpp, City Cior'
or some of the other works that have
been written on the subject. We noticed
These lamps are a great imas we dug up the sun-dew plants how
Beady for the Fiih.
provement on all other lamps
small the roots are, and how poor the
Gentleman to grocer— "Two gallons of moist soil in which they grow. The
Santa Cruz, one gallon Old Tom, two use of the roots seem to be merely, in
used and the amount of light
addition to anchoring the plant in the
gallons Maryland Club, four dozen Milthey give. Call and
soil, to suck up water (of which the
waukee, and six dozen Reina Vies.”
leaves with their copious secretion resee
them.
Tha Xort XMifhtftil
Grocer— "Yes sir. That all, sir ?”
quire a great deal ', and not, as in most
Gentleman— "Do you keep fishing plants, to provide food. Besides the
Goods delivered free of charge,
round-leaved sun-dew, two other kinds
tackle!”
„
,
B- WYNHOFF.
ralawItMam. LowBatM.
grow in Great Britain, and about a
Holland. June 14. 1883
Grocer— "Yes sir; full line sir.”
Tour Trip* par Waak Batwaan
hundred elsewhere,and all seem, withGentleman— "All right; put lo a couple
DETROIT AND
• bu Uktn Die lead tm
out exception, to have the same insectthe teles of Out cuS 2
of fiih-hooks.*’
Bad Bvarj Waak Dav Bahraan
catching habits as the one we have been
The next day he went fishing.— torion studying,and to be, like it, dependent
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Beacon.
upon animal food. There are also some
Wrtfta for on?
Q has woo the (aror of
other plants of the same family which
the public and now ranks
“Picturetque Mickin•o,,,lllutfrated.
are
of
like
nature,
though
the
aascoff
the leading Uedi8. B. Durloy, mate of steamer Arizona,
Oon4ala»riHVartlanlara. MaUadVraa.
had his foot badly jammed. Thomas pechanism by which they secure their
Electric Oil cured it. Nothing equal to it insect food is rather different --Science
Detroit A Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
for All
.
for a quick pain reliever. *
. C. O. WHITCOMB. Okn. Paaa. Aar..
PITROtT. MICH.
For sale at the drug atere of H. Walsh.
[OWICUL.l

ess,

CITY.

No. 3.

1.

'•

.

guarantee.

Grand Rapids,

tT.OOam
8.?5

It.

Jackson’s Gallery
EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

No.

Holland ..............
10 10 3 05 5 30 5 40

Flesh-FeedingPlants.

not bay any other before you

have examined

No. 2

capacity,

fall to add a pleasing memory to the
storehouse| f the mind. A day which may
well be marked with a white stone.”-

cr.

VALUABLE

Ohio Legislature. nolody'll ask how many pairs of
trousers you h..d when you taught up
are a great

READ

+8.30am Lv Houghton A t7.30pm
9.i0
“
0,,'“
..L’Anse ..... 6.10 “
11.00 » ... Republic....
5.20 “
12.10pm ..Ishpemlug...
3.50 “
12.25
•
b'egannee... 3.38 “
1.00
A MarinetteLv 3.00 “

:

life

Buys One Dozen

t7.15amLv.. Calumet.. A
10.00pm
8.05 •*
• -Hancock..

the celebrated

WEST,

Dec. iM, 1885.

M H.&O.

agency for

Prepared Paints.

MINERAL
RANGE R. R.

,

‘

TIME TABLE.
Taking Effect

EAST.
READ DOWN.

the

haimiilaar/

$3.00

.
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GENERAL BRAYING.

.

,

t'ttlLLUO

mt-

The Best

livery in the City.

TZl

GIVE ME A CALL!
A. C.

VAN RAALTE.

Holland, Mich., April

Genuine Cyclone

Defsult

1886.

1,

0 lyr.

bSri^bwfmSfln^cMd
e Id the conditions of a

mor‘
Dry Goods & Groceries, certain
Harrington,

recorded Octouoi moiuj-uun, ibcb.
Office, of Ottawa County. Mlchiga

B. WYNHOFF.

).

cHVosTSSSSrd

CROCKERY

Needle Gas Lamp.

MACKINAC.

ing,

said asslgnmtmtwas recorded0 on^

lumber

iihprloi!0frth’
I?88’ ,n Mld toglatw • Office, In
fiber 20 of mortgages,page 562), which default
was by failure to pay Interest doe on September

l!reC«
^•“^payabieT

and nSJ

“hteJ “ortgSjTtfsS

£

enty-two cents for taxes paid by said aasignee
and no ault or proceedings having been InetlPUed

north east quarter of Action tw?nty“hrSe.iS

MIcblMn/

County,

Dated April 29,

^ "X,"m

WMt’ ,n 0tfawa

1886.

CHARLES STORING,
J.

tt

C. POST,

Attoraay.

Bor,gW.

h

= i & SilvLT! HoMandSangaM,
which

SUMMER TOUR

„

,

MACKINAC

gfwSbfic

a

p —

a

AND DOUGLAS.

Tho Staunch and Fast Steamer

"ID-AlIS
Y,”
CAPT. FRED MINIER, 7
Will run between Holland and Sauga!Sck d*!!y* except Sunday, connecting
there with boats for Chicago.
The time of leaving Douglaa is 7.00 a.
m. Saugatnck 7.30, arriving in Holland
at 9.45 a.
Leaving Holland at 8 pj
m., arrivingin Saugatnck at 5.00, and
Douglas at 5.80 p. m,

m.

Fare,

50c. Round

Trip,, 75c.

made known
Captain.

Freight Ratea
tion to

on applica17-tf.

w.

Saugetuck to Macatawa bay where we
topped that evening— a part of the editors putting up at the Ottawa bouse,
Joseph H. Spires superintendent, on the
north side of Macatawa Park, and the
rest at the hotel of the Macatawa Park
Association. The Ottawa house is a most
elegant structure and has no superior outside of Long Branch or Coney Island, and
was opened to the public for the first
time upon the occasion of the visit of the
Western Michigan editors and their lady
companions, who whiled away the evening in dancing.
On Friday the press were given a steamboat ride from their various hotels in the
bay to the good city of Holland where
they partook of a good and bountiful din-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS. Editor.

Saturday, July 17, 1886.
Echoes from the Press Gang’s Visit.
Echoes continuedfrom

last week’s issue:

HARBOR SPRINGS INDEPENDENT.

Wedding Sells.
Married, at the M.
E. church in this village, on Tuesday
evening, June 29, 1886, by Rev. H. D.
Jordan of Holland,Mich., (father of the
bride), auiated by Rev. G. Donaldson,
J. A. Weller and Miss Jennie Jordan.

A Newspaper

depot.

pie waving us adieu at the
Thus closed the annual outing of

•

I

the

.

editors of Western Michigan. Not a
thing occurred to mar the occasion from
Urst to last. The Chicago and West Michigan officials put their whole road at our
disposal, aud Capt. Gavett, genial,accommodating, ever-ready, accompanied us on
the trip and personallylooked after our
welfare.
In conclusionwe will quote a short description of Macatawa resorts:

,
and

of

24-1

summer homo for the people
of Western Michigan. Cottage sites

Rapids,

and comprisessome of the best and most
wealthy of her citizens. A tract of eighty
acres of land was purchasedand the Association Incorporatedwith the following
officers: PresidentJ. K. V. Agnew; Secretary Wm. A. Smith; Treasurer M. W.
Rose; Manager Wm. A. Gavett.
May 24 work was begun on the new
hotel, “The Ottawa,” by John Rowson
Bros., contractors, and completed in thirty-five days. It is an imposing structure
135 feet fronting on Macatawa Bay and
160 feet on Lake Michigan,and is in the
form of a Greek Cross. The wings will
he extended 200 feet as necessity requires.
The building is two stories high with an
observatory on top 48 feet In diameter
from which there is a fine view of lake
and bay and surrounding country. The
Ottawa besides Us spacious reception
xoom, ladles parlor, dining room, etc.,
has 43 rooms for guests. A veranda 14
feet wide extends the entire length of two
aides and on the front of the hotel with a
balcony over veranda in front. The house
has been furnished throughoutin an elegant manner and is complete in all its appointments. The expenditurethis season
it about |20,000 on building and grounds.
Each member has one building lot for cottages. Contracts for fourteen cottages
have already been let. The hotel will be
Hinder charge of Joseph Spires, for many
years proprietor of the Cutler House,
Grand Haven, a popular landlord and
genial gentleman.
w. j. scott’s.

The

_

and an

FAMILY PAPER.

Political,
Poetical, Humorous and
Editorial

which they

sell

single article or the

plete

by the

either

com-

set.

'

•' or- to agents aud canvassers.
*• ! for circulars.
'

to Scbor postage in tho United Suites
limits of New York City :

.......I,oulikio the

j

OF THE DAILY STAR

*' North William

to Sub-

St., New

one o’clock in the afternoon of that day at the
front door of the Court House iu the City of Grand
Haven, Ottawa County. Michigan,that being the
place of holdingthe Circuit Court of said Ottawa
County, Michigan. The land aud premises to bo
sold are described in said mortgageas follows, towit: All that certain piece or parcel of land situated in the Township of Holland, in the County
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and described as
follows,to-wlt: Oue-ha.f acre of laud bounded as
follows, to-wit: Commencisg on the quarter
line, 42 rods east of the northwestcorner of the
northwest quarter of southeast quarter of sectiou
four, in Township Five, north of range sixteen
west, thence south ten rods, then east eight rods,
then north ten rods, then west eight rods to the
place of beginning;the same being lor a church
site of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Ventura, in the Township of Holland, County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and the same being
the site upon which tho church edifice has been
erected.
Dated, Holland, Mich,, Julv 1, 1886.
„
„ _
MICHAEL J. CLAPPER,

____
McBRIDE,
Mortgagee.

Mortgagee.
2M3t.

FLIEMAN
Manufacturesand

sells

can safely bet that

and

that generally

AND
Don’t

fail to call

and

sense of an oyster, and is about as
Y*lue to a towo a* a

Mloqueut

tax

much
list

well it has succeeded in the
actual attainment of so high

a standard is best evidenced
in the fact that it now regularly prints and sells over
150,000 papers a

—a

day,

lar-

ger circulation than that of all
other Chicago dailies com^

bined.
The CHICAGO DAILY

NEWS is an INDEPENDENT newspaper. It is not
partisan. Neither is it a neutral. It is a paper of positive
opinion, expressed without fear

favor. It seeks the patronof people who love country more than party.
or

age

The CHICAGO DAILY

NEWS

is

the only 2 cent

paper in the west that

is

a

member of the

Associated

Press.

the news.

It

prints all

Sow oy an news dealers at two cents per copy.
Mailed to any address, postageprepaid, for six
fifty cents

per month. AddressVictor F. Lawson,

The DAILY NEWS, uj
CHICAGO, ILL.
Publisher

The

CHICAGO

I

Fifth Ave.,

WEEKLY

8 pages, 64

columns

—is the largest dollar weekly
America.

BUGGIES.

have recentlycommenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination &
Express Wagons,

PETER STEKETEE & CO.,
Po&t’s New Block.
Holland, Mich., July

15,

1886.

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
a light and durable wagon.

24-2t.

Tho Ottawa County Board of School Examiners
meet at the following named times and places
during the summer and fall of 1886, for the purpose of examiningapplicants for teacher’scertifi-

I

Notice Is hereby given that the copartnership
lately existingbetween Tyler Van Landcgend
and John Kerkbof under the firm name of van
Landegend & Kerkhof, was on the 16th day of
June, A. D. 1886, dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts owing the said partnership are to be
received by the said Tyler Van Landegend,aud all
demands on the aald partnership are to be presented to him for payment, as he Is authorizedto
settle all debts due to and by the said firm.
^ Dated at Holland City this 18th day of June, A.

have on hand a lagre assortment of

TYLER VAN LANDEGEND,
JAN KERKHOF.

BUO-O-IES

Which

will

I will disposeof at tho lowest possible
figures.

cates.

Special, Aug. 18th, at Zeeland.
Special, Aug. 25. at Grand Haven.

Regular,Oct. 29, at Grand Haven.
Each session will open promptlyat 9 a. m. The
Board request that all applicants be providedwith
certificatesof good moral character. All grades
are requested to be prepared for examinationIn
school law. For second grade. In addition to
other branches, bookkeeping and philosophy will

I

Army

is

inCamp”

fj WT^QjyJ

__

They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin tho
hardwood line.

AND CREAMERIES.
GET

Carriage
Call

and Wagon

and See Me

before

13

18,

J.
1886.

BEST.

Purchas-

ing Elsewhere,
Holland, Mich. March

THE

Painting

FLIEMAN,

$1
Weelxjg

POLICE GAZETTE

The
will bo malledd
securely wrapped, to any address In the Unite*
States for three months on receiptof

THE LEONARD
Clkakablx, with Motable Flues. Solid Asa,
Carved ana Ornament-

ed, Trifli Wallkd.
Chabcoal Fillsd and
Metal Limed, making
Five Walla In all. Solid
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For families, grocers
and bntela Prices low.

ONE DOLLAR.

^

SMOKE THEM

am making

ALL KINDS OF OARS

-THE-

ins
the

for mm
lor
him than
man ne
he nas
has icr
for mem.
them. The
man who cau not see the benefit arising to
a town from a newspaper has not

more

general

Dissolution Notice,

be does not iquinder
the papers have done

its

highest-priced contemporary.
This has been its ideal How

in

Special, Sept. 24, at Ooopersvllle.

his wealth to assist In making them better,

and

tone and character as pure
and healthful as its best and

the

BEST WAGONS

Notice to Teachers.

Hapids Telegram-Hvrdd.

its editorial discus-

sion as able,

Mortgage Sale.

Antoine

Glassware.

larger than ever.

Applicationwill be made to Corinthian Chapter, No. 84, of Grand Haven,
by the Companion! of Holland City, for
consent to organize a new Chapter at the
village of sand and forelgners.—Grand

the controlling conviction of
its managers has been that a
“cheap paper” should be
cheap only in price; that its
news should be as fresh and

NEWS —

ship peaches next week.

promises to bo

neer of low-priced journalism
in the west. From the first

complete,

Default having been made in the payment of a
cetram mortgagebearing date the twenty-firstday
of .May, 1SSH, made aad executedby John Schroder, George W. Eddy and Alvin A. A verson, as The
1 rustets of the First WesleyanChurch of Ventura,
to Michael J . Clapper, and recorded in the office
of the Register ot Deeds for the Countv of Ottawa,
State of Michigan,on the 2lth day of May, 1836,
in Liber .-3-2of Mortgages, on page 62, and whereas
there is now claimed to be duo on the said mortgage the sum of three hundred and sixty-nine dollars and eight cents for principal and interest,
and no proceedings at law or in equity having been Instituted for tho recovery of the
same, notice is hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale in said mortgage contained, and
In pursuance of the statute in such case made and
provided, the said mortgagewill be foreclosed by
a sale of the premises thereindescribed, to pay
said mortgagedebt with Interest thereon at legal
rate, aud the cost aud charges of vendue and sale,
and attorney fee in such case provided by law,
at public vendue to the highest bidder on

J.

understandthat parties in Fennville
in that locality

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

York.

Poor House Loan Bonds.

The crop

on

December 26th, 1875, The
was founded. It was the pio-

OF THE WEEKLY STAR

Z

*

!:•. itee

Thomas Hefferon, of Eastmanyille,
has taken $9,000 of the Ottawa County

commence to

TEN YEARS AGO,

fAis,

f

„

examine Goods.

will

regular .... - ..-.j
and toning up u.
organs. Sold everywhere.

dollars per year, or for a shorter terra at rate of

Genuine

to
M0H^ra^K,T.

For Sal* by

Liberal discount allowed to poetmasten,agents
and clnba. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders
•
!

>

case, by

i

corres|>ondcnt8.specially retained by tho
furnish the latest news by telegraph,
t - dvrary featuresare unsurpassed.
• r .n mcial aud Market Reviews arc unusually
nd r mpleto.
v •• •eial terms and extraordinary induce'

>'.o

'i

Attorney for

church from the general synod because
the latter declined to adopt denunciatory
reaolutiona against secret societies. This
church waa established by Rev. Dr. Van
Raalte and in his day was the chief synagogue of the Reformed church In the Colony. All who opposed the secession of
the First Chnrch from the synod were
forced out of that place of worship. The
anti-seceders are now erecting a new
church edifice where they propose to cooperate with the general synod without
reference to the secret society issue which
has been quite a bone of contention
among the Hollanders.* * *

We

.

> :i ; .i Coiumeuduble
feature.
; Wxsitinutou, Albany, and other news centers,

P. H.

There has been some trouble In the Holland churches over the matter of membership in secret societies. Tne vexatious
and perplexing agitation finally led to the
withdrawalof the First (Dutch) Reform

w

j

!’ .

ai

White Granite

cheap, and newsy as the other papers, you

:

THE DAILY STAR,

:

:vrlo:\
BITTERS, will cut

:

Tlie Daily Star contains nil the news of the day
in r.i. nttriutiveform. Its specialcorrespondence
by r idle from London. Paris, Berlin, Vienna and

Tuesday, the twenty-eighthday of
September, 1886,

hotel has an inviting appearance, especi- Husklnsons,Robt. Powers, Jas. Tunthle. be required.
ally from the bay. The proprietor,W. J.
For first grade, Algebra and English Literature.
Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.
Only third grade certificateswill be granted at
Scott, has contributed largely towards
ipeclal sessions of the Board.
making the several Parks popular as a
When you hear a man sneering at the By order of the County Board of School Exsummer resort. A number of flue cotaminers.
local papers, observes the Warsaw Na- 44-8m.
MRS. A. V. Wiathiawax, Sec’y.
tage! have been erected near the hotel
tional Union, because they are not as big,
.grounds. * * *

We

aud

I

and-

on the south
•aide of the bay and opposite the West
List of lettersremaining in the postMichigan Park. The location Is a beautioffice at Holland, Mich., July 15th, 1886:
ful one. The grounds are finely shaded,
the lawns green and attractive.The Wilson Devore, Mrs. May Foote, H.

* * *
left Saugatuck harbor at
'sundown for Holland on the good steamer
A. B. Taylor, commanded by that gallant
seaman, Capt. Randolph Rogers and with
Henry Allett, an Alleganian,for pilot.
Thiels t stanch and substantial vessel.
Everything is clean and nest on board
from the ladies’ cabin down to the stesm
* It PH’J iWk ftfl h9UT \o go from

end.

•'"L'iiMi »h*rH*sby distinguished American
f..r>v,n writer!of Action.

Attractive.

English Decorated

r

Departments, nil under the directionof trained
Journalists rf the highest ability. Its sixteen
I'liaes will he found crowded with good things

i

line of

:

.

Financial and Commercial,

fr« ;:i l""_im;aigto

.

'

Dyspepsia,
;
iartothe hlgh-livln-’
id-eating Areer1:r.n :
Alcohol and fob no 2?
Dyspepsia; also, bed

Household.

#

full

V-.-

and

mv,. THE STAR,'

have just received a

ofdiseasencroi-r:

Agricultural.
Market,
Fashion,

.

CO.

r?

prostration, hr.;.:..::
constipation.Thcr.:!?

It contains the latest newe, down to tho hoar of
going to press :

one year (inclnding Sunday).... «7 00
•• .bout Sunday, one year ..............
6 00
. six months ........................
3 50
" •thoutSunday, six months ............
3 00

noticeable.

hotel and landing is

ALLEGAN JOURNAL

:

.................................
St 25
................................
10 00
r Urea (and one extra to organiser)..15 00

STEKETEE &

r*

.r

;

every Wednesday.

• for

P.

__

-

feeling at pit cf tlj s.:;:;:: |

A clean, pure, bright and Interesting

Advertisements.

Holland has five newspapers with an
Egereeate circulationof 9,000 copies.
We visitedthe fair grounds of the South
Ottawa and "West Allegan Agricultural
Society and found they had fine grounds

Holland is not only a leather manufacleased at the nominal rent of $5 per year. turing emporium, turning out $1,000,000
JXo intoxicating liquors are kept or sold worth of leather a year, but has two good
•on the Park grounds. The hotel at the flouring-mills,one of which turns out oue
Park is under the managementof James hundred and fifty barrels of flour a day.
Ryder, a most genial landlord, while the There is besides a large stave and cooperexcellent dinners for which it Is famous, age factory, having a large trade with Milare prepared under the superintendence
of waukee and Chicago. B. Van Raalte is
Mrs. Ryder. Rates $2 per day, $8 per an extensive dealer in agricultural impleweek.
ments, and his brother, our old friend
The West Michigan Park Association Hon. D. B. K. Van Raalte, who has rep, was formed January 2d, 1886, by
the fol- resented Ottawa county in the legislature,
lowing named gentlemen: A. B. Watson, is a lumber operatorin the northernpart
J. B. Mulliken,Don Leathers,J. K. V. of the state. They are sons of the late
Agnew, J. H. Carpenter,Geo. N. Davis, Doctor Van Raalte and highly respected
M. W. Rose, Wm, A. Smith, U. B. Rog- citizens. There are two extensiveplan-ers and Wm. A. Gavett. Subsequently ing-millsinthe city— the Keystone and
the membership was increased to one the Phcenix.

hundred, principally of Grand

(

lea and 31 academic.
nraripniir Holland
Hn Innd haa^a
ha a a
ical
good union school It is in charge of
Prof. Hummer.

excellenttrack. The grounds
consist of 40 acres. This year the West
Michigan Pomological society will hold
MACATAWA PARK.
its meeting in connectionwith the district
Consists of a tract of 250 acres of land fair, when a big time is anticipated.
situated in Allegan and Ottawa counties
The city of Holland has nice and shady
upon Lake Michigan.200 acres of this streets and numerous new residences are
covered with magnificentforests, remain- In course of erection,several of them being 50 acres include the peninsula between ing of artistic design, showing great taste
Lake Michigan and Macatawa Bay, On on the part of the architects and owners.
the latter are located a hotel containing 32 Ninth and Tenth streets are noted for
rooms for guests, 20 suihmer cottages,a their elegant residences,and Eighth and
pavlllion for dancing, etc., 800 feet in cir- River streets for their business blocks.
cumference, bathing houses and other Cappon & Bertsch, leather manufacturers,
buildings. Also Government buildings, have two large tanneries,one in the corlife saving station and light house. Mac- poration and the other just outside. They
atawa Park is owned by stockholders, ten have a large trade in New York, St. Louis
in nnmber, of whom nine reside in Hol- and Chicago. The city has seven churches
land, one in Chicago. Officers, Presi- —three Dutch Reform, two Christian Redent, Heber Walsh; Secretary, H. D. Post; form, one Methodistand one Episcopalian.
Treasurer, President Chas. Scott, of Hope
Van Raalte Avenue is a fine street for
* College; C. A. Dutton, Superintendentof residences, the houses of I. Cappon and
Park. It was established for purpose of Prof. G, J. Kojlen being particularly
furnishing a

1.

whom

'•

_

with unsatisfiedcr rrV* r
food; heartburn, f:9M:v;
weight and wind In
ach, bad trsath, • '
the mouth, lew spirt;:,
:-\l

A Sixteen-page Newspaper, Issued

orders.

tbl8 ?0. lege ^^bered
eight were theolog-

~r.m,°

.1,jl atU(leD^

-

riable appetite; feint,

THE WEEKLY STAR,

A

^

many 07

.

pfdat

8
w^rldi

the

Of Dyspepsia or indi'
the most prominent f.t: :

and Proprlator.
Daily, Sunday, and Weakly Editions.

number of people
bad gathered was far greater than

a,cc°mP

Among

Idltor

doors were opened the
that

supporting the^Prtaclplea

WILLIAM DORSHEIMER,

out a crowd, and long before the church

isorsPEP?!#?

what

PublishedIn the City of New York.

bells were necessary to call

* * * We embarked on the stauch little
could be seated or even given standing
propeller A. B. Taylor at half past six and
room in the church. No personal invitasteamed down the river past the sandy
waste where once the thrivingvillage of
tions bad been given out, but word had
Singapore stood and then out upon the
gone forth that all friends were invited;
lake and up the shore to the north. After
ner at the City Hotel in the very best style and as the gjoom was born and has
a pleasant ride of an hour we reached
of the Messrs. Williams. After which the
Macatawa Lake just as darkness was set- aldermen of the city gave carriage rides always lived in 8t. Louis, while the bride
ting down over the hills. The new hotel
to all their visiting friends and showed lived here for two or three years and has
on the north side of the channel was brilthem the beautiful residences, manufac- been a frequent visitor here since. It is
liantlyilluminated; this being the opening
tories, stores, streets,Hope College, safe to say that no young couple ever
night and the light and fireworks reflected
schools, and churches of this west Michiin the dark waters of the lake made a
gan city, which in thirty years has risen married in St. Louis had more or warmer
striking picture. After all were located
from a wilderness to be a great and flour- friends than they.”— Sf. Louis Leader.
at one or the other of the hotels, those
ishing municipality.This was our first The long list of valuable presents received
who desired united with a select parly ot explorationof this progressivevillage’s
Grand Hapids people in the opening ball position and condition.' We are charmed by the couple demonstrated the popularat the Ottawa. In the morning President
with Holland’s pleasant surroundings, its ity of the contracting parties.
Walsh, of the Macatawa Park Association,
fine harbor, commercial,railroad,educatook the party for a Htroll about tho rotional and manufacturingadvantages.
f
Dotircjs.
mantic and beautifulgrounds. The closHope College was founded in 1866 by
ing business meeting was held in the picRev. Dr. A. C. Van Raalte, who Was also
nic grove, and Rev. Dr. Scott, president
the founder of the Holland Colony of
Card*
of Hope College, welcomed the visitors to
Michigan, a people which has done so
The
Holland
City Brewery now has a
Holland and the resorts. Crossing to the
much to fructify and improve this section telephone and a large stock of beer and
West Michigan Resort the party inspected
of the state, and whose continued prosper- will attend to all orders sent by “phone”
the new “Ottawa” and pronounced it the
ity adds wealth and importance to five or with all possible promptness.I also desire
model resort hotel of Michigan, It is of
six counties in west Michigan. Rev, Dr. to state to parties ordering beer for the
unique design, mostly shaded verandas,
and is elegantly furnished, the best of all Charles Scott was chosen president of Fourth oLJuly and not having their
being two hundred and fifty rocking Hope College in 1885 and his election con- orders promptly attendedto, that the orfirmed by the general synod of the Re- ders exceeded anything I had anticipated
chairs of all styles and sizes.
From here we steamed up the lake six formed Church the same year. He was 1 and consequentlyvtfas unable to supply
inaugurated in 1886. He is a scholarly all. Hereafter I shall have au ample
miles to Holland, under charge of the cit
gentleman whose ad- supply and hope my customers will parizens reception committee,and were dinedand
. . accomplished
, gentleman whose adand toasted and driven about the neat and I D?1Dl?, r,1, ?D,0^ ^ ? college promises to don me for the apparent disregard of their
A. Seif,
•anug little city, and at last “rode out of ! glve, i
P081ll0n
^educational
Proprietor Holland City Brewery.
town on a rail,” with a host of good peo- 1
0f?Ve sll°W9 that- for the

r
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“Weller— Jordan.—

No wedding

-wm

R.

Kanters & Sons

v7?r

4 Charming Exonrslor.

We

GraafiJhap Items,

Active, Pushing and Sellable.

Wheat cutting has commenced,and the
from Tha Item
crop it fair; but in general everything
Washburn,WIs.:

quote the following

iter, published at

“The trip of the reliablesteamer Barker
on the Fourth was one of unalloyed enjoyment to those who were fortunate to
be aboard. The beautiful craft arrived
here from Ashland promptly on time, and
taking on a few Washburnitea and a re_______of ______
_____
_________rapidpresentative
The /termarr
steamed
ly away for Bayfield, the Aihland .Cl
city
Band, in their new and magnificentuniforms discoursing sweet strains which
floated melodiously oyer the unruffled
surface of the water. A swift run brought
us to Bayfield where a stop of a little over
an hour was made for dinner, and to give
an opportunity for a stroll through the
pretty little village of fountains, after
which the happy party embarked and the

pi

__

__

Yates

I ALCOTT, Prepared
of—

& Kane, Holland, and A. De

Kruif, Zeeland, can always be relied upon
luffers from drought, and rain is still the to carry in stock the purest and best
goods, and sustain the reputation of being
desireof the farmer.... Mr. Wenkle, the
active, pushing and reliable, by recomsclssor-grinder,who visitedour neighbor- mending articles with well established
hood last .year Is again at his old post and merit and such as are ffopular.Having

—Mover

Paints

!

does his work as good as ever; Prof. the agency for the celebrated Dr. King’s
New Discovery for consumption, colds
Clark has not yet darkened the horizon.
and coughs will sell It on a positive
....Rev. R. T, Kulper has purchased a guarantee. It will surely cure any and
new buggy horse w« hear. . .District No. every aflection of throat,lungs, or chest t * nf o®,? quintity of good aommor wood which
3 closed its long spring term last Friday and in order to prove our claim, we ask I will deliver cheap. Orders may be left at the
Meat Market of J.Kolte.
and its pupils enjoy the long-lookedfor you to call and get a trial bottle free.

GENERAL BRAYING.

.

vacation days.... Messrs. Henry and

GIVE ME

John

TRIAL

A
Have secured tbe agency for the celebrated
their steam
gail
goad*.
thresher again. . .A healthy young farmer
I. ALCOTT.
Holland, Mich., May 13,
15.3m.
made his appearance at the home of Mr.
Reimink on Monday last. . .Mr. and Mrs.
vessel’s prow was headed for the mazy Ten Hope of Grand Rapids are visiting
Detroit,kkiaac & Iliptte Rajhi
intricacies of the far-famed Apostle Is- their parents and friends.
“Mackinaw Short Lina’'
“Mister” E.
lands. Passing between Madaline and
The only Direct itonte between the East and the
Bass Islands through the North Channel,
Lpper Peninsula of Michigan.
One
and swinging around Wilson’s Island we
TIME TABLE.
£ast.
Anecdote
of
Garfield.
The local paintershere claim It to be
got a fleeting view of Michigan Island and
WEST,
Taking
Effect
re an dows.
the best they have ever used. Do
its light-house, then running between
When Gen. Garfieldwas on his way
Dec. 23, 1885.
READ or.
not buy any other before you
Presque Isle and Oak Island, Devil’s Is- to Washingtonto be inaugurated PresMINERAL
have examined It.
RANGE R. R.
land, with its accompanying satelliteLittle ident of the United States, John B
II 8
,
Devil, was soon reached. At the latter ‘a a well known public man from Ashtat7.15amLv.. Calumet.. A 0.00pm
8.05 •*
stop was made to allow an opportunity for bula, boarded the train. He had been
-- AT... Hancock." tfi.lOam
SD'«
a look at its singular formation, and there
•J
one of Garfield's pupils when the latter
m.h.&o. r.r.
also we met the steamer Boutin, of Baytaught in a little log schoolhouse in
H
Sc*
field, on a fish collecting trip. A merry
+8.30amLv Houghton A t7.30pm
the backwoods. As the teacher board^ 3
9.!0 “
party of ladies and gentlemen were on her
-b .b 11.00 “ • ••nL'A“«e..... 6.10
ed with Mr. B -- ’s mother, thev had
decks and many were the cherry greetings
5 -3 12.10pm ...Republic.... 5.20 “
a a 12.25 “ ..lahpemlng... 3.30 "
passed. Courteouslysaluting with their been more intimate than is usual with
St.f Grand Rapid*,
e
.. Xegaunee... 3.38 “
103 Monroe St,1
master and scholar.
I'l
1.00 “ LMar^uetteLv
whistles the boats separated, the Boutin
3.00 “
7 2 =
Many
significant
stories
were
told
for home, and the Barker on her trip.
EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE IN THE CITY. (mly7 C0l0r8 l° g,Ve them 1,16 de8ire,‘ l,nl
D.. M.
M7
No. 4.
No. 2
No. 1.
No. 3.
R. R.
OUer, Hemlock. Willey’s, Ironwood, when they met which illustrated the
If found to contain any adulteration,
Rice’s,Bear, York and Raspberry Island hard struggles of the future President tT.OOam 1.40pm
Lv Marq'ttel A
8.?5 *• 2.30 “ ..... Ouota ..... •2.05pm tSSOpm SPECIAL RATES TO CLOBS. CLASSES, ETC. the seller is authorized to return the
were all spread out before us like a swiftly in his youth. One wa*, that on some
1.13
4.05
money to the purchaser.
9.05 “
2.50 “ •• Au Train
shiftingpanorama, while in the distance occasion he was invited to a country
12.45 ••
3.3; “
10.00 “
3.25 “ ...Munising ..
12.05 “
2
30
»
Sand Island to the west and Outer Island party, but on the very day that it we* 1
10.30 “
3.44 •' ..Reedsboro2 ..
12.20pm 4.50 " • .Seney3.. ll.47am 2 00 »•
to the east were seen rising plainly to view
take place he split at the knee one
10.40 “ 12.05 "
Copying and Enlarging'
1.45 " 5.50 “
• Dollarvillc
through the transparent atmosphere.
9.56 “
of his trousers. He had but one
11.00 *•
2.03 “
5.57 “
nona„a,»licl!^yN2ToEK60N3
•••Newberry.
9.50
10.30 “
Returning we passed Red Cliff and of very coarse jeans, and no mo;
4.15
7.25 *• ..... Palms..
8.31
8.15 “
3.00 •• 7.46
when abreast of Buffalo Bay wo met the buy another. Garfield had set
..... Moran
PtrTrpirc5'°Ur,?Lr> and VALUABLE
8.11 ••
7.42 “
5.50 “
1 it 1 L KLS and have them copied and
8.15
monster excursion steamer Peerless packed
• St.Ignace4 ..
7.45 "
7.00 “
heart on going to the merry-making,
9.00
enlarged.Call and examine my work
AMack. C’vft Lv 7.IN)“
with a perspiringcrowd among whom and was bitterly disappointed.
whether you wish any done or not.
' u 31. c. or G7
— — li
even standing room seemed scarcely avail‘‘Ion go to bed,” said the hostess, i i
R- A I. Roads
Hemember the name and number
able. -Our band saluted with a lively tune,
«fc Connections.
“and let mo see what I can do.”
but as there was no band to respond, the
9 30pm Lv Mack. C’y A
The teacher obeyed, and in an hour
6 15am „
answer was given by cheers and wavings
6 15am
10 25pm >i
received
his
trousers
so
neatly
darned
of cambric.'
7 40
Saginaw
C'y
103 MONROE ST.. GRAND RAPIDS.
8 35 “
5 = = «
Sr**
10 30
A few minutes more and we ran into that it was impossible to find where
Go. Rapids “ 5 05 “
1 40pm
they
had
been
broken.
He
thanked
Kalamazoo
“
2 15
the slip at Bayfield, where most of the
10 40aai
Pt. Huron
4 10 “
2 ?®
for all
passengers took advantage of the half her so earnestly that the good woman
10 50
Detroit
6 05 “
cried
oir
8
10pm
hour’s stay for another stroll. One of the
g® 3s
Buffalo
9
lam zs*
7 45 •Toronto
pleasant things that sometimes happen in
of buildings, fin9 15 “
“.Sever mind, Mr. Garfield,
..whenn you
you •32 2 £ 8 18ara
Montreal
SO-r
8 00pm
life now transpired.The band, wishing are a great man in the Ohio Legislat2 20pm
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Herbert as a skillful officer and a courte- trousersvouh.il when you taught up
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ous gentleman,marched to his residence here in the Reserve !”
and saluted his parents with some of the
This little incident recalls a story
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
choicest pieces in their collection. It was
of our other martyred President. In
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
a delicatecompliment, and a well-merited
1830, a traveling peddler came one
round, viz:
one.
done on short notice.
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
We found a large number of citizensin evening to a cabin in Illinois, and asked
the
farmer’s
w ife if he could stay at
White
Aeh
Stave
Bolts, 30 inches lou>\
Bayfield Indignant at the action of the
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Peerless in running past that port without the house all eight.
Black Ash Slave Bolls, 33 inches long.
“Wo can feed your beast, " was the
touching as had been advertised, «nd
Taking Effect Sunday, May 30, 1880.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long Stairs.
Railing,
many and deep were the anethemas be- answer, “but we cadnot lodge you, unBasswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
stowed on the owners by disappointed less you are willing to sleep with the
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
ones. Presently the Peerlesswas seen hired man.”
Nl’t
TOWNS.
For
making
contracts
or
further
inheading south along Madaline Island
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
“Let’s have a look at him first,” said
Brackets, etc.
formation apply to Filter’s Stave Factory
having made an extensive run, (all around the peddler.
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
YEP
SCHURE,
Supt.
furnished.
Bass Island), and the whistle of the Barker
The woman pointed to the side of the Holland. .......
10 20 1 30 12 00 5 00
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
rang out warning “all aboard,” but by the house, where a lauk, six-foot man, in Grand Junction.
11 87 2 18 1 15 8 05
Bangor.
.......
11 57 2 30 1 35 9 20
time the stragglerscould bo collected the
ragged but clean clothes, was stretched Benton Harbor.
THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
1 27 3 13 2 35 12 00
Peerless had about a mile and a quarterlthe
Office and Shop on River street,
on the gross, reading a book. “He’ll New Buffalo .....
2 35 4 05 3 55 2 85
STALLIONS
lead, an advantagehard to he overcome,
Chicago ........
5 45 6 40 7 00
near the corner of Tenth street,
do,” said the stranger.
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
yet by skillfull handling the Barker
The “hired man” was Abraham Lintouched the Washburn dock first, and
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band merrily playing “The Girl I Left hand died, the whole civilized world New Buffalo
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ful trips we ever had, although the mercury ed mankind. We all know that in no
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Those horses are jet black, as were their anceswas way. up among the nineties,and theie country but this could such meu have
— Proprietor of
tors;
they have a fine pedigree and are as yet but
were no clouds to obscure the sun, nor reached a height sufficiently loftv to
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old.
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first
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season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman
awning served the purpose of the former, it is a fact not so 0 ten recognized, that
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and the swift motion of the vessel the latHolland
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interestedin horses to call and look them over. It
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most influentialof her ru'ers haw been, Gratia Rapids ......
will pay you.
4 00 8 55 5 45 11 00
lavished 011 them, and a betetr exponent
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like Garfield and Lincoln, “country
it n , « 1 , . , H. BOONE, Proprietor.
of their traditions,their scenery, and their
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Flesh-FeedingPlants.

We

have seen that the objects which
the sun-dew can act upon are precisely
Common Ooonollthe things which an animal could use
for food, and that those matters — such
Hollakd, Mich., July 13, 1886.
Present: Mayor McBride.Aid. Ter Vree, Bangs, as hair, stones, the hard skin of insects,
Do Roo, Bertscb, Kulte and the Clerk.
etc. — which the animal cannot use are
Readingof the minutesand the regnlar order of just those which the sun-dew also r^
business were suspended.
jects. When an animal has put food
On motion of Aid. De Roo, the bids for the improving, grading and graveling, of West Twelfth into his stomach the food is acted upon
htreet,Special Street Assessment District were chemically,or what is called digested,
opened and read.
by the gastric juice, which consists of a
The following proposals were received, vIe:
P. & J. Honing, for excavatingand filling, per ferment, called pepsin, and an acid,
cubic yard 12 cents; for graveling,per cnbic yard
neither of which alone by itself has the
74
IV veuto,
cents, tbe
IUC ftiiavci
gravel to
IV uo
be taken
ioauu from
vm tuu
the uu
De Vries
f IICB
power of digestion. But we have proved
gravel-pit;for all other work except bridge at tannery creek, $5.00; for bridge at tannery creek, by our experimentwith litmus paper
$300.00; Paul Berghnli, for excavating and filling, that the secretion of the tentacles of
per cubic yard 14 cents; for graveling, per cubic
yard 85 centa. the gravel to be taken from the the son-dew contains an acid when it is
Boone gravel-pit,for all other work except bridge acting; and if we compare the action of
at tannery creek, $5.00; for bridge at tannery
animal gastric juice on bits of meat with
creek. $275.00; Klaas Van Haaften, for excavating
and filling,per cnbic yard 15 centa; for graveling, the action of the secretionof the sunper cubic yard 87 centa, the gravel to be taken dew, it seems clear that some ferment
from the De Vries or Boone gravel-plte: for all
other work except bridge at tannery creek, $5.00; similar to, if not identicalwith, the
for bridge at tannery creek, $273.00; P. & J. Honferment pepsin, must be present in the
ing being the lowest bidders tbe job was awarded
sun-dew secretion. It has, moreover,
to them at their bid.
The City Attornev was Instructed to draw up been found that the secretion of the
the necessary contract and bonds.
sun-dew gives out, under certain circumstances, a strong smell of pepsin.
But the reader who desires
s to learn
intend tbe work.
more about this will do well to consult
Council adjonrned.
Mr. Darwin’s “InsectivorousPlants,"
Gxo. H. Sipp, City Cior’
or some of the other works that have
been written on the subject. We noticed
as we dug up the sun-dew plants how
Ready for the Fish.
small the roots are, and how poor the
Gentleman to grocer— “Two gallons of moist soil in which they grow. The
Santa Cruz, one gallon Old Tom, two use of the roots seem to be merely, in
addition to anchoring the plant in the
gallons Maryland Club, four dozen Milsoil, to suck up water (of which the
waukee, and six dozen Reina Vies.”
leaves with their copious secretion reGrocer—' 'Yes sir. That all, sir ?’?
quire a great deal
and not, as in most
Gentleman— “Do you keep fishing plants, to provide food. Besides the
round-leaved sun-dew, two other kinds
tackle!”
now in Great Britain, and about a
Grocer— “Yes sir; full line sir.”
EmT
tundred elsewhere,and all seem, with
Gentleman— “All right; pnt In a couple
out exception, to have the same insectof fish-hooks.’’
catching habits as the one we have been
The next day he went fishing.— fttoton studying,and to be, like it, dependent
A
upon animal food. There are also some
other plants of the same family which
like nature, though the
8. B. Durloy, mate of steamer Arizona, are of
had his loot badly jammed. Thomas pechanism by which they secure their
.
Electric Oil cored it. Nothing equal to it msect food is rather different.
—Science
for a quick pain reliever.
for AIL
[orncut.f
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FROM MU8KEQON TO HOLLAND.

Notice is hereby given that the co partnership
heretofore existing between Dirk De Vries and
Peter DeVries is this day dissolved by matual
consent. All debta owing to the said partner•bip are to be received by tbe said Dirk De Vrlea,
and all demands on the said partnership are to be
presentedto him for payment, aa be Is authorized
to settle all debta due to and by the said firm.
nD*j«d Holland City thle 28th day of June, A.
D'

p.m. p.m. p.m a.m. P-tm.

Muakegoi
Ferryiourg..,
Grand Haven.

40 12 05 7 10 850
2 05 1 227 7 32 9 17
2 10 12 32 735 9 22
300 1 20 8 10 1 0 05
1

Holland .......
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45
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Parties

Dissolution Notice.

WM-

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.
The Best

DIRK DE VRIES.
PETER DE VRIES.

A. C. VAN RAALTE.
Holland, Mich., April 1, 1886. 0 lyr.

Genuine Cyclone
is

p.m,
Holland .............
Fillmore ............
Hamilton .........
Allegan .........

3

Mortgage Bole.

going on In the stock of

10 .....
25
33
05

E

it

tbe etore of
Office, of

B. WYNHOFF.

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

it

Mix

...

05 4 30 11 25
37 5 05 12 15
47 5 18 12 30
05 580 1 00
p m.

Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

All other trains dally except Sunday.
trains run by Ceniral Standardtime.

O.

Canada'" t0 *" P0In,, lD the Un,ted 6tate* ,nd
P.

P,M-

eald assignment was

A8t

A

full

and complete line of

CROCKERY
always on band.

Puerti-sment*.

I have the

~

agency in this city

remainedunpaid and In arrear,said assignee hereby declares tbe whole amonnt of aaid mortea*e
due and payable;and npon which mortgagethere
Is claimed due at this date aeren hundred and
twenty-twodollan, and alao six dollare and eeventy-two centa for taxee paid by said aaslirnee
and no anil or proceedlnga having been InitltuteJ
at law to recover the tame, notice fa hereby given

ippS
that on July twenty-eighth, 1886. at one o.clock in

aald premise! being the north half of tbe
north east quarter of Section twenty-three. In
coata,

for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

cTo7”,;VcS;r H,n"
Dated April 29, 1886.

CHARLES STORING,

.

Beacon.

a

.......

These lamps are a great im-

provement on all other lamps

MACKINAC.
ThtUostlMlchtfol

SUMMER TOUR
Btoamm. Low 2*m.
row Trip# p*r WMk BotwMB
»«1m*

amount of light
which they give. Call and

used and the

WMk Dw
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n j

B.
Holland. June

14.

WYNHOFF.

1888
O liu Uken tl* letd la

m«ulet of that clu* o»
wmedk*. and hu gin*
almo»i unlTcrul utubc-

Mwnb

MURPHY BROS..
Ohuwoe the Uror of

ow

the public ud now
•ttooa the leading

“Picturesque Mickimo," Illustrated.
Contain* ran Yaatleulare.Killed Tree.

&
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AND DOUGLAS.

ruk.

CAPT.

FRED MINIER,

Will run between Holland and Saugatuck dally, except Sunday, connecting
there with boats for Chicago.
The time of leaving Douglas is 7.00 a.
m.. Saugatuck 7.30, arriving in Holland
at 9.45 a.
Leaving Holland at 3 p.
m., arriving in Saugatuck at 5.00, and

m.

DonglMat5.80p.in,

Medi-

Fare,
Detroit
C. O.

j

BoUand and Satigatrt

Goods delivered free of charge*

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND
Write tor

J.C. POST. Attorney.

The Staunch and Fait Steamer

see them.

DETROIT AND MACKINAC
lad Mrmj

rWed wTKSSXS

Diess Goods, Table Linens,

......
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t
All

jng,

Ottawa County. Michigan, liber 23 of

,888’ ,n “,d Register a Office, In
fiber 20 of mortgages,page M2), which default
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Livery in the City.

GIVE ME A CALL!
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FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

and Receptions.

50c. Round

Trip,, 75c.

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

Whitcomb, q*n. pas*, aot..
PtTROr. MICH.

For

gale at tbe drug stere of

H. Walsh.

made known on
Captain.

Freight Rates
tion to

applica-

17.^
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OCR BABY.

“Steve Brink onghtto have been killed Miss Bachel and Jim Hallet’s aunt came pleasantly on different subjects,and tries
years app?” Miss Hachel Raid, decisively, out of the honse. Miss Bachel seemed in to draw Miss Bachel into conversation, but
when Jack had finished, “but I dare say a hnrry, and hastled the old lady into the she is in no mood for idle talk, and her
A rery Bmall mm in a groat many clotbea,
the boy is no better. It is to be hoped that baggy before Jack could catch a glimpse of manner js freezing in the extreme.
With akin juat aa red as was ever a rose,
he'll be caught and hnng. Honest people her face. She wore a* long, dark cloak,
Finally Mr. Clarkson says: “I called,
f And honda full of dimploa, that are clutching the
are not safe in their beds when such cut- a large bonnet, and a dark-brown veil. Miss Barnsley, to inform you that I have
And eyea of deep bine, with an unmeaning stare. throatsare abnoad. Jack, call the men to Jack came forward and put a good-sized purchasedthe mortgage that Squire
sapper,” and Miss Bnmsley whisked the valise (supposed to contain carpet rags) Thompson held against you.”
Miss Rachel's head drops for a moment,
Bnt that rery small man, how large in his realm, biscuit out of the oven and put the tea in -in the buggy.
As he did so he looked sharply at the then she says:
And how balmy the breeze when he stands at the tea-pot.
the helm ;
An hour later in the evening, Miss old lady and asked: “Has Jim got his
“I have known that this hour w ould come,
While bow quickly o’ercast becomes the home Bnmsley, arrayed in wafer-proof and rub- corn planted yet?”
although I have prayed God to spare me a
akies
Miss Bachel flashed him a look that home as long as my poor old father lives,
When the little man's voice is uplifted in cries. bers with her skirts tucked up and an old
hood drawn over her head, sallied forth to plainly told him to go about bis busmess, but if it is your right to turn us out 1 supIn hia dress only mothers can imaginehow rich look after the turkey hen that was setting and saidiu a crisp tone: “She has had a
pose it must be so. I shan’t have enongh
In hopes and fond prayers was taken with each
in the last year’s straw stack back of the bad spell of neuralgia and it makes her as left to keep us out of the poor-houselong,
stitch;
While the motherlylove breathed into that dross barn. Great* was the lady’s indignation deaf as a post.” Then, turning to the though none of our kin ever did go there,
Hovers over our boy like an angel's caress.
when she found the nest had been dis- old lady, she shrieked: “Better tie up and I never supposed it possible that we
turbed. The turkey was nowhere in sight, vour head with this little shawl. The wind might. As for myself, I can work yet
And a rose notja flower "by the calm Bendemeer*
and the eggs were scatteredand broken.
blows pretty sharp from the west.”
awhile, but poor old father is helpless and
Was ever of our very small man the peer ;
Miss Bachel began poking about in tho
At this old Dobbin received a reminder needs me all tho time.”
And no perfume of Araby ever beguiles
The senses, like one of our little man's smiles.
straw to find (he missing fowl and the cause with the whip that it was time to start,
Again Miss Rachel’s head that had always
of the despoiled nest. She was pushing and Jack had no opportunity to repeat his been held so independently drops upon
His hands though so feeble can sweep o’er our
her way into a hole in the stack made by question, in a key to suit Jim Hallet’s her hands, and the tears she has been so
hearts
A “song withoutwords* whose rhyme never de- tho cattle when she stepped upon some- aunt’s defective bearing.
much ashamed of fell unrestrained.
parts;
thing that writhed under her weight.
Miss Bachel drove as rapidly as she
Mr. Clarkson rises and walks toward
Whose melody surges and never abates
“Alercysakes!" she ejaculated, expecting could urge old Dobbin along to the little the fire. “Miss Bnmsley,”he says. “I had
Till it breaks into hymns at the groat pearly
to see a huge snake, but instead a bare railway depot that seemed cast down by another motive iu coming here to-night. I
gates.
human foot caught her eye.
accident in a dreary waste of marsh. owe you a far greaterdebt than this paltry
In the blue of his eyes is an reran of love
Miss Bnmsley was not a timid woman.
Here she purchased a ticket and saw the mortgage. I owe you my life, my liberty,
That reaches from us to our Father above;
Delighted to think she had captured a old lady aboard a train that would convey and everything that I possess. You were
Whereon argosies sail, only freighted with joy
sneak-thief, she took a firm hold of the her to Canada. A few months later she the kindest friend in an hour of need that
And prayers for the welfare of our little boy.
foot that protruded from Ihe stiaw and received the following ill- spelled, badly- a poor boy ever had, and I am glad to be
dragged out the body to which it belonged. written missive:
able to relieve you of further trouble in reKINDNESS.
“Sid Clark! As sure as I live!” was the
Deeb Mis Ratchkt.l : I got hoar nl rite ami gard to this matter,” and he quietly drops
How softlyon the bruised heart
got
work,
i
am
going
to
bo
a
man.
your
a
exclamation that fell from her lips, ns the
the mortgageinto the fire.
A word of kindness falls,
Mis Katchell. I shunt forgit what you
trembling,forlorn object rose before her. augell
Miss Rnmsldy looks in amazement at the
And to the dry and parched soul
done for me. Mabo i can pay you sura day if i
“You young murderer! How dare you git to bo a man. if you over see Susie toll her man before her.
The moisteningteardrop calls.
Oh 1 if they knew, who walked the earth,
hide in this stack and break up my turkey's i send my best love and doiit mean to let her al“Is it possible that you are Sid Clark?”
Hid sorrow, grief, and pain,
Hid Clank.
nest?” said Miss Bachel, emphasizing her ways live in the poor
she says.
The power a word of kindnesshath,
Miss Bachel’s eyes grew dim as she rend
words with a vigorous shake. The bo}'
“Yes. I am the miserable lad whom you
'Twere Paradisea^ain.
these words and murmured: “God help saved from
fell on his knees before her!
prisoner'scell and a
The wealthiest and the proudest may
“Don't give me up, Miss Barnsley,” he the boy.”
rained manhood, w hose sister you rescued
The simple nittanre give,
Soon afterward she announced the from the hard charity of the county poorcried. “Kill me if you want to, but don't
And bid delight to withered hearts
fact that she needed some sort of a honse and reared into a respectable wogive me up to them that is huntin’ me.”
Return again and live.
“Get up!” commanded Miss Bachel. girl to “take steps" for her, and accord- man. I vowed that I would prove that
Oh! what is life, if love bo lost,
If man’s unkind to man
What do you mean by killing your master ingly rode to the poor-house and brought your kindness was appreciated,and what I
Oh I what the heaven that waits beyond
home Sid Clark’s little sister Susie. Mr. have done to-night does not seem half
and expecting me to protect you?”
This brief and mortal span?
“I didn’t mean to kill him,” pleaded the Bnmsley remarked that it seemed to him enough.”
As stars upon the tranquil sea
boy, “and maybe he won’t die. He’s knocked tho girl was too small and sickly to be of
“I don't know how to accept such a gift,"
In mimic glory >-hiue,
me around ever since I kin remember, and any use, but Miss Bachel replied that “she says Miss Runisley, with a slight return of
So words of kindnessin tho heart
never give a kind word, but 1 didn't want was big enough to feed chickens, hunt her old pride.
Reflect the source divine.
to kill him.”
hens' eggs, and no doubt the child would
"Cou«ider it only ns tho bread you cast
Oh ! then be kind, whoe’er thou art
That breathest mortal breath,
“What did you strike him with a neck- grow if she had enough to eat."
upon tho waters," answered Mr. Clarkson.
And It shall brighten all thy life
Mr. Bnmsley was far too good-natured
yoke for?” asked Miss Bachel, in a doubting
The follow ing day Mr. Clarkson took his
And sweeten even death.
tone.
to object to any plan of his daughters, sister Susie to his new home, and sent
“I’ll tell yon just how it was,” answered and poor little Susie was made comfortMiss Runisley an honest German and his
the cnlprit. “I was hitching up the horses able and happy.
sturdy wife to lighten her cares and carry
BY 7BED
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1 NOBLE BOY.

in tho burn yard, when my little humpbacked sister, Susie, came to see me.
BY STANLEY VERNET.
She had walked all the way from
the
poor-house to speak a word to
It was a rainy afternoon, a slow drizzle
me, and had hid in the bushes by
that showed no signs of ever stopping, and
the fence till she see me alone, cause old
made out-door work impossible.
The men employed on Adam Barnsley’s Brink had forbid her to come to the house
farm were having a holiday. They sat just to spite me. cause he knows I think
aronnd in the bam and told stories nntil my eyes of Susie. She is all I’ve got in
bomeone of the number proposed breaking the world,” and the boy drew a ragged
the monotony by equipping themselves in I sleeve across his eyes. “I stood talking,
rubber coats and boots and going to Smiths with her a minute, when Brink happened
Comers to see the 3 o’clock singe come in, to see her, and came tearing out of the
and hear any news that happened to lA; house swearing a blue streak. He was
half drunk and didn’t care what he did, and
#
Bachel Bnmsley had ready' a hearty, I expected to catch it, but he drew up his
appetizing supper when the men returned. fist and struck Susie on her poor humped
She was a slender,wiry woman, 30 years of shoulders, and was going to kick her when
1 knocked him over with a neck-yoke that
age, with bright, black eyes and thin red
I had in my band. I didn’t mean to kill
lips that were seldom seen smiling. Two
perpendicularlines upon her otherwise him, and if his head hadn’t hit a stone
smooth brow gave her face a stern ex- when he fell, I don’t believe he would a
been much hurt.
pression. and there were few who liked to
"If he’d a licked me I'd stood it same ns I
oppose Miss Bachel. Her mother died
nhviiH
has, but 1 couldn't see him abuse
when she was 16, and since then she had
been her father’s housekeeper and coun- : mv sister. When mother died she told
me to take care of Susie, but I've never
selor in all things. The men stood much
more in awe of her than of their easy- ! had a chance to do anything for her, cause

afloat.

bound me out to be
Brink. Seth Biink stood

*******

on the work of the farm. It soon became
Fifteen years rolled by. Miss Rachel’s known that Mr. Clarkson was none other
eyes are scarcely as bright and her step a than Sid Clark, the boy who ran away from
littleslower than when she helped Sid justice fifteen years ago. Strange ns it may
Clark to escape the officers of the law. Her seem, none of the noble officerswere inclined
smooth, dark hair is streaked with gray to arrest him. Seth Brink would hare been
and her face is thinner and more cure- leased to make trouble on the old score,
worn than of old.
ut as Mr. Clarkson w as much the richer
Miss Bachel has borne a heavy burden man. Seth was advised to “let the matter
during the last ten years. Her kind father rest.”
was one morning struck down with
Popular opinion was now entirely on the
paralysis,and for ten years he has not side of Mr. Clarkson. Every one
been able to move hand or foot.
thoroughly aprproved of his conduct in
His daughter has been his faithful, un- protecting his feeble little sister from the
complaining nurse. Her voice has lost brutal attack of old Steve Brink. It was
much of its sharpness. With the invalid now pronounceda brave and gallant act.
she is always patient and gentle. She Fifteen years ago it might have done to
loved her father very dearly, and could not bring a charge of “assanU with intent to
endure the thought that he must lie like a kill.” against a poor, friendless boy, but
log waiting for death to claim the part of now that the boy bad grown into a proshim not already lifeless. When the perous, intelligentman. of course it was
country physicians exhausted their skill different.
Miss Bachel mortgaged the farm to emThe Lust Days of Webster.
ploy an eminent specialist,but it was all
in vain. Adam Bnmsley could never move
During my five years’ residence in
again, though he had lived beyond every the city of Boston I saw the distinone's expectations.He bad lived until the
guished statesman several times. I
mortgage had nearly eaten up the farm.
heard bis great speech in front of the

Miss Bachel had striven manfully to
door master the foe, but the times had been Revere House. His voice rang out
ami see the whole row, and laughed 'tillhe hard, and most of her time was occupied like a trumpet and be was heard dissee hia father didn’t get up. then he said in curing for her father. Jack Allen was tinctly by the vast multitude that filled
he would have me hung for murder. Seth married and settled in a home of his own the square and crowded the streets. I
always hated me, and is just ns mean as out West, and she had never found an- also heard him address the General
his father. I’d rather die than be caught. other overseer as honest and capable as
Conference of the Methodist EpiscoPlease don't tell on me, Miss Bnmsley,” he.
pal Church in Fanenil Hall. The last
and the boy caught her waterproof in his
One thing she had resolved upon, and
hand and looked into her face with his that was that her bed-ridden father should time I saw him was a short time before
Ids death. He was receivingthe comw ild, sunken eves.
never want any comfort that made his exMiss Barnsley gave a little sniff and istence more tolerable,even if there were pliments and congratulations of his
friends in Boston. The city was aliVe
wiped something from her eyes that looked not a cent left for her after he w as gone.
suspiciously like tears.
A stranger had appearedin the neighbor- with visitors,the streets were thronged,
“Are you hungry?” she asked brusquely. hood named Sidney Clarkson. He was a and Hags waved from mast and spire,
“I hain’t bad nothin’ to eat since yester- good-looking,quiet gentleman, of about
roof, tree, and window. Instrumental
heerd that I forgot myself,” with a look at day noon, then nothing but sour milk and 35 years. His business was stetk buying, hands “discoursed sweet music," and
mush,” replied Sid.
and bo was evidently wealthy, although he
the white floor upon which were two or
“I have always been a law-abiding made no osKmtationsshow of his money. the great statesmanrode in his carthree muddy tracks.
riage through the immense crowds of
“Why don’t yon tell what wonderful citizen," exclaimedMiss Bachel, “and you His first move had been to buy Steuben cheering friends, receiving their homneedn’t
think
that
I
uphold
you
for w hat Brink's farm, pull down the dilapidated
news you have heard, and not keep a body
ages hat in hand and bowing right and
waiting all day?” said Miss Bachel, and you have done, but I can’t let you starve, buildings, and build handsome new ones
and
1 don’t know what good it would do to
in
their
stead.
left. A great change had passed over
Jack proceeded to relate all about the
Old Stephen did not die from the effect him. He had evidentlybeen a sufferer
sensation that was the only topic of con- send you to jail, or let them lynch you.
Go back into that hole in the stack and of his bound boy’s rebellion. People said —a disappointedman. He did not reversation at Smiths Corners.
Stephen Brink, a close-fisted,hard- stay there until the men folks go to bed, that the injury that he had received af- ceive the nomination for the Presihearted farmer of an adjacent neighbor- then watch until you see all the lights in fected his brain, but as it only tended to dency, which he hoped to win. Whithood. had been struck down and nearly- the house put out. After that come and make him more peaceable it wan really a tier had scored him in a poem called
killed by d boy that be bad taken from tho raj* on the kitchen window very softly and benefit to him, or at; least to those who
“lehabod." Wendell Phillips had critcame in contact with him.
poor-honseand "brought up,” if kicks and I’ll let you in."
icized his course in Congress in a sharp
He
drank
hard
cider
as
copiously
as
For
a
week
Sid
Clark
found
refuge
in
Wows, poor fare, and hard work could be
the unused garret over the woodshed where ever, but instead of being insanely bellig- speech, and political editors had called
called a bringing up.
Stephen Brink sober, was a bad enongh Miss Bnmsley secreted him and carried erent, he is now foolishly good-natnreu, him before the bar of public sentiment.
and no longer ^ terror to the community.
When lie died, Theodore Parker decharacter,bnt when he was drunk upon him food.
Stephen Brink remained unconscious, Seth Brink is a faithfulcopy of what his livered a splendid discourse, in which
the hard cider with which he kept his
cellar well supplied, he was like a wild but tho doctors began to talk as though father was fifteen years ago. He has not, the most magnificent American statesbeast, especially if anything crossed him. there were a chance that he might live however,his father’sformer knack that so man was duly honored and honestly
Everybody wondered how Sid Clark had after all. The excitementhad somewhat few drunkards possess— that of making and complimented.
managed to live through his tortured boy- abated, but the Sheiiff and two detectives saving money. Seth had squandered a
His last words were, “I still live.”
large share of the estate that he expected
hood, but as Stephen Brink was a rich were still searching for the bound boy.
He
lives in the memory of survivors,
to
inherit,
and
was
glad
to
sell
to
the
first
There
was
a
rumor
afloat
that
he
had
man no one ever interferedin the managewho saw him and who heard his marhidden in a freight car that stood on the would-be purchaser.
ment of the boy.
One evening late in October, Bachel velous eloquence. He lives in the
A few tender-hearted mothers with boys track at a little station five miles distant,
Bnmsley sits before the fire iu her bright, history that records his great achievoof their own, felt a thrill of pity now and and had been shipped out of the State.
Miss Bachel bustled about the house as old-fashioued sitting-room,with her elbows inents as a lawyer, as a ‘statesman,and
then for the friendless waif, but no one
had ever been sorry enongh for the lad to brisk and energetic as ever, with her eyes a upon her knees and her face in her hands. as a logical debater. He lives in works
She is utterly sad and disheartened.
trifle blacker than usual, and her tongue a
brave Stephen Brink’s wrath. j
of art on canvas, in marble, and in
Everyone’s sympathy was kept down and trifle sharper. It was she who had inci- It is not her nature to often succumb to
bronze. He lives in the printed speeches
tears,
such
as
are
now
trickling
through
dentally
Said
in
the
presence
of
some
of
ont of sight, and their Cnristein and huthat have been published and scattered
her
fingers.
The
mortgage
on
their
home
mane feelings smothered in the thought the hired men that it 7nipht be Sid Clark
that it was none of their business. They had escaped in the above-mentionedway, is over due, and she has no money to meet over the land broadcast as tho grass in
would all have liked someone else to have and as the idea was not improbable, it was the demand. The thought of being turned the meadows. Nature does not duplirepeatedand became generally believed, from the old house in which she was born cate her greatest men in a single cendone something.
At last the boy had rebelled and dealt tho although no one knew or thought who had is terrible to her.
tury, perhaps never. We may safely
There seems to be no alternativenow.
tyrant such a deadly blow that he was now suggestedit first.
conclude that America will not have anHer
w^eat
crop
was
a
failure,
and
the
One evening Miss Bachel was in the
lying in a senseless’ conditionand hourly
other Webster. “We shall never look
expected to die. Seth Brink, old Stephen’s cellar when Jack Allen brought in the early frosts have damaged her corn, beaus,
upon Ids like again.” This great man
and
sugar-cane,
and
she
would
have
to
son, had officers out looking for Sid'Clark, foaming pails of new milk.
who had managed to escape immediately “Shall I help you strain it?" he meekly manage wisely to pay their living expenses, had faults, he made mistakes,he was
asked. Jack was fond of doing little without attempting to lighten the mort- human, although he was called the
after his insubordinate deed.
“god-like,” but I have no inclination
It was seldom that anything happened in things to help Miss Bachel, but it was not gage.
A rap at the door arouses her from now to make a record of his mistakes
that quiet community, and naturallya often she would allow him to do so.
On this occasion, however, she mildly her reverie. Rising hurriedly,she brashes and misadventures.Even the sun has
tragedy created a great deal of horrified
comment. Notwithstandingthe fact that answered:’“If you’ve a miudto/'audfor away the glistening drops that stand in spots, but it is a great light, a brilliant
Stephen Brink had been generallydespised, once seemed inclined to be rather talka- her eyes and ope ns a door into an adjoin- luminary shining upon the evil and the
ing room, whore a deformed girl sits sewhe had now the sympathy of the public. tive.
good.— Boston letter.
As Jack was leaving the cellar she said: ing.
“I wish you would hitch up old Dobbin for
“Susie, there is somebody at the front
He Gave It Away.
me. Jim Ballet's aunt came here this door. I wish you would go and see who
“Dan,”
said
Grover, who had been
agreed that he ifras a young desperado, and afternoon to get some carpet rags to sew, (it is,” said Miss Bnmsley. anxious to avoid
listening
from
the
bead of the stairs to
and
I
want
to
take
her
home.
She
is
too
were willing to turn ont and help to hunt
meeting anyone while* the trace of grief
a colloquy between some callers and
him down. Seth Blink offered a large re- old to walk so fur and carry a big satchel remains upon her face.
ward for the capture of the fugitive, and of rags.”
Susie ushers in a gentleman,who in- his private secretary,“did they want
ihe Sheriffwas stirring himself as he had
“1 didn’t know Jim Hallet’sannt had got quires for Miss Bnmsley and gives' his to see me?”
not done for years. Bespectable citizens back from York State,” remarked Jack.
name as Mr. Clnrksen.
“They did, sire.” :
mast he protected, and it would be well to
“It's too bad you can't keep track of
Susie hastens to find her mistress,and
“And what did you tell them?”
make an example of a wretch like Sid everybody, snapped Miss Bachel, suddenly remarks that “the gentleman looks like
“I told them you were engaged, sire.”
•Clark.
losing her good nature. “Hitch up the someone she has seen before.”
“Dan,” said the President, suppressThe pith of this narrativeJack Allen re- horse if yon are n-going to, and bring him
Miss Bachel assumes her stiffestair when
peated to Miss Bnmsley, ns he stood upon around to the side door.”
she goes in to meet her visitor, who rises ing an emphatically simple Jeffersonian
ihe door mat awkwardly shifting his weight
Thus admonished, Jaek hastened away, to shake hands in an exceedingly friendly remark, “I didn't think you’d give me
away like that. You knpw I have never
from one foot to the other, and rolling and and in a few moments old Dobbin was at manner.
It is not apparent for some time even admitted it mjaett.”— Pittsburgh
tinrollingthe old wool hat that he held in the post by the side door. Being a little
carious, Jack managed to loiter about rntil why Mr. Clarkson has called. He chats Chronicle.
his big freckled hands.
temperedemployer.
“Any mail, Jack?" she asked, in her
harp, quick way, as a broad-shouldered,
sandy- loired. good-natured tiller of the
soil appeared in the kitchen doorway.
“No mam; leastwise nothing but the
Weekly G(uetle, but we heerd some startling news,” answeredJack.
“What did yon hear?” inquired Miss
Bnmsley, bnt before Jack had time to open
his mouth to reply she ejaculated in cutting tones: “Jack you haven’t half cleaned
your feet! None of you men seem to know
what a door-matis for."
“I beg your pnrdin’, Miss Bachel, but
you see I am that shook up by what we’ve

j

they

a nigger for old

in the barn

Turquoisesand Their Value.

Turquoisesare found in Thibet,
China and the neighborhood of Mt.
Sinai, but the supply for jewelers’ purposes comes almost wholly from the

celebratedPersian mines. Very little
was known about these till a remarkably interesting and exhaustive report
upon them was recently furnished to
the British Foreign office by Mr. A.
Hontum Schindler,who was for a
short time director of the mines. They
are situated in

a range of mountains

bounding on the north an open plain in
the Bar-i-Maden district, thirty-two
miles northwest of Nishapur, in the
Province of Khorassan. Botanists tell
us that the brightest blue is seen on
Alpine flowers. If pure mountain air
could be supposed to brighten the
color of a gem as well as a flower, there
is no want of it where these turquoise
veins occur. Their position is between
5,000 and G,000 feet above the level of
the sea, and a strong north wind blows
almost continuallyover the ridges of
the hills, rendering the situation very

healthy. Wheat, barley, and mulberry
trees grow well on the " slopes at tho
lower of these heights.
* At
the mines the turquoises are roughly

‘

divided into three classes of first, second and third qualities.All the stones

and fast color and favorable
shape belong to tho first class. But
how curiously these vary in value will
ho best understood by quoting Mr.
Schindler’s own words : “It is impossible to fix any price or classify them according to different qualities. I have
not yet seen two stones alike. A stone
two-thirds of an inch in length, twofifths of an inch in width, and about
half an inch in thickness,, cut peikani
(conical) shape, was valued at Meshed
at £300; another, of about the same
size, shape and cut, was valued at only
£80. Turquoises of the size of a pea
are sometimes sold for £8. The color
most prized is the deep blue of tho sky.
A small speck of light color, which only
connoisseurscan distinguish, or an unappreeiable tinge of green, decrease
the value considerably. Then there is
that undefinable property of a good
turquois, the zat, something like tho
‘water’ of a diamond or tho luster of a
pearl ; a fine colored turquois without
the znt is not worth much." He subsequently adds: “Tho above mentioned
£800 Meshed turquoiswas bought from
the finder by one of the Rish-i-Saflds
(elders of the village) for £3; the hitter
sold it still uncut at Meshed for £38.
As soon as it was cut its true value became apparent, and it was sent to Paris,
where it was valued at £000. The second purchaser, however, received only
£"140 for it ; the differencewas gained
by (lie agents. " Among tho fine turquoises in the possession of tho Shah
there is one valued at £2,000. Tho
best stones of tho second class are
worth £00per pound, while the most inferior will scarcely bring a twentieth part
of this price. The latter are chiefly used
in Persia for decoration of swords,
horse-trappings,pipe-heads, and the
common kind of jewelry. Small cut
turquoises of a slightly better quality
than these sell at the rate of from 2s.
to 3s. per 1,000. In the third class are
included stones unsalable in Persia, as
well as large flat stones, some of which
are esteemed for amulets, brooches,
buckles, and tho like. The prices
given there will ho more than doubled
when the turquoisesare sold in Europe.
—Chamber's Journ'al.

of good

Quebec,

The city is built upon a rocky promontory, formed by the junction of tho
St. Charles and St. Lawrence Rivers.
The highest point is on tho southerly
side, facing the St. Lawrence ; this side
is also the most precipitous and was
originally about 300 feet above tho
water. It slopes gradually toward the
north till the elevation is perhaps not
more than 100 feet above the lower
town. The general form of the upper
town resembles a triangle, with each
side about half a mile in extent, the
base resting on the land side. Around
the edge of this rock the wall of tho
city is built, which is about twenty-tive
feet thick and twenty-tive feet high,
though in many places, owing to tho
irregularity of the foundation,it varies
considerably from these proportions.
The walls, having been built for defense, was constructed of course upon
scientific, military principles, hence the
ramparts are wanting in that architectural beauty one would see in a castle,
for they are so placed that when guns
are mounted upon them they may command the most advantageous positions,
so that the fortificationcontains numerous angles, equal to almost any number
of degrees.

Originally there were three gates
through the wall leading to tho lower

town eastward and northward, and
three leading westward out into tho
country. The three former have withfew years been razed, leaving nothing to obstruct a passage from the
lower town ; the three latter still remain arched gateways, much the same,
doubtless, in point of strength as when
they were first constructed, but in point
of beauty, I learn that they have been
recently very much improved. They
are named St. John, St. Louis, and
Kent gates respectively,the latter in
honor of tho Duke of Kent, the father
of Queen Victoria. Through St. Louis
gate, the "grand allee," which is French
for Broadway, the broadest street in
the city leads out into the country direct to the historic plains of Abraham,
which are about a mile distant. Nothing remains upon this plain to-day to
tell the visitor of the scenes that were
in a

once enacted here, except a plain,
round granite shaft, surmounted by a
helmet, on the base of which is the
following inscription:“Here died
Wolfe victorious, September 13, 1759."

—Boston

Traveller,

Cleaning Costly Fabrics.
taste whatever for the law or for a
A cureless waiter or an accident at student’s life, but seemed possessedof
the dinner table may cause the appar- real mechanical genius. From a child
ent ruin of laces, silks, or velvets worth he could do anything with tools re-

»

When you

visit

Important
or leave New York

Advice to Consumptives.

A QUESTION ABOUT

City, eave

On tbe appearance of the first symptoms—
baggage,expressage,and |3 carriage hire, and as general debility, loss of appetite, pallor,
atop at the CSrand Union Hotel, opposite chilly sensations, iollowed by night-swents
and oo ugh— prompt measures for relief
large sums of money. If the lady tries quiring delicate manipulation,was al- Grand Central Depot
should beukon. Consumptionis scrofulous
ways
contriving
and
inventing
new
013
rooms,
fitted
up
at
a
cost
of
one
million
to clean them herself she makes matd sease of the lungs;— therefore use the
dollars II and upwards per day. European great anti-scrofula,or blood-purifierand
ters worse, and makes it impossible for machines to work with— in short, was
plan. Elevator. Restaurant suppliedwith the
Dr. lierce’s “Golden
the professionalcleaners to do any- a decided genius of the inventive order. host Horse cars, stages,and elevatedrail- strength-restorer,—
Medical Discovery.”Superior to cod liver
But
he
was
laboriously
drilled
in
Latin,
thing with them afterward. These
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for
oil as a nutritive, and unsurpassed as a peccleaners have peculiar methods in reno- wept unavailingtears over it, was sent less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at toral. hor weak Innas, spitting of blood,
any
other
first-class
hotel
in
the
city.
and kindred affect! >n«. It has no equal. Sold
vating these delicate fabrics, and many to college at great sacrifice on the part
by druaglststhe world over. For Dr. I’iercc’a
of them they will not reveal, as they of his friends, graduated, w as made to
Sunday Meetings.
treatbe on consumption, send 10 cents in
study law, did study it and was adare secrets of their trade.
If we contemplate the immense irn- sumps to World's Dispensary Medical As“The treatment of line laces,” said a mitted to practice, and tried his best portanco of the Sunday afternoonmeet- xxilailon,
Main street. Buffalo, N. Y.
cleaner, “is an expensive and trouble- to do what he was unfitted for. Havmgs of the organized laboring men
The most giganticsharks iu the world
some process. A thick blanket of soft ing now come to man’s estate, he took throughout the nation, we shall find
me
said to be found near Australia. Of
the
matter
into
his
own
hands,
turned
rags is sewed around a bottle, and on
ourselvesastonished that so little gen- course this discovery makes the New York
this the lace is pinned. It is quite ini- his law oflice into a machine shop, and
eral attention is paid to those meetings. bar mud, but facts are fact*.
possible to rub lace, as it would tear it began successfully the work he should
As a matter of fact, Saturday afternoon
to pieces. The bottle is then placed have been encouraged to undertake in should be given over to them, and they
The Bilious,
in a bath of soapy warm water. After the first place.— i/af/ie Tijng Grts—
xucoo dyspeptic,constipated,should address,with
should bo prohibitedon Sunday. These
soaking for twenty minutes it is boiled icold.
meetings call the best husbands from 10 001,18 8,8 “P* tor, treatise, World’* Dlafor some time, and then allowed to
their families.
families. The
The Current
wnnhl be
A.«oela.loa, rn Mala street,
their
Current would
Prizes
for Base-Bull Players.
cool. It is dipped in several baths of
happy to see the pastors of the ehurches
For losing an ear, appointmentas
clear water, until all the soap seems to
sittfugon the benches of the labor meetA Kansas editor las carried phonetic
be removed. The lace is then removed usher in the grand stand.
ings. Surely the leading lawyers spellingto a Hue point. His paper alludes
A broken finger-joint, lay off until it
from the bottle, and after part of the
should bo there. The present trade to “llworth.”
water is driven out by gentle pressure •,is well.
debates are important in their results,
If you surer with chills and fever, take
Scraping skin from one elbow in
it is hung up to dry.
and yet themselves count for nothing in Ayer s Ague Cure. It will cure you.
“After a time it is laid on a soft stealing a base, promise of an increase
a largo circle of the community.If
cloth to dry still more. When still in salary; both elbows, two promLes.
The red flag is righteouslytransformed
eight hours must come, let Saturday
(letting second on a long slide (baseslightly damp it is placed on a hair
afternoons be a part of the leisure into the fled rag.
cushion covered with flannel, and is ment of pants must remain intact), au- gained, and let Sunday union work bo
fastened there with lace pins. This is tograph of manager.

Browns Iron
Bitters
ANSWERED.
’ w*»- It d««’t. B'jt it does cure any disease
fnr which a reputable physician would prescribe IKON
Physiciansreoanlu Iron
the beet restorative

u

thU there are more D reparation* of iron than of any
other substanceused in medicine. Thi* shows concinsively that iron is acknowledged to be the most
importantfactor in successful medicalpractice. It is.

^

BROWN’S

work of skill and patience. A pin
is passed through each loop, and a
a

twist

is

given before the pin is fasten-

ed.

Sometimes the loop is drawn
straight, and sometimes not, the oper-

ator seeming to follow the original design of the lace. When quite dry the
face is sponged with a weak solution of
gum arabic, and when dry again it is
almost as good as new.
“The method of cleansingvelvet is a
secret. It can be greatly freshened by
steaming it over boiling water, care being taken to expose the wrong side of
the velvet to the steam; but this is use
ful only where the damage is not very
great. I can tell you only that the
process is a dry one, and chalk is used
in it. Velvet that has been wet is
hard to treat, but we have been able
to do wonders with it.
“It is a very common thing for actresses to bring elaboratesilk and satin
costumes to bo renewed, and we also
have many fine ball dresses. Wo do
not take them apart, but cleanse them
as they are. They are first dipped in
a

bath

of

naphtha, and

this

removes

ink, champagne, and many other stains.
Then they go into a bath of pure benzine, which takes out all the grease.

They are softly rubbed in these baths,
and any spots remaining are treated
with oxalic acid. rl hey are rinsed out
in warm water and dried over steam
coils. To iron them would harden the
silk and make it shiny, so it is run over
steam roMs or ironed between flannels.

We

have ironers whose business it is to
when they have finished a dress it looks new. Mildew is
removed by oxalic acid.”
iron dresses,and

days’ vacation.

gia-for

For having toe-nail ground off by an
opponent’s heel, the privilegeto limp. lution of salt applied boilinghot will preserve wood. This is importantto those
For not making up a face or saying
whose wood pile has to be protected by a
“Oh!” when a hot liner lands on the spring gun.
fingers’ ends, sympathy of stockhold-

all

thssa ailments Iron

proscribed daily.

la

!S».

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS,

up; healthy color comas to the cheek*; nervousness
Olaappooiy;functionalderangements become ranJar. and if a nuraingmother, abundant mutenonos
injuriou*.1‘hyiieianiand BruggitU recommend U,
Tlie

Genuine has Trade Mark and crossedrod Unas
on wrapper.
NO

TAKE
OTHER.
AKAMhh'D by

HIRE of Hay Fever Gt

C

Hay

Fever Cure Go., Ridgeway. N.Y. Send for circular.

ASKS-SX?™
$5

SPERRY DAVIS’^

PAIN-KILLER
IB

RECOMMENDED BY

Physicians, Ministers, Missionaries, Managers of Factories, Workshops, Plantations, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

everybody everywhere who has

to BR n «lny. Sample*worth $1.30.
Line* not under the horoe'a feet. Ad
Brewster'*Safety Rein Holder, Holly,

assMSS
KC

E. I. SILL'S

circulars. Position*fnrnlHh^.2&

LECTIO

tet..

Chicago.

PATENTS WIT
$CBL A MONTH Wto
u

to

patenUbtlit.1TUKK.

yen’ oxoorl.u™

ever given it a trial.

TAKEN INTERNALLY,

IT

WILL BE FOUND
FOR

A NEVEJi FAILING CURE

A SCIENTIST says (hat a very strong so-

SUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS
IN THE STOMACH. CRAMPS,
SUMMER and BOWEL COMPLAINTS. SORE
THROAT,

Better result* are derived from Ball's Hair
Iteuewcr than from any similar preparation

ers.

Malaria, Chills and Fevers,
Tired Feeling, General Debility, Pala laths
Bide, Back or Limb*. Headache and Nearal-

Let the

pastors of the
For having wire from mask driven
churches be requested to take seats
into the skull half an inch, loud apamong the workingmen. That is where
plause from d. rectors; for getting killthey belong. That would keep tbe
ed, set of resolutions,without frame,
social structure from catching fire.
to relatives.
There is too much smoko smell the way
For twisting the ankle in trying to
tilings are goinR.— Chicago Current.
make an impossible play, a monkeywrench; it will bo found a useful imYouthful Indulgence
plement in such cases.
In pernicious practices punued In solitude,
Bruising the shins, the right to rub is a most startlingcause of nervous and
general debility, lack of self-confidence, and
them.
will power, impaired memory, despondency,
For losing the sight of the eyes in and other attendant*of wrecked manhood.
trying to catch a fly in the face of the Sufferers should address,with 10 cents in
stamps, for large Illustrated treatise, pointsun, release, with back pay.
out unfailnr means of perfect cure,
For having spike in an opponent’s in*
World's Dispensary Medical Association,063
shoe driven through the instep, two Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.

BinERS^S

BITTER8

1,«

abolished.

IRON

headache,or produce oooatipatioo-.ilother iron
medicines do. BROWN'S IRON
care* Indigestion, BIlloBaneso, Weakness,

&o.

KIDDER'S FASTI

mail. Ktowcll
a,

AOo*

Mm,

JAMS, JELLY,
T»bl, Simp. Swrrt Ptrkln,Vlavgar,Catini..PmarrM, Canntag
and Krml Miklnffnr far mm' with— mallrS ln« with eeery dim
paprr of Kali Turnip Swd (all torU),

WINTKK

of
HKKT8 thrown la.
JAMtuS HAfiLEY, Beed-Urewar,MadUoa, Aik.

rapi'aper
I*7

Foul ball in the pit of stomach, perAPPLIED EXTERNALLY,
mit to stoop.
A sailoii need never starve while at sea. IT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND BEST
Having teeth knocked out and con- He can get bread at the Sandwich Islands
LINIMENT ON EARTH FOR CURING
tinuing play, the privilege of being and milk at Cowes.
SPRAINS, BRUISES. RHEUMAcalled “tough.”
TISM .NEURALGIA TOOTH.
“ROUGH ON ITCH.”
•For killing a scorer, a $1,000 United
ACHE, BURNS, FROST“Rough on Itch’’ cures skin humors, eruptions,
States bond.
BITES, &c.
ring worm, totter, salt rheum, frosted feet, chdFor kicking against the umpire’s de- blaius, itch, ivy poison, barber’s itch. 50a jars.
cisions, when he is known to be right,
Prices, 25c, 511c,
$1,(10 per Bottle,
“HOUGH ON CATARRH”
two shoes from a mule ; this is an em- corrects offensive odors atonco. Complete euro
For Sale by all Medicine Dealers.
blematic trophy.
of worst chronic cases ; also unequ&lou as gargle
for
diphtheria,
aoro
throat,
foul
breath.
50c.
The management,in offering the
«“Beware of Imitations.
above prizes, does it for the purpose
“ROUGH ON ril.ES. ’
Why suffer Piles? Immediate relief and comof encouraging the players to put forth
plete cure guanuteed. Ask for “Rough on Piles."
their best endeavors, as by so doing the feuro cure lor itching,protruding, bleeding,cr any
games will be more entertaining;and form of Files. 50c. At Druggists’ or Mailed.
with the hope that dividends will be
A Most Liberal OflTer
larger than they otherwise would be.—
The Voltaic Belt Co., Mai shall, Mich.,
Bouton Record.
offer to send their celebrated Voltaic Belts

NFORTuiEasssisssa^
-SI

M

!

The TroublesomeDuke.

and Electric Applianceson thirty days’ trial to
any man afflictedwith Nervous Debility, Loss
of Vitality, Manhood, etc. Illustratedpamphlets iu sealed envelopewith full particulars,
mailed free. Write them at once.

DR.

«4**M» »**

rer

seo.

Kvtrr aiuScale. Per ft** pries

g*

xfflik

SPACES
LIQUID GLUE

RADWAY’S

Barnum and Pig’s Feet.
' MENDS EVERYTHING
There are several stories related by
Wood. Leather. Paper. Ivory .Glaaa,
02NLY GENUINE
The late Harrison Phobus was an
China, Furniture,liric-a-Urae, Ae.
the court chaplain respecting the ecepicure about everything else. The
Strong u Iron, Solid u * Book,
centricitiesof the King’s bi other, the
The total quantitysold during th*
creator of a new dish was to him a
•Rough on Rats" dears out Rats, Mice. 15a
past
five year* amounted to over
Duke of Cambridge,who would give
greater man than he who won many
Rough
on
Corns,
"hard
or soft corns, bunions, 15o.
vent quite loudly to the thoughts curbod b^: viWSolfr Ht
battles. Among the guests at his horent in his mind during divine service.
“Rough on Tooth&cha ” Instant relief. 15a
tel, at old Point Comfort, a few years
When the clergyman said “Let us
WELL'S HAIR HA I, SAM,
ago, was the veteran showman, 1\ T.
'Fronouno'd fltrongent Glue know*
pray,” the Duke added audibly, “With If gray, restores to original color. An elegant
Barnum. He, too, loves the good
1 "
'•"’.i BMm dealer's CRnlandJOc. poatu*
dressing,softens and beautifies. No oil nor
all my heart.” On another occasion,
things of this life. One afternoon the
grease. A Tonic Restorative.Stops hair comas we have heard, ho said, “Why the
ing out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp, 50a
two were sitting together on the hotel
devil shouldn’twe?” Once, as the unveranda. Barnum was spinning one of
“ROUGH ON HILK" RILLM
fortunate curate was reading the story
THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER
the yarns for which ho is famous. He
start the bile, relievothe bilious stomach,thick,
of Zaccheus, “Behold, the half of thy
For the Cure of all Chronic DlaeaaeN.
broke off suddenly in the middle of
aching head and overloadedbowels. Small grangoods I give to the poor,” the Duke ules, small dose, big results, pleasant in opera- BCROFl Li. BLOOD TilHTH, IIKONICBIIEI liTINN, YiBIhis story with the remark:
COSE VKIXX. KUOM IIITIN, O.Vd IHTIUX. OEXERiL
astonishedthe congregationby sayiug tion, don’t disturb tlio stomacn. 25c.
PKUILITV, klUMCY AND ULiUUEK (Oimi.NTS
“Say, P limbus, why don’t you ever
aloud, “No, no; I can’t do that; that’s
CUIiED
serve pigs’ feet for breakfast?”
Why
go limping mound with your boots
too much for any man— no objection to
Beet In tbe World. Get the genuine.Ew.
run over when Lyon's Heel Stllleners will
“Because they’re not fit to eat,” laRadway's
Sarsaparillian
Rasolvant.
a tenth.” In answer to “Thou shalt keep them straight.
conicallyreplied Mr. Phu bus.
Humors and Sores of all kinds, particularly chronic
not steal,” the Duke remarked, “No, I
Bronchitis is cured by frequent small dose* diaeaaeaof the akin, are cured with great certaintyby
“They’re not, eh? I’ll cure you of
never did steal anything except some of Piso's uro for Consumption.
a course of HADWaY’H HARHAPARU.LIAN. Wo mean
that belief. Cot a cook you can trust?”
obatmate caat-a that have reaitdcd ull other treatment.
apples when I was quite a little boy.”
“Several of them,” responded the
Another Life Saved.
Once
the Duke objected to the prayDIABETES CURED!
astonished Phabus.
Mrs. HarrietCummings, of Cincinnati, Ohio, writes:
er for rain on account of the wind.
Louisiana.Mo.
“Send the best one up to me,” said
Dn. Rad wat— Dear Sir: I have naed ail your reme“No use praying for rain in a northeast “Early last winter ray daughter was attackedwith a dies
with treat successin practice, and the way 1 found
Barnum.
•evero cold, which settledon her lungs. Wo tried
wind.” The prayer for rain sometimes severalmcdUmcM, none of which seemed to do her favor with your Resolvent it cured mu of Dials-tea
The cook came. “Now,” said Mr.
after three physicianshad given me up. 1 detecteda
causes quarrels in country parishes. any good, but she continued to get worse, and finally change in my urine in two hours after tire first doae, l>ll. H. H. G1UBEN 4c HON*,
Barnum to the astonished chief, “get
and three bottles cured me.
Hpeciallatafor Thirteen Years Past.
Your iriend. THOS. G. PAGE.
some pigs’ feet— fat ones; wash them We know a c ase of a funner rushing to raised large amountsof blood from her lung*. Wo
Have treated Drop y and IU complication* with the
the Squire to complain of his parson’s called iu a family physician,hut he failedto do her
A remedy composed of Ingredientsof extraordinary D1'« 1w£nd*,?ul aorcee* j use vefeUblg'wmedles,
clean — very clean ; then wrap each one
properties,essentialto purify, heal, repair,
selfishness.“Directlyhe gets up his any good. At this time a friend who had been cured medical
111 ,ro,pto"“ o‘ dw"'
separately in a piece of clean muslin
by DU. WM. HALL’S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS ad- and invigorate tire broken-downand wasted body.
Sold
by
all
Druggists. $1X0 a bottle.
own rubbishing piece of hay,” said the vised me to give it a trial. We then got a bottle, and
' Cure pathnta pronouncedhopeless by the beat of
that hasn’t got any starch in it. Then
i<li.v.irians.
Dll. KADWAY & CO„ N. Y„
irritatedagriculturist, “he begins to she began to Improve, and by the use of three bottles
1 rum the irat dose the symptom* rapidlydlaapboil ’em. Boil ’em hard and boil ’em
Proprietors of Kad way's Heady Belief and war. and in ten daya at least two-thlrdaof aJl aymppray for rain 1" The court chaplainin- was entirely cured."
Dr. Kadway’s Fllla.
toma re removed.
long; not less than seven hours. Do
Home may cry humbug withont k
slrout it. lU-mcmbcr.it does not oov
you understand— seven hours? Then forms us that the curate of Kew got so
SEND
nervous at the continual interruptions
take them out and put them in a cool
kJcniUot.
«
't.Uiof, «U.
a gen
Mil 10 .dar. rraCJU)OUf.CU«imuU.at
of his Royal Highness that he resigned
place. When they’re cool unwrap ’em
L«trn hare and earn
his appointment.— -Temp/e Bar.
Yg*u
pay. Situations
and split ’em. Understand? Split ’em
I furnished. Write ValentineBroe., Janeavllla, Wia.
right in the center. Next day boil ’em
A Dutiful Daughter.

THE

Sarsaparillian

_

w

Resolvent!

FRAZER

<

I

AXLE GREASE.

BY

^

(

.

DROPSY
1

i

THE GREET

ii

TELEGRAPH

<1

.,

and

serve ’em hot - the hotter the betbut for heaven’s sake don’t

_

The pretty maiden fell overboard,
and her lover leaned over the side of
fry ’em.”
the boat as she ose to the surface,
The cook followed instructions, and
and said:
the next day Mr. Phabus took break“Give me your hand.”
fast with Mr. and Mrs. Barnum and
“Please ask papa,” she said, as she
the friend who tells the story. Mr.
sank for the second time.— Bos/on
Phoebus ate of them, and ate heartily.
Courier.
They just touched his taste, and “supplied a long-feltwant.” When the
Seven deaths from injuries or physARE YOU BILIOUS?
pigs’ feet had disappeared,Mr. Phoebus’ ical break-down during the playing of
The Regulator titterfall* to cure. I moat cheerfully
comment was, “fcay, Barnum, that’s the game of foot ball have occurred in recommend it to all who suffer from BiliousAttacks
or any Diaease caused by a dlaarranged stale of the
food for a king. ”
England in less than one year. If the
W. It. BERNARD.
And that is how it came about that deaths from hydrophobia had been as Kansas City, Mo.
the visitor to the various first-class many there would have gone up a cry
DO YOU WANT GOOD DIGESTION?
hotels finds on the breakfast bill of for the banishmentof dogs, or their
I suffered intenselywith Full Stomach. HenAache,
A neighbor who had taken Simmons Liver Regfare set before him, “Pigs’ feet boiled wholesale destruction. Why not give etc.
ulatortold me i* was a sure cun* tor my trouble. The
first
dose
I took relieved me very much, and in one
a la Barnum.” Mr. Phobus had in- foot ball “the grand bounce?”— Dr.
week s time I was as strong ami hearty a« ever I was.
troduced the dish to his brother cater- Foote's Health Monthly.
It t* the beet medicine l ever took for f>i/*pep*la.
Richmond,Vs.
II. G. CRENSHAW.
ers in various parts of the world.—
DO YOU, SUFFER FROM CONSTIPATION?
Barlford Pont.
Restful Nights, Days Free from Torture,
ter,

i

REGULATOR!

Liver.

.

Trying

to Fit a

Round Peg

in a

Square

Hole.
Another great mistake of parents is
made a little further on, when the education the child is to receive and the
work he is to do in life begin to be considered. Most parents have preconceived ideas of what their childrenshall
do in the world, and it is sometimes
very hard to modify or change them in
accordancewith the child’s natural
tastes. They are like the parents pi a
boy with whom I had acquaintance,
who had determined, I think even before the boy’s birth, that he must be a
lawyer. The boy proved to have no

Testimony of Hiium Warner, Chief Justice of Gs.:
Await the rheumatic sufferer who resorts to
T have used Simmons Liver Regulator U r ConstipaHostetter's Stomach Hitters.That this benig- tion of mv Bowels, caused by a temporary Derangenant cordial and depurentis a far more reliable ment of the Liver, for the last three or lour years,
and always with decidedbeneJU."
remedy than colchicum and other poisons used
HAVE YOU MALARIA?
to expel the rheumati: virus from the blood, is
I have had experiencewith Simmons LIvat Regua fact that experiouco has satisfactorilvdemon-

strated.It also enjoys the advantageof being—
unlike them-perfectlysafe. With many persons
a certain predisposition to rheumatisiuexists,
which renders them liable to its attick t after
exposure,in wet weather, to currentsof air,
changesof temn?rature. or to cold when the body
is hot Such jtersonsshould take a wineglass
or two of the Bittersas soon as possible after
Incurringrisk from tbe above causes, as this
superb protective effectuallynullifies tbe hurtful influence.For the functional derangements
which accompany rheumatism, such as colic,
spasms in tbe stomach,palpitation of the heart,
imperfect digestion, etc., the Bitters is also a
most useful remedy. It is only necessaryin
Obstinate cases to use it with persistency.

,

lator since IBS, and regard it as the
of the time* fur (Usetitr*peculiarto

greatestmedicine
malarial reylone.
So good a medicine deserves universalcommeudatiom
Rev. M, B. WHARTON,
Cor. Sec'y Sou bent Baptist TheologicalSeminary.

OPIUM

uo'i

COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS
Supplied with partly-printed
sheetsIn the most satisfactory manner. Send for sunplea and prices to
THE NEWSPAPER UNION, No*, zn and «3 Franklin
St-ee*.

WAIST

have leMburoJed and dripped water. Bend for free
pamphlet, containingteatlmniilals. qneatfona,etc
1 en daya treatment funiished free by mail.
Kpllritay (Flta) poNitivuly cured.

LmKKN

ni'iis: 0"iS' H.
Ml •Tnn«c‘ *

T

I

use

_

Simmons Liver Regulator when troubled seri-

ously with Headaches caused by Constipation; it produces a favorablelesult without hindering mu regular pur mile in
W. W. WITMER.
Dea Moines, Iowa.

bunlueu.

Always look

Stamp in
red, on front c-f Wrapper, and the
Signature of. J. IX. Zeilln A Co. on
for .the Z

the aide. Hone other Is genuine.
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BY THE GARVANZA LAND COMPANY OF LOS AK6ELES, CAL.,

to
^

Carpenter*. Masons. Brick-Mukera,Plnnibera, and Laborera of all kinds. Carpenter*’
wageR. $3 and IS.SO per day ; MaRonn and Plaaterera,$3 to «5 per day ; Laborers, ?2U to$2r> per month
and Hoard. Homes Hold on monthly iimtaHmentR,and work furnished to those who wish to Recurs
a pleasant home. W urk all tho year round. No time lost on accountof hot or cold weather
Trees planted on lots and cared for until purchasersdesire to reside upon them. Deferred
payments for two years, without interest. Best of eoll, abundance of water, and the healthiest
climate in tho world.
b,°

Chicago, HI. For full particulars apply

hlUl

ROGERS,

Applying to

A. Phillips A Co., 83 Clark Street,

BOOTH

^

CO., Atrcnts.

*

184 N. Main Street, Lot Angelea, California.

,

Is®
___

ftSU
ICnne gennlo* unitea
^taiup-d with the elMte

s The Best

Wa erproolCoai
Erer Maie.
BRAND BLICXRr

Don’t waste your moner on a gum or robber coat The FIBH

TRAD* MASK.
nothaveibe'YiMt ssiivp". send fordcwrlmiver its

J.

Habit, Quickly and Painless*
cured (home CorrespotMleiioe
noddled and /r«r fruit of cun; tent
lumca .investigator*. The Humam*
RfUKor Comtaxt,Lafayette,lad.
If

ARE YOU SUBJECT TO SICK HEADACHE?

W

PISO’

1

CONSUMPT

yjsMjomiAk
lOadlnv have berncure 4. Indeed, toatrofiglamfalti
iBiuefflearr.ti.atl wld eeadTWO UOTTLES tall,
legather with a VALUABI.gTBlATlsion tble diaasm

TOW!

So. 39-80

C.K. V.

XVHKN WRITING TO
la

tklu******** 70,1 lWlW

ADVERTISERS,

^

kdvartiasmsa*

Church Item* with the

-I

Service* for

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

We

Defy Competition

and wleh to anoSnnct that we have a

We Have Moved

large w

and carefullyselected stock of

to our

at 7:30.

Hope Reformed Church-Servicesat
10:30 a. m. . and 7 :80 p.
Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 0:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.

MEN’S and BOYS

Subjects: Morning, “Review of General
Synod’s proceedings.” Evening, “Mary’s
memorial act." Congregational singing.
Opening anthems by the choir. Weekly
praise and prayer-meetingThursday at
7:80 p. m. All are welcome.

CLOTHING!

m

New

Post Office,where we have added
to our stock of

Boots, Shoes,

terns put into Ready-Made

m.

THAT

ETC. ETC.

The Choicest and Best Pat

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Uroek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.

Store two doors west of the

nn especially large and stylishline of

Clothing can be found at our

Subjects: Morning, "The shortness of
life." Afternoon, “Life and immor-

Store.

Ladies' <8 Heats’ Shoes.

tality brought to light.”
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2.*00 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45. Subjects: A: ternoon,
“By faith dwelling in tabernacles.”
Evening, Prayer meeting.

WORN GOODS

NO SHOP

POWDER

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.

All

Call and See Us and Learn

Our Prices.

New Goods and

York.
IF HOT

Will give you a

VAN DUREN BROS.,

Absolutely Pure.

Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
7.80; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.80 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
of each month. All are Invited to attend.

BORMAN

B.

of the Latest Styles.

Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.
Thi* powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m. strength and wtaolesomeneis.More economical
than
the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
competition with the multitude of low test, abort
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
at 7 :80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday cans. Kotal Bakiro Powder Co., 106 Wall-st,
39-48w
evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are free. New
Subjects: Morning, “Who have the
right to the name of Christian?"Evening, “Selfishness.”

$1000

A

forfeit

The Popular Boot and Shoe Dealers.

CALL AND SEE
„

„

....

US.

Holland. Mich., June 9, 1880.

FILLMORE BIRD.

1886.

Holland. Mich., April 15.

New

19-tf.

Stove

PHOENIX

ll-ttm.

Otto Breyman Cheap Cash

Store

!

For your

-dealerin-

RAT AX A FILLER.

Jewelry, Watches,

m.

Strangers especially welcome. “O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Ps. 96-9.

Old Stove.

Crockery,

DIAMONDS,

Flour and Feed,

Silnrm Flattim

and Fast? Hoods,

and Glassware,
Gold and

Watches at Rea-

Silver

sonable Prices.

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

The

largestassortment of

rFiAMoisru-RioMas

Wonderful Curei.

honeBt and fair dealing he hopes to retain

ever dieplayed in this city.

_ Yates & Kane, of Holland, and A. De
nrulf, of Zeeland, retail druggists, say:
We have been selling Dr. King’s New
Discovery, Electric Bittersand Bucklen’i
Arnica Salve for sir years. Have never
handled remedies that sell as well or give
inch universalsatisfaction. There have
been some wonderful cures effected by

I

a oznrirfli.

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of

and a
Thli Clew vfll pert u r*pr»»entM
tad win be exteft"
rlttlytdTtrtiMd la
ton for lire detlen vbo vIB
appridtu lu narlta tad pub It toeoctUotly.

tmy

these medicines in this city. Severs
cases of pronounced Consumptionhave
been entirelycured by use of a few bottles
of Dr. King’s New Discovery taken in

Addmi BA5GHART BROS, Soli

13* link

Awenae,

All

CHICAGO.

connection with Electric Bitters. We
recommend them always. Sold by Yates
& Kane.

H. WALSH’S.

There is a telephone In the store, and all orders
given through It will be promptly attended to.

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairitgand en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No

XUD’XVflLXX*-A.I*

Will supply

charge.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Agenti,

Bosnian

A. B.

keep on hand a large assortment of

SPECTACLES

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

vor

also

nL ones.
ii.C.U'lomerB of lhe 8tore ana obtain many
new

Give me a Call.
HotxaND. Mich.. July

23.^* WERKMAN-

3xr

Fire

? ?

Bach

trouble to show Goods.
p^'Hickmetack,”ajastlng and

frajrrant

perfume.

G.

Shlloh’a Cure will Immediatelyrelieve Croup,
Whooping C)ngh and Bronchitla.
... ...

Only

&

^THE

their Spring Stock of

35 Cents.

Son.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

and White Goods.

New
A

Spring Styles of Hats
Full Stock
G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

New

GOOD NEWS

Ga.

LADIES.

AT

-

Honest Prices!

Dallas,

Tex,

San Francisco, Cal.

Second-Hand

FOR SALE BY

BEST $3lo SHOE

ever of.

fared. Now’s your time to getnp
ordartforoor celebratedTcaa
and Caffeen.and secure t beautiful Gold Band orVoat Rom China
Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated

Meyer, Broover & Co.
DEALERS

STOVES

in the city, always on hand.

I.N

Furniture, Wall Paper, Repairing promptly and

CARPETS. ETC.

Holland,

- -

neatly done.
NO.

THAN EVER BEFORE!

OILS.

We

that will astonish you.

BUY THE

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

In

it*

ojf

ESTIMATES

k

Building

for

Work

WATER PIPES
for all parties desiringthe

Will

Cemetery Work.

and put In

of all kind* neatly executed.

'

'

give

Satisfaction.

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

'

bought and sold by

Etc.

kind* of

A. B.

-

pnt In and repaired.
-------

Give us a call.

KREMERS A BARGS,
Drag Brort

Of every description

to Cisterns and Drive Wells

snlt th*(Ua>t*.

;th,

np residince* tor

All

DRUGS and MEDICINES A11 Work Warranted
and Mil them at price*

fit

Hot and Gold later!

Do not forget that we *U11 have as complete
a Stock of

Bcllwd, Mkh., Mtj

Second-Hand Goods

same.

made'' to order.

CROWDING THE PAINT TRADE,

to

putting In

peeling,

While we are at pr*eent

th* city,

Bargains.

connection with the Holland City Water Work*
we are ready to make

cracking or chalking off.

Aa i<kept in

1886.

And Secure
PLBMBINB
MONUMENTS,

To prova tb* quality of these Paints, we w*nld
state that the paint put on building*
four years ago ha* given

have not had one complaint of

HEROLD.

20,

GRANITE AND MARBLE

IS,

We

will sell cheap.

EIGHTH STREET.

Holland, Mich., March

dealer in

make prices on Oils

will

46,

E.

EulT.DeMERELL,
—
—

M,

Which he

Michigan.
50-6m

(ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

4t.

Has a large number of

30 Union Square,N.Y. Chicago,111. St. Louis, Mo.

All kinds

22

-

HciSeiil Made Co.
—ORANGE, MASS.-

Atlanta,

Bosnian

HEROLO'S

PERFECT SATISFACTION Honest Goods

of Groceries.

GreatMt inducements

A. B.

SEWING-MACHINE E.
HAS NO EQUAL.

Holland, Mich., April 10, 1880.

Shiloh’s CatarrhKemedy-a nosltlye enre for
Catarrh. Diphtheria and Canker Mouth.

Son.

!

With Us!

Trad*

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

give Immediaterelief. Price 10 cts., 50 cts., and
|1, Forsaleby Yates A Kane.

Golden Seal Bitten will assuredly care
the broken down dyspeptic. Sold by H.

SALE

Do^»B,M,ch.. March ,S:iEBefM6ART£I"

Hosiery and Underwear.

Shiloh’s Cure will

orhT^^

low figures.

any time.

FUST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR

A Nasal Injectorfree with each bottle of Shiloh’s
Catarrh Remedy. Price SO cents

diiturbances are the result Many of the
miseries of modern man and womanhood
might be cared and prevented were theli*
approach heeded and resisted, having
.Aelr origin In derangements of the liver
their
and blood, djapepsla, jaundice, indigestion. costiveneea and other unwholesome
conditions. EviU of a diseased nature find
a certain care by the use of Golden Seal
Bitten. In this medicine, natore, aided
by art, has produced a rare combination
of medicinalproperties, wisely adapted to
the cure of diseases common to mankind.
The vitalizing principals embodied in

and put them in at very

A Scientific Haircut* or
InvigoratingShampoo

For Dyspepsiaand Liver Complaint, yon have a
printed guarantee on every bottle of Shiloh’s
Viullzer It never falls to Cure. For sale by
Yates A Kane.

A Warning.
Pain Is given for the wise purpose of
informing ns of the presence of danger
and disease. Any little excitement of an
unusual nature disturbs the balance of the

every kind of a stove

fashion.

This never fails. Sold bv Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists. Holland,Mich. 61y

Co.

fit

and Towels.

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Wool
ford's Sanitary Lotion. Use no other

Walsh &

A Good Clean Shaye>

Table Linens,

of

All ladies should discard heavy, un
comfortable bustles when they can get
“The Mikado,” for lightness and shapliness it baa no equal. It is the only warranted bustle made. For sale by, Mrs.
D. M. Gee &
23 4t.

To

yon can get a

Woolens & Cottons,

Ifl

when

RUNNINGS

TONSORIAL PARLORS

at

the truly
miraculouscures made by Golden Sea
Bitters,we do not hesitate to say there is
no other remedy for blood, liver, atom
acb and kidney diseases,half its equal.

will yon cough

LIGHT

Dress Goods,

Are yon made miserableby Indigestion. Con
stlpation. Dizziness.Loss of Appetite.Yellow
Skin I Shiloh’s VltallzeiIs a postive cure.

Why

1884.

22-4t.

The Rev. Geo. B. Thayer, of Bonrbon, Ind.,
eaya: ••Both myaelf and wife owe onr live* to
Shlloh’a Consumption Cure .” For sale by Yates
A Ease.

witnesses

12,

Dry Goods,

Bnoklen’eArnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all ekin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, am
A. De Krulf, Zeeland. Mich.

Having been

Holland, Mich.. May

BILLY'S
Have on baud

So confident are we that Dr. Pete’s 35
cent Cough Cure will not disappoint the
most sanguine expectationsof a single
broken down consumptive invalid, that
we warrant It. Had we not the most perfect confidence in its virtues,we woulc
not think of offering it as we do. Sold b

H. Walsh

BREYMAN.

O.

Van Patten & Son

,
Bollard, Mich., Ang. 25,

R.

N.

DIME HELL,

1885.

80-lj

TAN LANDBGEND A KERKHOF,
Hollabd, Mich., Jnn*

19,

1865.

'

)

Bosman

